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The World Gourmet Summit, for many of us, is the 
highlight of the gastronomic year. 2013 marks 

our 17th anniversary, and this year we want to pay 
homage to the artisans within our food and beverage 
(F&B) industry. We turn our gaze to look inward, to 
the artist within the masterchef, the winemaker, and 
the producer.

Our F&B industry has seen some big changes in 
the past year, changes that come not only from the 
culinary world, but from external influences as well. 
Sometimes change brings with it an evolution, and 
today we are watching as the very art of dining—and 
the table—evolves. The interests of diners are shifting—
chefs who embrace innovation and experience are 
gaining the attention that was previously reserved for 
the bearers of the Michelin-star. Dining experiences 
are being driven by the unique, the exploratory, and 
the truly artistic. Attending the World Gourmet 
Summit this year are evolutionary artisans such 
as Paco and Jacob Torreblanca, Bo Lindegaard and 
Lasse Askov; masterchefs who not only advance the 
boundaries of the culinary world, but also create 
truly unique experiences that, in many cases, will 
never be repeated. Similarly, we have masterchefs 
like Gabriele Ferron, a masterchef and artisanal 
producer who has chosen a single ingredient—rice—
and has become the greatest artisan the world has 
ever seen with regards to that simple ingredient. But 
then, it is the job of the artisan to take something 
simple, understand it, nurture it, grow it, and turn it 
into something extraordinary. 

World Gourmet Summit 2013 will see a return of 
the Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions, where our 
masterchefs will host demonstrations to share their 
talent and expertise. Another inaugural event this 
year is the Youth Chefs’ Day, sponsored by Meat & 
Livestock Australia; this forum will give young chefs 
the opportunity to network with, and learn from, the 
shared experiences of some of the top masterchefs 
and professionals participating in this year’s summit.  
We will also see a number of experiential wine 
tastings with leading wine estates like Beringer, 
Château de Beaucastel, and Isola e Olena.

One of this year’s most unforgettable experiences 
will undoubtedly be the Hearts On Fire Edible Fashion 
Show & Chocolate Dinner. Hosted by Executive Chef 
David Senia and Capella Singapore, created by 
Spanish masterchefs Paco and Jacob Torreblanca and 
Singapore’s own Chef Janice Wong, in conjunction 
with diamond artisan Hearts On Fire, this expression 
of ‘haute couverture’ sums up everything this 17th 
World Gourmet Summit is all about: the expression 
of the artisan masterchef.

World Gourmet Summit 2013 will be about 
celebrating and sharing those who work to personally 
craft the gastronomic experience. We welcome all 
of our partners and masterchefs who undoubtedly 
make this year one of the most memorable summits 
to date, transcending our culinary experience beyond 
the gourmet, to the level of the artisan.

Bon Profit!

Peter A Knipp
Chief Executive Officer
Peter Knipp Holdings Pte Ltd
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Singapore’s culinary scene has evolved significantly 
over the past few years, and it is exhilarating to 

now behold the range and variety of quality dining 
experiences on offer. The World Gourmet Summit 
(WGS), a part of the World Gourmet Series, has been 
an integral part of this dynamic scene, especially 
with its commitment to bringing in top notch 
international masterchefs to Singapore and creating 
invaluable and exciting experiences for food-lovers 
here and from abroad. 

In recent years, there has also been a steady growth 
in the number of restaurants in Singapore. In 2011,  
restaurants made up over 35 percent of the total  
food and beverage (F&B) establishments, the largest 
portion of the F&B industry here. It is bespoke events 
like the WGS which has helped fuel this growth by 
focusing international attention on the vibrancy 
of Singapore’s offerings, and introducing fresh and 
creative perspectives to the industry. Melissa Ow

Assistant Chief Executive
Experience Development Group
Singapore Tourism Board

This year, as WGS celebrates 17 years of success, it 
takes on the theme: “Artisan & The Art of Dining”. 
This pairing of dining with lifestyle concepts and 
artistic expressions in innovative and relevant ways 
is testament to the forward-thinking drive that keeps 
WGS foremost in the global gourmand’s mind. WGS 
2013 will showcase eleven days of superlative events 
and activities fronted by some of the biggest names 
in global culinary circles and includes excellent 
opportunities to not only celebrate good food and 
wine, but to also inspire ideas and share knowledge.

I extend my heartiest congratulations to the WGS 
team for putting together yet another stellar line-up 
of top masterchefs from around the world, and to all 
participants in this gourmet festival.

Bon Appetit!
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In Japan, white asparagus
is very famous, especially from 
Hokkaido. Their taste is sweet, 

with a very nice texture, not 
too soft...it is totally different 

from green asparagus

  - Tadashi Takashi

Japanese
style white

& green
asparagus
soup
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welcome n indulge
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Peter Knipp Holdings Pte Ltd
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NEW: X À LA CARTE 

Leica has expanded the ‘Leica à la carte’ programme - it’s special concept to personalise 
your Leica camera - and will be offering a selection of styling options for the Leica X2.

Discover the fascination of the Leica X à la carte at www.leica-store.sg or visit our 
Leica Stores at ION Orchard, Mandarin Gallery and Raffles Hotel Arcade.

Leica Camera Asia Pacific |  360 Orchard Road | #06-04 International Building | Singapore 238869 | www.leica-store.sg

LEICA STORE: 

LEICA AUTHORIZED DEALERS: 

ION Orchard, Tel: 6636 9388 | Mandarin Gallery, Tel: 6733 0118 | Raffles Hotel Arcade, Tel: 6336 9555 

Cathay Photo @ Peninsula Plaza, Tel: 6337 4274 | Click! @ Funan DigitaLife Mall, Tel: 6226 7226 

Gope’s Foto and Film @ Tanglin Shopping Centre, Tel: 6737 2633 | Lumen @ Marina Bay Sands, Tel: 6688 7478

All leathers can be combined with the Leica X2 in silver, black or titanium-anodized finish.
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NEW: X À LA CARTE 

Leica has expanded the ‘Leica à la carte’ programme - it’s special concept to personalise 
your Leica camera - and will be offering a selection of styling options for the Leica X2.

Discover the fascination of the Leica X à la carte at www.leica-store.sg or visit our 
Leica Stores at ION Orchard, Mandarin Gallery and Raffles Hotel Arcade.

Leica Camera Asia Pacific |  360 Orchard Road | #06-04 International Building | Singapore 238869 | www.leica-store.sg
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ION Orchard, Tel: 6636 9388 | Mandarin Gallery, Tel: 6733 0118 | Raffles Hotel Arcade, Tel: 6336 9555 

Cathay Photo @ Peninsula Plaza, Tel: 6337 4274 | Click! @ Funan DigitaLife Mall, Tel: 6226 7226 

Gope’s Foto and Film @ Tanglin Shopping Centre, Tel: 6737 2633 | Lumen @ Marina Bay Sands, Tel: 6688 7478

All leathers can be combined with the Leica X2 in silver, black or titanium-anodized finish.
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degaard & Lasse askov

i’m a koMBo | Copenhagen, denmark
Hosted at 2am:lab 

      Caffé Sicilia | Noto, Italy
Hosted at Gattopardo Italian Grill & Pizzabar

www.worldgourmetsummit.com
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ristorante Pila vecia | verona, italy 
Hosted at Forlino

DiverXO | Madrid, Spain
Hosted at Forest ™,

Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore 

Jean-FranÇois PiÈge 

 

restaurant Jean-François Piège | Paris, France
Hosted at stellar at 1-altitude 
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World Gourmet Summit 2013
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Pastelería totel | alicante, spain
       Hosted at the knolls, Capella singapore 

aria restaurant & CHisWiCk | sydney, australia
Hosted at the Prime society 

rodrigo de la Calle | Madrid, spain
Hosted at osia, resorts World® sentosa singapore

www.worldgourmetsummit.com
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Signature by Sanjeev Kapoor | Mumbai, India
Hosted at The Song Of India 

ze kitchen galerie | Paris, France
Hosted at My Humble House, tungLok group

     the 1947, Cheval Blanc | Courchevel, France
Hosted at La Cantine by Bruno Ménard
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Partner Chefs
World Gourmet Summit 2013
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Hashi Japanese r
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Partner Chefs
World Gourmet Summit 2013
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Purveyors of the finest ingredients
to the most demanding customer

228A Pandan Loop Singapore 128414 T | 65 6501 5555 F | 65 6501 5556
www.classicfinefoods.com 



ThroughouT The TemperaTe zones of 
The world, The promise of spring makes 
everyone wading Through winTer look 
forward wiTh expecTaTion. for anyone 
remoTely in love wiTh food, The coming of 
The firsT delicaTe vegeTables of spring is 
an evenT eagerly waiTed for ThroughouT 
The winTer monThs. in april, aTTenTions 
will Turn To ingredienTs like arugula, 
fiddleheads, fava beans and scallions. 
buT someThing ThaT Truly brings ouT a 
passionaTe sTreak in gourmands around 
The world each spring is The arrival 
of asparagus. and if There is a Type of 
asparagus ThaT connoisseurs look 
forward To The mosT, surely iT is The 
arrival of whiTe asparagus.

The first shoots of

by Jason sych
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a pass ion to inspi re

Steel i te In ternat ional  i s  a wor ld leading 
manufacturer  and suppl ier  of  award-winning 
inspi ra t ional  tableware for  the hospi ta l i ty 
market .

Whatever the scope or nature of  the menu, the 
envi ronment or budget,  S tee l i te In ternat ional 
provides the comple te range of innovat ive 
products to he lp you achieve.

T: +6 013 7300 767, E: ngreen@steel i te.com
T: +9715 062 41398, E: swi lk inson@steel i te.com

www.steel i te.com  

Now le t  us inspi re you
Steel i te In ternat ional  i s  a wor ld leading 
manufacturer  and suppl ier  of  award-winning 
inspi ra t ional  tableware for  the hospi ta l i ty  market .

Whatever the scope or nature of  the menu, the 
envi ronment or budget,  S tee l i te In ternat ional 
provides the comple te range of innovat ive 
products to he lp you achieve.



Tadashi Takahashi, executive chef of hashi restaurant

vitelio reyes of sur nuevo latino kitchen

diego chiarini of oso ristorante
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you know, the thin, long green ones? They are much 

more bitter, a much stronger taste. but i truly love [white 
asparagus],” comments francois mermilliod, chef and 
co-owner of absinthe restaurant. it is quite often that the 
words ‘love’ and ‘white asparagus’ are found in the same 
sentence; gourmands and chefs alike seem to find that 
‘love’ is a perfectly descriptive word for what most people 
feel towards this vegetable. chef vitelio reyes of sur nuevo 
latino kitchen agrees. 

“it is a european ingredient. [in south 
america] not everyone is in the mood 
to apply it to our recipes...but i’m 
pretty sure that will continue to change. 
[availability] is no longer a boundary to 
do what you want with an ingredient...
because it is something that everyone 
loves.”  

 
as an invention, most asparagus aficionados would probably 
argue it is one of humanity’s best. biologically, it is the exact 
same plant as it’s more widely eaten green brother; however 
its beauty dives deeper than its skin. a more subtle, sweeter 
taste than the green makes those tasting it for the first time 
wonder how they could have survived without it. 

“normally, my family just poaches them 
... or we eat it raw as a salad ... and 
that’s my favourite way, just with some 
olive oil and salt. Then you can really 
taste how different it is.” 

white asparagus is grown in the deprivation of sunlight; 
no light means no photosynthesis, which in turn means 
no chlorophyll and green pigmentation. Traditionally this is 
accomplished by burying the plants beneath a tall mound of 
mulch so that throughout the growth cycle the shoots never 
poke through into the sunlight. but growing underground 
is not only labour intensive, it makes harvesting difficult as 
special tools are needed to cut the stems, and a level of 
skill to do so without damaging either the plant itself, or the 
asparagus shoots surrounding the shoot being cut. To that 
end, white asparagus is now more conventionally grown 
beneath black plastic coverings that block the sunlight while 
allowing the asparagus to grow above ground. but even this 
way they are still more labourious to grow, as even moonlight 
is enough to stimulate photosynthesis and start the plant on 
its way to becoming green. and as soon as the green takes 
hold, the flavour begins to change.

“in Japan, white asparagus is very 
famous, especially from hokkaido. 
Their taste is sweet, with a very nice 
texture, not too soft...it is totally different 
from green asparagus”

and that is exactly why we don’t begrudge white asparagus 
the trouble it causes...because we know that however much 
trouble it may be, our enjoyment of it will be that much greater 
come spring. Jis

WGS MEnU 029



White Asparagus Custard, 
Sea Urchin & Caviar pearls 
(refer to page 29)

by chef francois mermilliod

12  fresh sea urchin
40g caviar pearls
12   shiso leaves
12   chive stalks, cut in 3-cm lengths

espelette emulsion
100ml  milk
50ml  water
1 tsp  soy lecithin 
  salt and espelette pepper, to taste

white asparagus custard
6  white asparagus spears, peeled
300g  cream
100g  whole eggs
  salt and espelette pepper, to taste

• for the esplette emulsion: heat the milk and 100ml 
water over a low heat in a saucepan to a boil. add in 
the soy lecithin and pulse with a hand-held blender 
until emulsified.

• for the white asparagus custard: simmer the white 
asparagus in a pot of boiling salted water until tender, for 
about 10 minutes. remove the cooked white asparagus 
and plunged into an ice water-bath to cool. once cooled, 
cut off the top (6-cm) of each white asparagus and set 
aside. blend the rest of the cooked white asparagus with 
the cream and whole eggs into a purée. season with sea 
salt and espelette pepper to taste. divide the asparagus 
purée among 12 shot glasses and steam in a hot steamer 
for about 10 minutes and then keep chill in the refrigerator 
for about an hour.

• cut each cooked white asparagus top in half lengthwise, 
and place one half vertically into each chilled shot glass. 
add in the white asparagus custard and a spoonful of 
espelette emulsion. sprinkle with esplette pepper. add in 
the fresh sea urchin, a few caviar pearls, a leaf of shiso, 
and a piece of chive. serves 12

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



12  white asparagus spears, peeled
2 tbsp white wine vinegar
4   organic whole eggs

4   iberico ham slices
2 tbsp  ikura (salmon roe)
1 tbsp  pine nuts, toasted

hollandaise
2  organic egg yolks
1 tbsp water
100ml  clarified butter, warmed
½ tsp  lemon juice
  sea salt and freshly ground white pepper, to taste

• for the hollandaise: whisk the oraganic egg yolks with a 
tablespoon of water in a mixing bowl over a bain marie 
until the organic egg yolks are light and foamy. gradually 
add in the warmed clarified butter and continue to whisk 
until emulsified.  add in the lemon juice and season with 
sea salt and freshly ground white pepper to taste. keep 
the hollandaise warm.

• poach the white asparagus in a pot of boiling salted 
water until tender, for about 10 minutes. remove the 
poached asparagus from the boiling water and keep 
warm. strain the resulting white asparagus cooking water 
into a saucepan. add in the white wine vinegar and return 
the saucepan on the stove and poach the organic whole 
eggs for about 2 minutes.

• place 3 poached white asparagus onto each serving plate 
and top with a poached organic whole egg. spoon  the 
hollandaise over the poached organic whole egg and top 
with a poached white asparagus. add in a slice of iberico 
ham and ikura. sprinkle with toasted pine nuts. serves 4

white asparagus with 
organic poached egg,
Iberico ham & ikura & 
hollandaise
by chef francois mermilliod
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Japanese style white 
asparagus soup
by chef Tadashi Takahashi

1  sea bream (200g), cut into 4 equal pieces
4  shiitake mushrooms
4  prawns
¼  yuzu, zested

white asparagus soup
8   white asparagus spears, peeled and chopped
200ml dashi (Japanese soup stock)

• for the white asparagus soup: poach the chopped white 
asparagus and prawns separately in a pot of boiling salted 
water. remove and drain well. place the poached white 
asparagus into a food processor and add in the dashi 
and pulse to a purée. strain the white asparagus purée 
into a saucepan and heat over a low heat. keep warm. 

• poach the sea bream pieces, prawns and shiitake 
mushrooms separately in a pot of boiling salted water. 
remove and drain well.

• place a poached sea bream into each serving soup bowl 
and top with a poached shiitake mushroom and poached 
prawn. ladle the white asparagus soup into the serving 
soup bowl, filling to the level of the shiitake mushroom 
and sprinkle with yuzu zest. serves 4



white asparagus & prawn salad with yuzu dressing
by chef Tadashi Takahashi

12  prawns
6   white asparagus spears, peeled
18   konbu strips
80g mix lettuce greens

yuzu dressing
1 tsp garlic paste
65ml grapeseed oil
35ml yuzu juice
5ml  soy sauce
  sea salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste

• for the yuzu dressing: place the garlic paste into a mixing 
bowl. gradually add in the grapeseed oil, yuzu juice, and 
soy sauce and whisk until emulsified. set aside.

• poach the prawns and white asparagus in a pot of boiling 
salted water. remove and plunge into an ice water-bath. 
drain well and wrap each poached prawn and poached  
white asparagus with a strip of konbu and keep chill in 
the refrigerator for about 8 hours.

• place the mixed lettuce greens into each serving bowl. set 
aside. remove the konbu strips from the chilled poached 
prawns and asparagus. cut the chilled asparagus in 
half lengthwise, and arrange evenly around the serving 
bowl. add in the chilled prawns and the yuzu dressing.

 serves 4
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200ml extra virgin olive oil
2   lemons, zested
1  orange, zested
40ml lime juice
10g fresh coriander roots
10   white asparagus spears, peeled and
  stems removed
1  maguro tuna (500g), cut into rectangle pieces
  sea salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste
  cilantro, for garnishing

• heat the extra virgin olive oil over a low heat in a saucepan. 
add in the lemon zest, orange zest, lime juice, and fresh 
coriander roots and heat the mixture to 90°c. remove 
saucepan from the heat and add in the white asparagus 
and allow to marinate for about 8 hours.

• brush the maguro tuna pieces with the resulting white 
asparagus olive oil marinade, then season to taste with 
sea salt and freshly ground black pepper. place the 
maguro tuna onto each serving plate, and top with the 
marinated white asparagus. garnish with the cilantro. 
serves 4

marinated white asparagus 
& maguro tuna
by chef vitelio reyes

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



white asparagus & black quinoa salad
by chef vitelio reyes

4   white asparagus spears, peeled and
  stems removed
10g flat leaf parsley

lemon vinaigrette 
300ml extra virgin olive oil
100ml lemon juice
  sugar, sea salt and freshly ground black pepper,
  to taste 
100g queso fresco, crumbled

black Quino salad
200g black quinoa 
1 tbsp olive oil
50g diced red bell pepper

• for the lemon vinaigrette: blend the extra virgin olive oil 

and lemon juice in a canister with a hand-held blender 
until emulsified. season with sugar, sea salt, and freshly 
ground black pepper, to taste.

• for the black quinoa salad: cook the black quinoa over 
a low heat in a pot of boiling water until black quinoa is 
tender, for about 15 minutes. strain the cooked black 
quinoa and spread onto a baking tray. set aside to cool.  
once cooled, season with sea salt and freshly ground 
black pepper, to taste. add in the olive oil to keep the 
cooked black quinoa from sticking together. mix the 
cooked black quinoa with the diced red bell pepper, and 
lemon vinaigrette.

• blanch the white asparagus in a pot of boiling salted water 
for about 60 seconds. remove and plunge the blanched 
white asparagus into an ice water-bath. drain well and 
cut in half lengthwise.

• place the black quinoa salad onto each serving plate and 
sprinkle with crumbled queso fresco. Top with a blanched 
white asparagus and garnish with the leaf parsley. serves 4
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2 tbsp olive oil
8  white asparagus spears, peeled, trimmed and  

 stems reserved
  salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste 

watercress soup
500g watercress
50g chopped yellow onions
5g  chopped garlic
200ml vegetable stock
150g potatoes, peeled and diced
  sea salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste

asparagus-garlic cream
8  white asparagus spears, peeled
10g garlic cloves, peeled
200g heavy cream
  salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste

• for the watercress soup: blanch the watercress in a pot 
of boiling salted water for about 60 seconds. plunge 
the blanched watercress into an ice water-bath. drain 
well and keep chill in the refrigerator. sauté the chopped 
yellow onions and chopped garlic over a medium heat in 
a saucepan until yellow onions turn translucent. add in 
the vegetable stock and diced potatoes and simmer until 
potatoes are tender and the stock has reduced by half the 
volume. remove saucepan from the heat and set aside 
the potato mixture to cool. once cooled, pour the potato 
mixture into a food processor.  add in the chilled watercress 
and pulse until smooth. season to taste with sea salt and 
freshly ground black pepper.

• for the asparagus-garlic cream: simmer the white 
asparagus, garlic, and heavy cream over a low heat in a 
saucepan, for about 5 minutes. remove saucepan from the 
heat and set aside the mixture to cool. once cooled, strain 
the mixture into a clean saucepan. return the saucepan on 
the stove and simmer over a medium heat until sauce has 
reduced by half the volume. season with salt and freshly 
ground black pepper, to taste.

white asparagus &
watercress soup with
asparagus-garlic cream
by chef vitelio reyes

• heat the olive oil in a sauté pan and sauté the white 
asparagus until lightly golden. season with salt and freshly 
ground black pepper, to taste.

  
• place 3 sautéed white asparagus into each serving soup 

plate, and ladle the watercress soup over. add a spoonful 
of the asparagus- garlic cream. serves 4
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20   white asparagus spears, peeled
4   whole eggs
60g bacon, cubed and divided
20g  garlic cloves, peeled and chopped
55ml balsamico vinegar
65g mascarpone cheese
40ml extra virgin olive oil
  salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste

• blanch the white asparagus in a pot of boiling salted 
water for about 3 minutes. remove and plunge into an 
ice water-bath. remove and cut the blanched asparagus 
into rounds.

• reduce heat and bring the boiling asparagus water to 
a simmer.  add in the whole eggs and poach for about 
4 minutes. remove the poached whole eggs from the 
boiling asparagus water and keep warm.

• heat a greased frying pan and pan-fry 30g cubed bacon 
and the chopped garlic until bacon is crispy. add in the 
balsamic vinegar and deglaze the frying pan. add in the 
blanched white asparagus and stir well to coat evenly. 
add in the mascarpone cheese and the remaining cubed 
bacon and sauté until fragrance. Transfer the frying pan 
into a pre-heated oven at 180°c and bake for another 9 
minutes. season to taste with sea salt and freshly ground 
black pepper.

• stack 5 oven-baked white asparagus rounds onto each 
serving plate and top with a soft poached egg and 
oven-baked bacon drizzle with balsamic vinegar, and 
mascarpone sauce. serves 4

oven-baked white asparagus
with pancetta bacon & soft poached egg

by chef diego chiarini



400g white asparagus spears, peeled
275g rigatoni pasta
3 ltr boiling salted water
  salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste

black Truffle purée
40ml  extra virgin olive oil
20g  garlic cloves, peeled and chopped 
50ml  water 
40g  black truffles, chopped

parmigiano cheese fondue
100g  parmigiano cheese grated
65g mascarpone cheese
35g whipped cream

white asparagus & rigatoni pasta gratinée with 
parmigiano cheese fondue & black truffle puree
by chef diego chiarini

• for the black truffle purée: heat a sauté pan with extra virgin 
olive oil and sauté the chopped garlic over a low heat until 
fragrant. cover the sauté pan with a lid for about 10 minutes 
(be careful not to brown the chopped garlic). remove lid 
and add in 50ml water and the chopped black truffles and 
cook, covered, for another 10 minutes. keep warm.

• for the parmigiano cheese fondue: mix the parmigiano 
cheeese, mascarpone cheese, and whipped cream in 
a saucepan and heat gently over a low heat until all the 
ingredients are well mixed (do not bring to a boil). keep 
warm.

• blanch the white asparagus in a pot of boiling salted water 
for about 3 minutes. remove and plunge the blanched 
white asparagus into an ice water-bath. drain well and 
cut the blanched white asparagus into 3-cm lengths. 
keep warm.

• cook the rigatoni pasta in the same pot of boiling salted 
water until al dente, for about 10 minutes. strain v and 
mix with the blanched white asparagus lengths, black 
truffle purée, and parmigiano cheese fondue and toss 
well. 

• divide the white asparagus and rigatoni pasta with 
parmigiano cheese fondue and black truffle purée among 
4 serving dishes and gratinée the top with a blow-torch 
golden browned. serves 4
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THEY ARE NO EMMA BUNTON OR 
VICTORIA BECKHAM BUT THEY COULD 
EASILY CREATE DESSERTS THAT 
WOULD SPICE UP YOUR LIFE, OKAY 
MAYBE JUST THE PALATE.  BUT WHEN 
WE ARE CRAVING FOR DESSERTS, WHAT 
COMES TO MIND? MOST OF THE TIME, 
WE WOULD THINK OF CHOCOLATE AND 
ICE CREAM AND ALL THINGS SWEET. 
WHAT ABOUT DESSERTS WITH A 
LITTLE SPICE IN THEM? WE ARE ABOUT 
TO SHOWCASE SIX DESSERTS FROM 
CHEF AUDREY YEE OF FOUR SEASONS 
HOTEL SINGAPORE AND CHEF TAMMY 
MAH OF SWEETS GARIBALDI. SEE 
WHAT THEY HAVE DONE JUST FOR 
THIS SPICE CHALLENGE! 

By Cheryl Kho



Liquorice is the root of the Glycyrrhiza glabra 
and it has a sweet-smelling aroma and flavour. It is 
mainly sourced from southern Europe and also some 
parts of Asia. It grows best when in deep valleys, 
with good agriculture such as soil and sunlight. It 
is only harvested after  a growing period of two to 
three years. Today, most would be able to purchase 
liquorice extract which is produced by boiling the 
root. The result is liquorice in solid and syrup forms 
after water has been evaporated. Using liquorice oil, 
Chef Audrey Yee created the ‘black gold’ macaroons. 
Sandwiched between two macaroon pieces is the 
liquorice buttercream. Chef Yee mentioned that 
using liquorice oil for this was perfect as the flavours 
were straightforward yet memorable. It was a simple 
and classic dessert. Popular especially in the United 
Kingdom, it can be found in many varieties of 
liquorice candies. 

‘black gold’ macaroons 
By Chef Audrey Yee
250g ground almond flour
250g icing sugar
100g egg whites
125g sugar
3  drops black food colouring 
  Gold leaves, for garnishing

Liquorice Buttercream 
250g unsalted butter, softened
200g icing sugar
1 tsp liquorice oil

• For the liquorice buttercream: Place the unsalted butter, 
icing sugar and liquorice oil into a mixing bowl and whisk 
all the ingredients until light and softened. Set aside. 

• Sieve the ground almond flour and icing sugar into 
a mixing bowl and set aside. Whip the egg whites in 
another mixing bowl until soft peak form. Add in the 
sugar and whip until glossy. Fold the whipped egg 
white mixture into the sieve ground almond mixture. 
Add in the black food colouring and mix until evenly 
coloured. Transfer the batter into a piping bag with a 
nozzle attached and pipe the batter onto a parchment 
paper-lined baking tray. Set aside the batter to dry and 
then bake in a preheated oven at 190°C for about 5 
minutes. Turn the baking tray around and bake for 
another 4 minutes. Remove macaroons from the oven 
and set aside to cool. Once cooled, pipe the liquorice 
buttercream onto each macaroon and then sandwich 
them together.  Makes 50 macaroons

Four Seasons Hotel Singapore 190 Orchard Boulevard, Singapore 248646, Tel: (65) 6734 1110

Audrey Yee

For Chef Audrey Yee of Four Seasons Hotel 
Singapore, when it comes to creating new desserts, 
texture and flavours play a big part. So when she 
was approached for this, Chef Yee was more than 
willing and excited for the challenge. At the end, 
Chef Yee told me that the easiest ingredient to 
work with proved a challenge. An example was 
the cinnamon, she could have easily created a 
cinnamon apple pie or a cinnamon crème brûlée, 
but that would actually defeat the purpose of the 
challenge - where would be the excitement for 
the desserts then? As with the juniper berries, to 
find the right balance for a dessert was tough, but 
satisfying at the end. And when I asked Chef Yee if 
there was a specific ingredient that she would like 
to experiment with and Chef Yee excitedly tells me 
that she would love to use caviar. “I like the idea of 
caviar with crackers so why not use it in desserts! 
It would be interesting to create the sweet version 
and replace the blinis with pancake and top it with 
cremè fraîche, caviar and strawberries. It would 
be exciting to see the reaction of guests for this.” 
Well, we would be glad to be the first in line to 
try this!
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kumquat juniper citrus tart with
juniper chocolate sorbet 
By Chef Audrey Yee

4  tart shells

Juniper Kumquat Compote
200g kumquat, peeled and sliced
25g sugar
2  juniper berries, crushed
½   lemon, juiced
Orange Curd
250ml milk
60g sugar
15g (each) corn flour and custard powder
125ml orange juice
½   orange, juiced and zest
12.5g butter

Juniper Chocolate Sorbet
480g sugar
90g cocoa powder
1ltr  water, divided
  Salt, to taste
100g dark chocolate
  Vanilla extract, to taste 

• For the juniper kumquat compote: Place all the 
ingredients into a saucepan and cook over low heat 
until kumquat have softened while stirring consistently. 
Remove saucepan from the heat and set aside the 
juniper kumquat compote to cool. 

• For the orange curd: Heat the milk in a saucepan to a 
boil. Set aside. Whisk the egg yolks, sugar, corn flour, 
custard powder in a mixing bowl until smooth. Add in the 
orange juice and orange zest. Pour the boiled milk into 
the whisked egg yolk mixture and whisk well.  Return 
the saucepan on the stove and cook until orange curd 
has thickened. Add in the butter and whisk until mixture 
is smooth. Set aside.

• For the juniper chocolate sorbet: Heat the sugar, cocoa 
powder, 375ml water and salt in a saucepan over 
medium heat to a boil, stirring consistently. Remove 
saucepan from the heat. Add in the dark chocolate and 
whisk until dark chocolate has melted. Add in the vanilla 
extract and the remaining amount of water. Whisk well. 
Chill the chocolate mixture in the refrigerator. Transfer 
the mixture into an ice cream machine and process with 
the manufacturer’s instructions. 

• Spoon the orange curd into the prepared tart shells and 
topped with the juniper kumquat compote. Place a tart 
onto each serving plate and serve with the orange curd 
and juniper chocolate sorbet. Serves 4

Juniper Berry is a female seed cone produced by the many varieties of 
junipers. Though it may look like a kind of sweet berry, it is not. Its shape is a 
cone with unusually fleshy and merged scales, which attributes to its berry-like 
appearance. It is used in many European cuisines as it has a unique flavour and 
is one of the ingredients for gin and vodka, providing a distinguishing flavour. 
It is commonly used in many meat dishes but for this feature, Chef Audrey Yee 
paired the juniper berries in a kumquat citrus tart and paired with juniper berries 
chocolate sorbet. “The juniper berries were lighter in flavour than I thought 
initially so I decide to simply crush it to release the flavour while still retaining 
its aromas” was how Chef Yee treated it. When first consumed, the flavours of the juniper berries were not that 
pronounced but give it some time, a minty aftertaste appears and the lingering flavours would be hard to forget. 
And with the chocolate sorbet, the juniper berries presented itself in a slightly spicy aftertaste at the end. This was 
an interesting dish with its wide range of flavours as it keeps us wanting more.

500ml heavy cream
225g glucose
12.5g stabiliser
10  juniper berries, crushed

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



cinnamon smoked pineapple
with Sambuca raisin ice cream
By Chef Audrey Yee

  Wood chips and cinnamon sticks, for smoking 
10  cinnamon sticks, grinded 
1  baby pineapple, peeled      
  Edible flowers, for garnishing

Sambuca Raisin Ice Cream
250ml milk
150g sugar
  Salt, to taste
1  vanilla bean pod, scraped 
500ml heavy cream
30g golden raisins, macerated for 2 nights
  in Sambuca
5  egg yolks
1 tsp pure vanilla extract

• For the sambuca raisin ice cream: Place the milk, sugar 
and salt into a saucepan and simmer over low heat. Add in 
the vanilla beans and infuse the mixture for an hour. Place 
the heavy cream, macerated raisins, egg yolks and pure 
vanilla extract into a mixing bowl and whisk until smooth. 
Add in the infused milk mixture and whisk well. Pour the 
mixture into an ice cream machine and process with the 
manufacturer’s instructions. 

• Heat an oven grill with wood chips and cinnamon sticks until 
hot. Sprinkle the grinded cinnamon powder onto the baby 
pineapple and place on top of the hot oven grill and smoke 

for about 15 minutes. 
• Place the cinnamon smoked pineapple onto the centre of 

a serving plate. Place a small banana leaf onto the serving 
plate and top with the Sambuca raisin ice cream. Garnish 
with edible flowers. Makes 1 portion

Cinnamon is one of the most common spices known throughout the 
world. It is harvested from the inner bark of the cinnamon tree and it comes 
in two varieties, Ceylon and Chinese. Though it might be similar in flavour, the 
Ceylon variety would be sweeter, better textured and much harder to locate. 
Studies have shown that consumption of it is beneficial to those with with 
type II diabetes as it helps with the regulatory effect on blood sugar. In one 
experiment, it also proved to be a natural pain relief for those with arthritis. 
For this feature, Chef Audrey Yee created the cinnamon smoked pineapple 
with sambuca raisin ice cream. The baby pineapple was first coated with a 
layer of cinnamon sugar and then cold smoked over wood chips and cinnamon 
sticks. The lingering aromas of cinnamon were an instant hit. Because of the 

cinnamon sugar coating, when smoked, the pineapple had a crackling surface and a popping sensation in 
the mouth. And accompanying it was the Sambuca raisin ice cream. Soaked in Sambuca (an Italian star 
anise-flavoured liqueur) for two days, the macerated raisins adds more flavour to the vanilla ice cream and 
the alcohol in the raisins definitely made the ice cream more appealing. 
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Au Petit Salut has recently undergone refurbishment to complement the modernistic
interpretation of French food by incorporating darker palettes and touches that transmutes
into a chic, sophisticated, modern venue.

With his deft culinary skills, Chef Longworth has recently launched his menu with signature
dishes such as "Warm prawn emulsion and seaweed tartare", "Baked Black cod, Quinoa,
mussels, Chorizo, saffron Aioli & crustracean froth" and "Roast breast of duck,
cherry-cranberry puree and grapes 'a la Aussignac' ".

Come savour Chef Longworth's specialities in collaboration with World Gourmet Summit
2013. A 4-couse set dinner menu at $98 will be available from 17th April - 26th April 2013.

Contact us to make a reservation!

Au Petit Salut
40C Harding Road, Singapore 249548

Tel: + 65 6475 1976
www.thesalutgroup.com



Tammy Mah

Pastry was not a part of what Chef Tammy Mah had in mind. 
Initially wanting to be part of the Chinese banquet kitchen, she 
was allocated the position in the pastry department and since 
then, she has not looked back. Well, we are glad she hasn’t as 
Chef Mah (who is also a finalist for this year’s World Gourmet 
Series Awards Of Excellence for pastry chef of the year) of 
Sweets Garibaldi has earned much praise. Chef Mah excitedly 
told me that she loves to work with spices in desserts and how 
it teases the palate, with the aromas of the spices being simply 
mind-blowing. With the three spices that were given to her, 
she was surprised that it could be executed in more ways than 
one. “Pastry to me is about learning the science and techniques 
behind it. I enjoy it a lot as I always feel like a child creating 
the pastry and the experimentating makes me feel like I am 
given the permission to play with food.” Now, wouldn’t we all 
love that? 

Sweets Garibaldi 20 Upper Circular Road, #01-39/41 The Riverwalk Singapore 058416, Tel: (65) 6536 1556

saffron cashew nuts cheesecake
By Chef Tammy Mah 

145g cream cheese  
28g sugar   
55g whole eggs, lightly beaten  
80ml whipped cream 
10ml lemon juice 
80g cashew nuts 
2.5g corn flour 
4 saffron threads
½  vanilla pod, scrapped 
 Caramelised pears, sugared roses 
 and cashew nuts, for garnishing
   
Passito Saffron Jelly
250ml water  
250g passito  
70g sugar
3.2g agar  
0.25g saffron threads  

• For the passito saffron jelly: Heat 250ml water, passito, sugar and 
agar in a saucepan over medium heat to a boil. Remove saucepan 
from the heat and add in the saffron and whisk until saffron has 
dissolved. Set aside the passito saffron jelly. 

• Beat the cream cheese in an electric mixer until soft and lump-free. 
Add in the sugar and beat well. Gradually add in the whole eggs 
and beat until creamy. Fold in the whipped cream and the remaining 
ingredients. Pour the cream cheese mixture into circular moulds 
and bake in a water-bath at 150°C for about 20 minutes. Place 
the cheesecakes into the refrigerator to chill until set. Place a larger 
circular mould around the frozen cheesecakes, and pour the warm 
passito saffron jelly over the cheesecakes until slightly covers the 
cheesecakes. Keep the cheesecakes in the refrigerator until set. 

• Place a cheesecake onto the centre of each serving plate, and 
gently remove the circular mould. Arrange the caramelised pears, 
sugared roses and cashew nuts around the cheesecake. Makes 
8 cheesecakes

Saffron is one of the most expensive spices in the world and the price 
is comparable to the worth of gold. The valuable spice is plucked from the 
flower of crocus sativus, known as the saffron crocus. Each flower is only 
known to have only three stigmas (saffron), thus they have to be hand-
picked which explains the hefty price tag for it. Found in Central Asia, it can 
be used in medicine, perfumes, dyes, and acts as a wonderful flavouring for 
food and beverages. Chef Tammy Mah incorporated the spice in the saffron 
cashew nut cheesecake. One of Chef Mah’s favourite spices, she infused 
saffron in the cheesecake as well as the passito jelly that wraps around the 
cheesecake and served it with poached pear and yoghurt. Lovely aromas 
and flavourful taste is the result of this daring creation. 
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Star Anise is known as Illicium verum. The 
Chinese calls it “ba-jiao” or eight horns for its 
eight corners. The star-shaped pericarp of Illicium 
verum is harvested fom a small native evergreen 
tree of northeast Vietnam and southwest China. 
Found in many cuisines such as Chinese and 
Indian cooking, Chef Tammy Mah executed it 
in the form of the star anise white chocolate 
mousse. With spicy chocolate pineapple bits 
and gold curry nappage (to which Chef Mah 
excitedly exclaims “When I saw the ingredient 
of star anise, I knew I had to do something with 
curry!”) the texture and flavours came together 
beautifully. Now, it can be found more frequently 
used in the west as it contains anethole, the 
same ingredient that gives the unrelated anise its 
flavour. It also has medicinal properties and it is 
known to be used in tea to treat rheumatism, and 
the seeds are sometimes chewed after meals to 
aid digestion and is said to be assist in relieving 
cold-stagnation. However, not all varieties can 
be used, the Japanese star anise, for example is 
highly toxic and inedible. 

star anise white chocolate mousse
By Chef Tammy Mah

140ml cream   
2 star anise  
265g white chocolates, melted
325ml whipped cream
 
 Dark chocolate flakes and deep-fried mint  
 leaves, for garnishing
 
Mint Meringue
50ml egg whites
50g sugar
50g icing sugar    
8g mint leaves, finely chopped

• For the mint meringue: Whip the egg whites in an 
electric mixer while gradually adding in the sugar until 
soft peak form. Fold in the icing sugar and chopped 
mint leaves. Transfer the whipped egg whites into a 
piping bag with a nozzle attached. Pipe the whipped 
egg whites into medium-sized balls onto a parchment 
paper–lined baking tray and bake in a preheated oven 
at 100°C for about 45 minutes. 

• Heat the cream and star anise to a boil in a saucepan. 
Remove saucepan from the heat and cover with cling 
film and set aside to infuse overnight. Discard the star 
anise and heat the infused cream to a boil. Add in the 
melted white chocolates and whisk until mixture is 
lump-less and shiny with a hand-held blender. Fold 
in the whipped cream. Transfer the star anise white 
chocolate mousse into a container and chill in the 
refrigerator until serving. 

• Place the dark chocolate flakes onto the centre of 
each serving plate and spoon the star anise white 
chocolate mousse on top. Arrange the mint meringue 
around it and garnish with the deep-fried mint leaves. 
Makes 15 portions
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By Jackson Sim

green peas purée with charred morel 
mushrooms by Paul Ng

BUT ASK ANY CHEF AND THEY WILL 
TELL YOU IT IS THEIR LIFE; IT IS THAT 
ONE THING WHICH HAS DEFINED WHO 
THEY REALLY ARE, INSPIRED THEM TO 
BE THEIR BEST AND PUSHED THEM 
SO HARD BEYOND THEIR LIMITS. NOT 
ONLY DOES ONE NEED THE STAMINA 
TO WITHSTAND THE PHYSICAL STRESS 
OF THE KITCHEN ENVIRONMENT, ONE 
ALSO REQUIRES THE MENTAL ABILITY 
TO ENDURE THE PRESSURE – FROM 
THE EXTREMELY LONG HOURS TO 
CONSTANTLY KEEPING THE PASSION 
ALIVE. JUST HOW DO THESE CHEFS 
DO IT YOU ASK? QUITE POSSIBLY, THEY 
WILL TELL YOU IT IS A PART OF THEM 
AND THAT THEY WILL NEVER STOP 
BEING A CHEF! WE ASK SIX CHEFS HOW 
THEY DEAL WITH ALL THE CHALLENGES 
AND FORGE AHEAD NO MATTER WHAT.
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Paul Ng

bamboo charcoal cannelloni by Paul Ng

Leandros    

 Stagogiannis

“When you put on your chef’s uniform, 
you have to realise that the responsibility 
of being a chef immediately rests on your 
shoulders. It’s a duty where even the 
slightest detail must be taken care of with 
utmost attention. Despite its negative 
connotation, I believe hell’s kitchen is the 
epitome of a place where chefs are taught 
the reality of things; from how certain 
equipment functions to how the flavours of 
a dish complement each other.

“Hell’s kitchen is a place where 
knowledge is not shared. It’s where 
you have head chefs who don’t share 
their views, and the ideas and thoughts 
behind each dish. It’s also a place 
where as a young apprentice, you don’t 
get the opportunity to learn and you’re 
not allowed to ask any questions, and 
just told to do the job. This, to me, 
is hell! We need to change this and 
constantly explain to the young chefs 
why certain things need to be done a 
particular way.

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



Extreme heat, blazing fire, confined space, huge ego and 
long hours. No, these are not some of the challenges 

you will face in that television show about overcoming 
your fear; but rather, all that you have to go through on 
a daily basis once you sign up for that profession called 
chef. It takes a lot of passion, determination, patience, 
motivation and conviction to become one. We ask six  
chefs who have seen it all to share with us the challenges 
they face on a daily basis and how they overcome each and 
every one. Having worked in award-winning restaurants all 
over the world, Chef Paul Ng is currently overseeing a team 
of chefs at American Club Singapore’s The Second Floor. 
Chef Daniel Sia is known in the local dining scene for his 
inimitable cuisine style which has made his restaurant, The 
Disgruntled Chef, a culinary gem in Singapore. Chef Kevin 
Thomson heads Singapore Marriott Hotel as its executive 
chef and he has made a name for himself as an indomitable 
force in the industry. Chef Keith Choong is responsible for 
The Sentosa Resort & Spa’s The Garden where he shines 
with his take on healthy, conscious dining. Having already 
made a name for himself as one of the best young chefs in 
Australia, Chef Chris Donnellan arrived on our shores last 
year to stamp his mark here. With more than a century’s 
worth of experiences between them, these chefs deliver 
a no holds barred take on how tough it actually is to be 
a chef.

Reality Or Reality TV?
Two things are crucial for chefs – the competency of their 
staff as well as the efficiency of their kitchens. Cookery 
shows on television have in recent years developed 
to become a double-edged sword. On one hand, the 
glamorisation and dramatisation of the chef profession 
have helped to add credibility and recognition to chefhood; 
it has also piqued the interest amongst the younger 

generation to join the craft. On the other, these cookery 
shows are packaged in such a way that they have forsaken 
all the hard work, sweat, blood and tears that the chefs 
on these shows have endured to reach the position they 
are currently at. Chefs who have participated in reality 
cookery shows commented on how the directors make it 
look so easy when in fact it can be so difficult to get even 
something simple right. The power of editing they say and 
because of this, the younger generation of chefs only sees 
the good side of the profession and thinks it is all smooth 
sailing. But when reality hits them just as they enter the 
industry, all hell, literally, breaks loose. There are many tales 
to share but Chef Choong remains positive and enthuses, “I 
believe that as long as these young chefs have the interest, 
passion and willingness to learn, I’ll provide them with the 
necessary training and coaching to enable them to become 
competent chefs. I believe that good staff fundamentally 
possess great attitude. Kitchen skills and experience can be 
polished and accumulated over time.” Chef Ng appears to 
be a little sceptical, citing the challenge that many chefs 
face with the current manpower situation in Singapore 
but he maintains his optimism. “I’ve been blessed with 
a good network with my previous colleagues and so far, 
I’ve been able to find a competent team of kitchen staff. 
I trust in the importance of knowledge sharing; to build 
and keep a proficient team, one must be willing to share.” 
Chef Sia reveals his solution to the problem, “You just need 
to delegate the right jobs to match with their skill sets. 
It’s vital to constantly train and teach them new skills as 
they achieve a certain competence level.” Chefs Thomson 
and Stagogiannis agree on two things – passion and 
enthusiasm. Chef Thomson believes that young chefs will 
go very far in their career as long as they are passionate 
and enthusiastic. The power of guidance is what Chef 
Stagogiannis stands for; he has no qualms of taking in 
young chefs under his wing and grooming them to reach 
their full potential.

hay crusted veal sweet bread
by Leandros Stagogiannis

squid ink coral, clam, avruga caviar & sea asparagus 
by Paul Ng
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Daniel Sia

Keith Choong
scallop, salsify & burnt leek by Keith Choong

“The kitchen environment becomes 
hell’s kitchen when every individual works 
as an individual and not as a team the way 
it should be. Selfishness, in any aspect of 
life, gets us nowhere. Communication 
and cooperation are vital in the kitchen. 
The dish may look simple but a brigade of 
chefs is responsible for it – traditionally, 
the sauce comes from the saucier, the 
meat comes from the grillardin and the 
garnish comes from the legumier.

“For me, a good working environment 
is essential. Hell’s kitchen is when the 
kitchen you’re working in is dirty, 
messy and disorganised. When the 
physical nature of the kitchen is not 
in its optimum, staff members work 
under immense pressure to get things 
done the best way possible. With 
immense pressure come inevitable 
inefficiencies; mistake after mistake 
will only result in heated exchange of 
words and arguments – nobody will 
stop yelling!



The Chef Who’s Also The Critic
When you are good at what you are doing, you deserve 
the right to be, at least, a little proud. And when the 
competition comes to check you out, nothing wrong if you 
get agitated because they might want to see what you are 
doing right and try to steal away all your great ideas. Not 
a crime if you get a bit defensive too because chefs tend to 
be more critical than other guests. They will always have 
their fair shares of comments and critiques; think: the style 
of cooking employed to each ingredient or the garnishes 
chosen as accompaniments for the dish. As guests, it is 
always easy for chefs to be vocal in their remarks. But as 
chefs in the kitchen, how do they deal with this? Chef Ng 
offers, “I will do the best as I always do because I want 
as much for them to enjoy the consistent experience I 
try to create for my restaurant.” Chef Donnellan adds 
on, “I actually really enjoy cooking for other chefs. I’ve 
been lucky enough to cook for chefs Heston Blumenthal 
and Gordon Ramsay. I think the pressure is good for the 
team and for me too.” Chef Stagogiannis shares the same 
sentiment as well. “I consider this an honour to cook for 
any chefs. It doesn’t matter if they are well-established or 
in the early stages of their careers. It’s truly a privilege to 
be able to share your cuisine with your fellow chefs.” When 
chefs dine at a restaurant, they are just like any other 
guests who visit the establishment. Chef Choong concurs, 
“I’d treat them like all my other guests. All diners should 
be treated the same. As a chef, I’m devoted to providing 
the best dining quality and experience to all my diners 

regardless of who they are and to accept all feedback for 
evaluation and improvement.” For Chef Sia, it is as simple 
as treating these fellow chefs as friends. He states, “Always 
think that they’re at your restaurant to eat! Chefs need 
to dine out as well.” Nevertheless, if the chef who comes 
to your restaurant happens to be the culinary legend, 
Chef Paul Bocuse himself, one cannot help but be a little 
anxious. Chef Thomson admits, “It was during my stint at a 
restaurant in Melbourne, Australia. I was quite excited and 
nervous. I had a quick chat with the service team to ensure 
he was well-looked after, the same I would do for all guests. 
Of course, at the end of the meal, I had to ask if I could 
have a picture with him!” At the end of the day, it does 
not matter if the guests are fellow chefs, presidents, prime 
ministers or just guests who dine at the restaurant. We 
have heard of the saying that the customer is always right; 
the same applies to guests who are dining at restaurants 
too. It can be a special dietary requirement or even a 
particular way the dish must be prepared, chefs go all out 
to make their guests happy but Chef Sia notes, “Chefs aren’t 
magicians and we don’t pull rabbits out of our hats. So, it’s 
equally important for the guests to inform us earlier of 
their dietary requirements so we could prepare something 
good for them.” “I’d go out to see the guests personally 
to reconfirm their requirements. I’d then describe to them 
what I can prepare, and confirm that they’re happy with 
what’s been chosen for them,” shares Chef Thomson. Chef 
Stagogiannis sums it best, “This is a constant situation we 
try to resolve. We ask for our guests’ dietary requirements 
when taking down their reservations. Nonetheless, if for 
whatever reason this can’t be done, we’ll change what we 
need to without compromising the dishes to be served.” 
“As long as the requests are reasonable!” exclaims Chef 
Donnellan. What is more important is always to do the best 
and maintain the highest standards.

smoked eel, beetroot & malt crumble
by Keith Choong

confit of squid & octopus with squid ink sauce
by Daniel Sia
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“A messy kitchen 
is hell’s kitchen. Filthy, 

dirty kitchens are an 
absolute turn-off! I 

can never understand 
how chefs can work in 

such environment. It’s 
not just about dirty dishes, 

pots and pans; I also can’t 
stand chefs who are in dirty 

uniforms. Where is the self-
respect? Good hygiene is of 

utmost importance and it’s our 
responsibility as chefs to ensure 

cleanliness of the highest level, 
be it on a personal level or in a 

professional capacity.

“What is hell’s kitchen? Simple! When the 
chefs in the team are not pulling their weight 
and contributing to the whole work flow. 
Worse, when they are cutting corners and 
doing things just for the sake of getting it 
done! In the kitchen, we rely on each other 
to produce the food, be it a simple dish or 
an elaborate dinner. Ultimately, the chefs 
in the team have to realise that we are 
one big family. I see them more than I 
see my wife!



A Bad Worker Always 
  Blames His Tools
The biggest crisis for a chef is when the oven is not heating 
up or the stoves decide to malfunction. Worse, it is when 
the kitchen is ill-equipped and all the necessary equipment 
is non-existent. However, chefs know how to adapt very 
well and make do with whatever they have. Chef Donnellan 
affirms, “The best practice I think is to stay within your 
limits. If you don’t have the proper equipment to prepare a 
certain dish, it can be very hard to get the desired result.” 
“To be a chef means being able to adapt and cook in and 
out of your comfort zone with or without your special 
equipment,” says Chef Stagogiannis. “This isn’t something 
I find a problem. Wherever you are, things will be different 
in each new place. Each kitchen will have things that 
others do not.” He also remembers fondly something his 
mother used to tell him when he was younger, “A bad 
worker always blames his tools.” As Chef Ng puts it, “I’ll 
maximise the use of the existing equipment and plan my 
menu accordingly. I’ll acknowledge the limitations and put 
whatever resources that I have to good use.” And nothing 
can stop these chefs!

You Just Need To BEG,
  BORROW Or Steal!
When you are a chef in a place like Singapore, you depend 
very much on the import of ingredients. It is a simple matter 
of keying in your orders with your suppliers, and receiving 
the ingredients and checking for their qualities when they 
arrive. Very straightforward you say; but disasters such as 
ingredients not arriving do strike, and when that happens, 
tempers will flare because dishes have to be taken out from 
menus. Just how do chefs overcome this calamity? “As 
chefs, we just need to be flexible and know our ingredients 
well. This is such a common occurrence in the kitchen! I’ll 
substitute the ingredients accordingly, that’s what I’d do,” 
explains Chef Choong. Chef Sia jokes, “You just need to 
beg, borrow or steal! If all else fails, you just change the 
menu.” Of course, he means keeping an open mind and 
resolving the problem with an ample amount of flexibility. 
Chef Thomson goes through a certain routine whenever he 
is left with no ingredients. “Firstly, I’ll ring other suppliers 
to see if they can help and offer other alternatives. I’d also 
check with other chefs who are within the vicinity of the 
restaurant to see if they can help. Otherwise, I’d change 
the dish and serve my guests something in its place.” Then, 
there is also the case of spoilage caused by incompetent 
staff members who do not store or process the ingredients 
in the proper manner. For these chefs, a situation like this 
is inevitable and the only solution to this problem is to 
ensure everyone in the kitchen is adept in whatever they 
are tasked to do. Whatever it is, no problem is too big for 
these chefs.

Sichuan peppercorn crusted foie gras by Kevin Thomson
pan-seared scallops & prawns with black pudding
by Kevin Thomson

seared wagyu rump & truffle salsa by Chris Donnellan
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Iron Out All The Challenges
Graze At Martin No. 38
38 Martin Road, Singapore 239059 Tel: (65) 6509 1680

Saint Pierre
3 Magazine Road, Singapore 059570, Tel: (65) 6438 0887

Singapore Marriott Hotel
320 Orchard Road, Singapore 238865, Tel: (65) 6735 5800

The Disgruntled Chef
26B Dempsey Road, Singapore 247693, Tel: (65) 6476 5305

The Garden At The Sentosa
2 Bukit Manis Road, Sentosa Island, Singapore 099891
Tel: (65) 6371 1130

The Second Floor
American Club, 10 Claymore Hill, Singapore 229573
Tel: (65) 6737 3411

black sesame panna cotta by Daniel Sia

black cod with sautéed mushrooms by Kevin Thomson

Throw Your Personal
  Life Out The Window!
They say when you decide to become a chef; you also 
decide to trade away your personal life. The long hours 
prevent you from spending time with your loved ones and 
your friends are those whom you work with. But it is a 
sacrifice worth making, so says Chef Stagogiannis. “This 
is something that all chefs have to do to go far in the 
industry; but I don’t believe that we put our personal lives 
second, maybe when we are younger. The key to it is to find 
the right balance between our work and personal lives. It 
can be hard when you’re working in a high-end fine dining 
establishment but what’s more important is to always be 
happy. A happy chef cooks so much better than an angry 
one!” Chef Donnellan agrees, “At the end of the day, I’ve to 
love what I do and it makes me happy because if it doesn’t, 
I wouldn’t do it anymore. Putting your personal life on hold 
is part and parcel of this industry; it’s all a balancing act. 
Thankfully, I’ve a partner who loves and supports me!” Chef 
Choong is also thankful for his pillar of support. “Luckily, 
my wife is always understanding and supportive.” In the 
end, it all boils down to passion for food. “You have to love 
food to take on this career. I knew this was the score from 
the start even before I got involved with hospitality. When 
I had my first interview, the chef told me I’d be working 
long hours, there’ll be no public holidays, my family and 
friends will have fun without me, any girlfriends that I have 
will move on in a week and I’ll get a relatively low pay,” 
Chef Thomson shares. “After all that, he asked if I’m still 
interested. My answer? Well, you’d have already known 
that by now, wouldn’t you?” he cheekily asks with a grin 
on his face.
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A Mid-Life Crisis?
As with any career path, there will come a day when you 
suddenly realise you no longer want to do what you are 
currently doing. Maybe you got tired of doing the same 
thing day in, day out. Or perhaps you just do not have 
the drive to push further anymore. Could this be a mid-
life crisis? It comes as no surprise as chefs usually begin 
their career very early on in life. Most start at the tender 
age of 16 and by the time they reach 40, they would have 
already been in the industry for almost three decades. 
Also, taking into consideration the physical and mental 
stress that comes with the job, the endurance level may 
have already withered as well.  Whatever it is, when 
such sentiments strike, it is time to re-evaluate. Chef 
Stagogiannis confesses, “It’s one of the hardest things to 
overcome! There can be many reasons leading to the loss 
of motivation and passion but I have my wife to thank for 
helping me overcome it recently. She showed me a different 

way of thinking and approaching the situation. It really 
made a massive difference.” Chef Ng, on the other hand, 
takes on a dissimilar tactic. “I’ll take a break and reflect on 
what has caused the passion and motivation to fade. After 
that, I’ll take some time to re-focus and re-charge before 
I head back to work again.” Chef Sia also believes in the 
effectiveness of taking a break, he says, “Take some time 
off and let yourself be inspired when you are away.” Doing 
something out of the norm helps too according to Chef 
Donnellan. “Late last year, I launched my first cookbook 
entitled Gingerboy. This was a pivotal moment in my 
career; the process of writing it and then watching it hit 
shelves definitely motivated me to want more out of my 
career.” He offers another advice, “If things start to get old 
or boring, I usually change them for the better. This way, 
I’m always on my toes and I can positively motivate my 
team.” If one feels the need to move on, then perhaps it 

sarsaparilla panna cotta 
with herbal jelly
by Kevin Thomson

black miso cod with pickled dragon fruit flower
by Leandros Stagogiannis
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is time to re-evaluate one’s career direction, so says Chef 
Thomson. “You can always choose something else to do in 
life. They say, if you can’t handle the heat, then you get 
out of the kitchen.” And this is why having the drive to go 
the distance is vital no matter the occupation you choose.

These chefs are still able to maintain their determination 
to go forth despite all the challenges they face in their 
daily lives. It is as though it has become a part of them – 
accepting all the negatives and turning them into something 
positive. Chef Thomson acknowledges the importance of 
being optimistic as he offers, “Be driven, be passionate 
and be like a sponge which can absorb everything. Learn 
to walk first before you can run. It can be hard at times but 
you have to rise above the challenges.” Chef Stagogiannis 
adds, “Be strong and always stand your ground. It’s equally 
important to be humble at all times and most importantly, 
one must enjoy and love cooking.” “Life in the kitchen is 
never easy and not everyone can withstand the challenge 
but all you need is to be responsible and patient,” advises 
Chef Ng. “Don’t be afraid to make mistakes because you 
will no matter what. More importantly, learn from these 
mistakes” is what Chef Choong has to offer. Chef Sia 
affirms, “Enjoy yourself! The challenges would never be a 
chore if you enjoy challenging yourself to make yourself 
better!” Chef Donnellan concludes, “You’ve to make sure 
your heart is in it 110 percent. If you have passion and 
hunger for the industry, then it is an easy choice!” And who 
says it is tough to be a chef? JS
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Aesthetic  Bay Private Limited ,  2  Orchard Turn,  #04-14 ION Orchard,  Singapore 238801
Tel: +65 6735 6788 Fax: +65 6235 6788 Email: sales@aestheticbay.com Website: www.aestheticbay.com

Sailor Ryu Kin Limited Edition Commemorating 
Aesthetic Bay’s 10th Year Anniversary 

Prosperity and Harmony

Ryu Kin has a pronounced hump at the back of its head and this is regarded 
as one of the most beautiful features among goldfishes in Japan. The artist 
depicted three Ryu Kin goldfishes swimming leisurely in harmony with 
their natural environment. Their bright gold coloured body is believed to be 
an auspicious symbol which brings prosperity, good fortune and peace to its 
users.
 The fountain pen is painted by Master Kousen Oshita on the Sailorís King 
of Pens size and accentuated with a 21K solid gold nib. This rare Limited 
Edition of 10 pieces has been specially commissioned by Sailor to celebrate 
the 10th Year Anniversary of Aesthetic Bay, Singapore. 



• Bo Lindegaard & Lasse askov
• Paco & JacoB TorreBLanca 
• david Muñoz  
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logo cakes
(dark chocolate with salted meringue)

300g butter, lightly browned
330g chocolates
250g sugar
10g sea salt
5  whole eggs, lightly beaten
100g flour

Salted Meringe
200g sugar
100ml water
8g sea salt
100g egg whites

• For the salted meringue: Heat the sugar, 100ml water, and sea 
salt over a low heat in a saucepan until syrup reaches 125°C.  
Remove saucepan from the heat and set aside. Whip the egg 
whites in a mixing bowl until stiff peaks form.  Gradually add 
in the hot syrup and whisk until the temperature of the egg 
whites has cooled. Transfer the salted meringue into a piping 
bag with a nozzle attached and keep chill in the refrigerator.

• Heat the browned butter, chocolates, sugar and sea salt over 
a low heat in a saucepan until chocolates have melted. Add 
in the whole eggs and whisk until well incorporated. Reduce 
heat and add in the flour and whisk well. Remove saucepan 
from the heat and set aside the batter to cool. Once cooled, 
place a spoonful of the batter into each small round silicone 
mould and bake in a pre-heated oven at 180°C until golden 
brown. Remove logo cakes from the silicon moulds, and set 
aside to cool. Once cooled, pipe the salted meringue on top 
of each logo cake. Make 20 logo cakes
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A culinary risk-taker with a personality grounded 
in the innovation and evolution of cuisine, Chef 
Janice Wong is the sole female chef at the World 
Gourmet Summit 2013. Her culinary career 
began at the prestigious Le Cordon Bleu, and 
continued on in bastions of culinary innovation 
like wd-50, Per Se, and Aliena. Described as a 
vision of brilliance and excellence, Chef Wong’s 
personal goal is to elevate the status of desserts 
to the equal of their savoury counterparts across 
the world.

Chef Bo Lindegaard is one half of the innovative and 
ground-breaking ‘I’M A KOMBO’ concept: part food 

design firm, part catering, part interactive events 
organisation, all combined in an effort to explore 

the “act of mealing”.  In 2006 Chef Lindegaard 
was invited to become the creative chef for 
Madeleine’s Madtheatre, an experimental food 
theatre that dedicated itself to performances 
centred around food. Together with Chef Lasse 
Askov, Chef Lindegaard created I’M A KOMBO 

in Copenhagen, hosting an interactive dining 
experience called, “the social act”.v
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By Chefs Bo Lindegaard & Lasse Askov

snobrød
(twisted bread baked over open flame grill)

60g  butter
300ml  buttermilk
25g yeast (fresh)
10g sea salt
37g caramelised onion purée  
1  whole egg, lightly beaten
500g  wheat flour 
 Lumpfish roe and salted caramel, for serving

• Heat the butter and buttermilk in a double -boiler (ensuring 
the mixture doesn’t heat above 40°C) until butter has melted.  
Add in the yeast and sea salt and stir until sea salt has 
dissolved. Add in the caramelised onion purée, whole egg, 
and wheat flour and whisk well. 

• Pour the flour mixture onto a flat countertop and knead into 
a soft dough, for about 5 minutes. Place the kneaded dough 
into a mixing bowl, cover with a clean damp cloth, and set 
aside to proof until dough doubled in volume, for about an 
hour. Beat down the proofed dough, and then cut into 30g 
pieces. Roll out each dough piece into a thin cylinder (15-
cm length); then twist around the end of a skewer or large 
brochette stick. Bake the snobrød over an open flame grill 
until golden brown. 

• Serve the snobrød with lumpfish roe and salted caramel.
 Makes 30 pieces

Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 2 | Alkaff Mansion
20 April
12.15pm to 1.00pm

Epicurean Delights - Act 2 | 2am:lab
21 to 24 April
7.00pm to 10.30pm

Private Exclusive Culinary Experience at Miele - Featuring Bo Lindegaard & Lasse Askov |
At-Sunrice GlobalChef Academy
23 April
10.00am to 2.00pm

Miele Private Exclusive: Afternoon Tea Session with Bo Lindegaard & Lasse Askov | 2am:lab
23 April
3.00pm to 5.30pm

www.worldgourmetsummit.com

PLAN & GO



By Paco and Jacob Torreblanca 

silver oyster with sea foam 
(rosé champagne granita,

white chocolate mousse & vodka pearls)

• For the rosé champagne granita: Mix the vine peach pulp and 
rosé champagne in a container and freeze in the freezer until 
frozen. Once frozen, break into pieces and crush in a Robot 
Coupe and keep frozen in the freezer.

• For the white chocolate mousse: Heat the milk, egg yolks, 
corn flour, granulated sugar and vanilla beans in a saucepan 
over a low heat until creamy. Add in the bloomed gelatine 
and whisk well. Add in the chopped white chocolate 
covertures and continue stirring until the pastry cream 
becomes smooth and shiny, then set aside to cool. Whip 
the cream in another mixing bowl to a soft peaks form. Fold 
one-third of the whipped cream into the pastry cream and 
then the rest of the whipped cream. Keep chill.

• For the vodka pearls: Heat 170ml water and sugar over a low 
heat in a saucepan until the temperature reaches at 117ºC. 
Carefully clean the edges of the saucepan of any crystallised 
sugar with a damp pastry brush. Remove saucepan from the 
heat and add in the vodka. Cover the saucepan with a clean 
cloth and set aside for about 5 minutes.  Carefully pour the 
syrup into another container and repeat this operation 4 or 5 
times until the mixture is smooth. Fill a container with corn 
flour to a depth of 3-cm and indent the surface with pearl 
shapes. Fill each indented shape with the sugar syrup and 
cover with more corn flour. Place the baking tray into a pre-
heated oven at 40ºC and bake for about 8 hours. Turn each 
vodka pearl over and return the baking pan into the oven until 
dried out, for about 6 hours. Remove the dried vodka pearls 
from the corn flour and set aside to cool. Once cooled, remove 
any remaining corn flour with a soft pastry brush. Serves 4

Rosé Champagne Granita                 
500g vine peach pulp            
500ml rosé champagne

White Chocolate Mousse                  
700ml milk
100g egg yolks
80g corn flour
25g granulated sugar
1   Tahitian vanilla bean pod, split and scraped

8g gelatine sheets, bloomed
350g white chocolate covertures, chopped
500g cream (32% fat)                                              
200g sugar

Vodka Pearl                            
170ml water
500g sugar (sucrose)
200ml vodka
 Corn flour
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Chef Paco Torreblanca is considered to be one of the 
most innovative chocolatiers and pastry chefs in the 
world. He began his career in a Parisian pâtisserie, 
working for nine years in France before returning to 

Spain to open his own pasteleria. He has revolutionised 
pastry through his dedication to the purity of flavour 

and his avid use of imagination to create masterpieces. 

His son Jacob follows in his footsteps, establishing 
himself as both a master chocolatier and pastry 

chef in his own right. Together, the father-
and-son team own and operate their pastry 
business Torreblanca along with Paco’s 
second son, David. 

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



The executive chef of Capella Singapore began 
his cooking career in some of the best kitchens 
in France, including Grand Hotel Saint Cyr Les 
Lecques, and Chateaux Ezain. Known as a 
true perfectionist, Chef David Senia draws his 
inspiration from the many travels he has done 
around the world; he draws in the culinary 

techniques of a diversity of different heritages 
to create a cuisine both innovative and exciting.

david senia 

Epicurean Delights - Act 1 | Capella Singapore
17 to 20 April
6.30pm to 11.30pm

Vertu Private Dinner with Paco & Jacob Torreblanca | Capella Singapore
17 April
8.00pm to 11.00pm

Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 1 | Alkaff Mansion
19 April
11.30am to 12.15pm

Hearts On Fire Edible Fashion Show & Chocolate Dinner | Capella Singapore
19 April
7.00pm to 11.00pm

PLAN & GO
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• For the Palo Cortado spaghetti: Heat the sherry over a high 
heat in a saucepan until  sherry has reduced to 250ml. 
Remove saucepan from the heat and add in the bloomed 
gelatine. Return the saucepan on the stove and heat the 
mixture to a boil.  Once boiled, pour the mixture into 
spaghetti-shaped moulds and keep chill in the refrigerator.

• For the crisp bacon ice cream: Pan-fry the sliced smoked 
bacon over a medium heat in a cooking pot until browned. 
Drain off the resulting bacon fat and add in the milk 
and heat to a boil. Remove cooking pot from the heat 
and set aside the mixture for about 10 minutes. Pour 
the milk and  pan-fried bacon into a food processor and 
pulse thoroughly.  Allow the mixture to infuse for about 
an hour and then strain into a mixing bowl. Add in the 
dextrose, maltodextrin, and stabiliser and mix thoroughly. 
Add in the glycerine and stir well, then pour the mixture 
into Pacojet containers and freeze in the freezer.

2 duck eggs, pickled   
40ml olive oil, divided
2  sole, trimmed and filleted
1  red chilli, crushed to a powder form
 
Palo Cortado Spaghetti
750ml Palo Cortado sherry
25g  vegetable gelatine sheets, blooomed
   
Crisp Bacon Ice Cream
1kg  smoked bacon, sliced
1.6 ltr  milk
30g  dextrose
75g  maltodextrin
75g  Procrema stabiliser
85g  glycerine

Black Garlic Cream
100g  black garlic cloves, peeled 
20g   cream 
 Sea salt, to taste

sole fried with flourless batter,
palo cortado spaghetti & crisp bacon ice cream

& black garlic cream

• For the black garlic cream: Pulse the black garlic and the 
cream in a food processor until well incorporated. Season 
with sea salt to taste and keep chill in the refrigerator.

• Cook the pickled duck eggs in a pot of simmering water 
for about 7 minutes. Place the cooked pickled duck eggs 
into an ice water-bath to cool.  Once cooled, remove the 
egg yolks from the egg whites. Chop the cooled pickled 
duck egg yolks and allow to dry in a cool, well-ventilated 
place for about 48 hours, then refrigerate for another 12 
hours. Remove the dried pickled duck egg yolks from the 
refrigerator and crush to a powder form and set aside. 

• Heat 20ml olive oil in frying pan, add in the soles, skin 
side down and pan-fry for about 5 seconds. Remove 
the pan-fried soles from the frying pan and set aside to 
cool. Once cooled, add in the remaining olive oil, 100g 
powdered pickled duck egg yolk, chilli powder, and salt, 
and return the frying pan on the stove and add in the 
remaining olive oil and pan-fry the soles, flesh side down, 
until just cooked through. Serves 4

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



Singapore’s own celebrity chef, Sam leong has honed his 
cooking career over 26 years. Originally trained by his 
father, a Malaysian chef well known for his shark’s fin 
dishes, Chef Leong was appointed executive chef of 
Jiang Nan Chun at Four Seasons Hotel Singapore at 
the age of twenty-eight. Since then he has worked as 
the director of kitchens/corporate chef for the Tung 
Lok Group, and has represented Singapore in events 
as prestigious as the James Beard Foundation Awards, 
Master of Food & Wine Australia, annual Saint Moritz 
Gourmet Festival, and the Flavours of Asia event in Napa 
Valley, California.

sam

 Leong 
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uÑoz  The chef and co-creator of DiverXO in Madrid, Chef David 
Muñoz is touted to be one of the most exciting culinary 

talents on the planet. A master of fusion cuisine, 
Chef Muñoz was awarded his first Michelin-star 
in 2009, and his second in 2011. He has evolved 
his culinary concept into canvas-dishes; complex 
recipes for a single dish are fed to the guests in 
stages, so that the diner does not understand 
the finished dish until the ultimate component 
has been served.

PLAN & GO

Epicurean Delights - Act 2 |
Equarius Hotel Lobby, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore
22 to 25 April
12.00pm to 2.30pm | 6.00pm to 10.30pm

CVNE Experiential Wine Dinner Featuring David Muñoz   |

Forest ™, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore
22 April
8:00pm to 11:00pm
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Alkaff Mansion Ristorante
10 Telok Blangah Green, 
Singapore 109178

For Reservation:
enquiry@alkaff.com.sg
For Event enquiries: 
events@alkaff.com.sg

Tel +65 6510 3068 
Fax +65 6510 3069 

www.alkaff.com.sg 
www.facebook.com/alkaff

Dine in historic charm
 Alkaff Mansion serves fine and casual dining to suit all tastebuds and occassions. Spaces 

dedicated for wedding, private functions and corporate events are available.



DESPITE THE INCREASING AWARENESS OF AN EVOLVED AND ‘NEW’ 
AUSTRALIAN WINE LANDSCAPE, HOW IS THE ASIAN MARKET RECEIVING IT, 
AND WHAT IS NEEDED FOR MARKETS TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH THIS NEW 
IMAGE? LIM HWEE PENG, CSW, FWS, AN ACCREDITED AUSTRALIAN WINE 
EDUCATOR AS WELL AS A SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT OF THE INAUGURAL 
AUSTRALIA LANDMARK TUTORIALS, SHARES HIS VIEW.

FROM

Alkaff Mansion Ristorante
10 Telok Blangah Green, 
Singapore 109178

For Reservation:
enquiry@alkaff.com.sg
For Event enquiries: 
events@alkaff.com.sg

Tel +65 6510 3068 
Fax +65 6510 3069 

www.alkaff.com.sg 
www.facebook.com/alkaff

Dine in historic charm
 Alkaff Mansion serves fine and casual dining to suit all tastebuds and occassions. Spaces 

dedicated for wedding, private functions and corporate events are available.
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fortified wines. Under the influence of post-World War 
II migrants from Europe, who also brought along their 
culture of enjoying food with Still Wines (i.e. fermented 
white and red grape varietal-based wines), consumption 
trends swung gradually away from fortified bottles. By 
mid-1970s, demand for Still Wines increase sharply, and 
that trend continued on through the decade of 1980. 
Not only was domestic demand established during that 
period, Australian wines also began to export their bottles 
internationally. Export demand swell exponentially, and 
by 1990s, Australia became a net exporter of wine; with 
domestic market occupying approximately or near 40 
percent of its total production, while the other 60 plus 
percent were exported. Today, Australia with just four 
percent of total world wine production is the fourth 
largest exporter by volume behind four traditional wine-
producing giants of Italy, France and Spain.

Uniqueness Of Australia Wine
& Its Industry
The existence of many world renowned research and 
educational facilities, such as the National Wine Centre 
(Adelaide) and the National Wine and Grape Centre, 
were some of the ‘secrets’ for Australia’s speedy ride (in 
less than four decades) to the pinnacle as a top wine 
producing nation in both quantity and quality. That 
advantage led to Australia’s current and next generation 
of winemakers and viticulturists possessing some of the 
soundest technical skills necessary to allow unbridled 
expression of their creative spirit in a competitive 
landscape. Also, Australia is such a large country that 
almost every climate and soil type can be found in the five 
major wine-producing states, namely Western Australia, 
South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales and Tasmania. 
Such diversity contributes to the production of almost 
all wine types that consumers are fond of; from red to 
white wines, sweet wines to sparkling wines, and fortified 
wines. The diverse micro and macro climatic conditions 
allow unique wine styles to be crafted from both known 
varietals, as well as new varietals planted to suitable soil 
and weather. Australia also has some of the oldest vine 
plants in the world. When many of Europe’s established 
vineyards were destroyed by phylloxera in the late-1800s, 
the handful of survivors were those vines brought to 
Australia. Another agent of change in a new Australia 
wine land is the adoption and practices of environment-
friendly and quality-conscious vinification methods, such 
as organic farming and biodynamic viticulture, were 
embraced in the wineland.

The Australia Network announced, on 13 April 2012, 
their intention to expand their broadcast in Asia Pacific 

region, and play a growing role as a diplomatic tool. 
Already broadcast via satellite to 44 countries including 
Indonesia, Malaysia, India, China and Singapore, such 
development will put The Australia Network on par with 
other established broadcast services in Asia continent, 
such as Britain’s BBC World Service and Germany’s 
Deutsche Welle. Such outreach will also lead to a deeper 
engagement with the region, presenting various positive 
images of Down Under, including a culturally-diverse 
identity. I found this news, although directly unrelated 
to our topic of discussion, offers similarity to the position 
and direction that Wine Australia and the wider Australian 
wine industry are managing i.e. spreading the words 
on what is “the new Australian wine” internationally, 
especially in the Asia Pacific region. “Sunshine in a glass” 
– that one-liner represents, succinctly, a past era in the 
evolvement of Australian wines that started brilliantly 
from the 1980s, and found itself needing to re-invent 
itself by mid to late-1990s. A ‘new’ Australian wine 
industry has since emerged from years of self-reflection, 
intense market engagement exercises, and cross-learning 
with the classic as well as established New World wine 
countries. With so much occurring and most of the 
evolvement already taken place, it is thus vital that this 
new image of Australia wine land, and its progressive 
wine style, must reach out effectively to the international 
markets in ensuring the sustenance of Canberra’s future 
wine growth. Yet, challenges are aplenty in engaging the 
international market on this new identity, especially in 
the diverse and complex Asia continent.

The Past & Present
In some of the wine tasting panels that I sat on, I have 
come across unwarranted remarks on Australian wines 
– “known only for Shiraz”, “fruit bowl in a bottle” 
were some of those misguided comments. One of the 
main reasons for such interpretation was the inability 
to fathom, or a state of ignorance to the history and 
growth of Australian wines. In order to appreciate the 
present growth and status of Australian wines (as well 
as its wine style), it is vital to revisit its past. In less 
than half a century, Australia has transformed its wine 
landscape from one of a fortified nature, to a wine land 
that produces handcrafted wines, which could reflect 
regional nuances in its expression; as well as producing 
regional wines that could stand proudly next to bottles 
from other classic wine producers. Up till the 1960’s, 
approximately 80 percent of Australian-made wines were 
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Spreading “New Australia Wine 
Rocks!” To International Markets
So what is the ‘new’ Australia wineland like? For one, the 
image of Australian vignerons producing only a single 
wine style (rich, jammy fruit) through a single varietal 
(Shiraz) has become a thing of the past; although, some 
producers continue to offer those wines for a segment 
of consumers. These days, each region is focusing on 
handcrafting a wine that reflects its regional climatic 
condition aided by its unique soil composition. Wines 
are also made in the stylistic direction rather than purely 
an expression of its varietal. Increasingly, grapes that 
thrive well in the unique regional climate (at micro, 
meso and macro levels) are used in crafting the ‘new’ 
Australia wines. Example, a Shiraz-based wine in Barossa 
Valley vis-à-vis one that is made in Adelaide Hills and 

Hunter Valley would offer different flavour spectrum and 
nuances. Similarly for Chardonnay made in Margaret 
River, Mornington Peninsula and Tasmania, this neutral-
varietal would express itself differently, too. Therefore, 
the ‘new’ Australia is not a product of revolution; rather, 
it is an evolution one. How then do we get that complex 
chunk of information and images to the international 
markets? Without presenting the entire Wine Australia 
strategy and activities, I have highlighted two initiatives 
that are making waves in the wine world. In reaching out 
to both consumers and trade professionals, Wine Australia 
has sought out suitable and appropriate candidates from 
various key markets, then proceed to certify gatekeepers 
and qualified professionals as wine educators delivering 
wine courses to create awareness on the emergence of a 
‘new’ Australia. This subtle, but effective approach can be 
painstakingly slow in delivering a convincing outcome. 
However, it is an approach that requires patience as it 

does deliver result in the long run. Additionally, Wine 
Australia has also organised visits, workshops, mass-
tasting session as well as participation in international 
wine exhibition to satisfy the immediate to medium-term 
needs. In engaging the fine wine and super-premium 
segment of the international market, a groundbreaking 
initiative, emulating the late Lens Evans Tutorial, was 
mooted. Internationally renowned and established wine 
professionals, ranging from wine journalist, sommeliers, 
educators, consultants, food and beverage and hotel 
professionals were awarded the Australia Landmark 
Tutorial Scholarship. Those scholars then experienced a 
week of intense immersion course on the past, present and 
future of Australian wines through tutorial, masterclasses 
and winery visits in key wine-producing regions. Such 
tutorial titled “Landmark Tutorials” was also conducted 
on an ad-hoc basis in selected international markets to 
maximise the outreach.

“Therefore, the ‘New Australia’ 
is not a product of revolution; 
rather, it is an evolution one. 
 Lim Hwee Peng, CSW, FWS
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About the columnist: Mr Lim Hwee Peng, CSW, FWS
A Singaporean wine lover and a perpetual student of wine, Lim 
stresses on continuous wine learning as a sustainable means 
in increasing professionalism and career growth; leading 
by example, Hwee Peng, a Certified Specialist in Wines, has 
been diligently acquiring international certifications through 
programs in Bordeaux, Burgundy, Napa Valley, Spain, Australia, 
and recently graduating from the French Wine Scholar program. 
The learning did not stop in the classroom; he also picked up 
valuable lessons in international wine judging. These days, 
besides coaching the program participants in the Certified 
Specialist in Wines (CSW) and Certificate in Wine Studies 
(CWS) programs, he writes for Cuisine & Wine Asia, a trade 
publication, and muses about his wine journey in his wine blog 
www.drinkgoodwines.com

Challenges Of Updating
‘New’ Australia In Asia 
Much of the initiatives, in engaging international markets, 
were corporate-like, or at best, tried and tested methods 
were adopted. In my encounters with several visits to Down 
Under, I discovered that some of the best engagement 
tools were already in existence domestically, but was 
untapped. Whether it is engaging the upper echelon of 
the wine world, trade professionals or consumers, various 
existing initiatives in the different Australian states should 
be looked into for potential application in international 
market. These are some of the obvious choices:

Gave Us A Show!
There are several wine shows organised in each state and 
sub-regions annually, this platform is an excellent stage 
to showcase Australian wines quickly and memorably to 
the professionals. There are also small-scale wine shows 
that could form part of the wine experience for both 
professionals and consumers. Besides inviting participants 
to visit Down Under for those wine competitions, the 
wine shows can also be considered to be brought to the 
various markets to create awareness, and create potential 
commercial opportunities.

Show Us Your Platform!
Established trade and consumer wine publications such 
as Gourmet Travellers Wine and Wine State can also 
be considered as a means or tool to be employed for a 
desired outcome. As part of the outreach efforts, those 
publishing titles can consider either work with the selected 
markets on representation, or to include representatives 
in their pages and columns. The suggested linkage would 
add breadth to its contents, and also create a direct and 
constant engagement with the regional market. Even wine 
books published by individuals, such as James Halliday 
MW, Jeremy Oliver and Nick Stock (just to name a few) 
could include some Asian wine professionals for their views 
or comments on the wines selected. An Asian linkage on 
those platforms lends much width and relevance to both 
the publication and the targeted markets.

Show Us The People!
Outside of Australia, a handful of eminent wine figures 
were noted. Yet besides Halliday and Oliver, very little is 
known about the young guns such as Stock, Matthew Jukes, 
Campbell Mattinson, Philip Rich, and Tyson Stelzer (I am 
certain those few names are just the tip of the iceberg). 
Those folks will be able to engage and attract a new pool of 

Australia wine imbibers, a move that will favourably impact 
on the next lap of growth for Australian wines. There are also 
a group of young and established Australian sommeliers, 
which should be brought out to Asia and allow a deeper and 
direct engagement with the markets.

Show Us The Wine!
When I put on my hat as the representative of Australia 
as an accredited wine educator as well as a scholar of 
the much acclaimed “Landmark Tutorials”, the oft-heard 
comments were ‘Yes, we do hear of the great wines in 
Australia, but we do not see nor experience enough of 
them here in Asia?!’ Be it due to rarity reasons or minute 
quantity, it is paramount that the market gets to experience 
those beautiful and classy wines. Show the market some of 
the gems from Victoria, Barossa, McLaren Vale, Tasmania, 
showcased them to the international market, which 
deserve a glimpse of those Australian wine jewels.

Show Us A Good Time!
The Australians is thoroughly familiar with activities 
organised in wine regions or wine entities, as those lifestyle 
activities were hosted almost all year round. Some of 
those activities include concerts in vineyards or wineries 
(Leeuwin Estate comes to mind), food and wine fairs (such 
as Melbourne Food & Wine Festival), awards programmes 
(such as Gourmet Traveller Wine Best Wine List programme), 
even unique activities such as Wine & Music organised by 
Gourmet Traveller Wine will keep both direct and indirect 
stakeholders in the wine world deeply enthralled.

In Conclusion…
‘Telling’ might achieve certain outreach when it is seen as a 
commercial product, however, wine is also part of a cultural 
experience, hence, the best way to promote it is through 
‘show and tell’…and don’t keep the best to yourself, share 
with us! LHP, CSW, FWS
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• Jean-FranÇois PiÈge  
• Matt Moran    

• Corrado assenza  

• rodrigo de la Calle 
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Jean-FranÇois PiÈge 

 

ChristoPher Millar



As the group executive chef of 1-Rochester Group, it 
can be surmised that Chef Christopher Millar comes 
from a solid foundation of culinary knowledge and 
skill. Trained under the celebrity chef Antony Worrall 
Thompson in London, Chef Millar was promoted 
to head chef of the iconic ‘190 Queensgate’. After 
leaving London Chef Millar returned to Australia, and 

moved to Singapore in 2003 as executive chef for the 
Fig Leaf Restaurant at Fort Canning. In 2009 he joined 

the 1-Rochester Group to manage the varied dining 
concepts of One Rochester, 1-TwentySix, and 1-Caramel.

Jean-François Piège cuts his culinary teeth at the 
two-Michelin-starred restaurant Le Chabichou, 
followed by positions with Christian Constant 
and Bruno Cirino, who recommended him 
to Alain Ducasse. Chef Piège spent 12 years 
with Ducasse as chef of Louis XV, Relais du 
Parc, and Plaza Athénée.  In 2005 and 2007, 
Chef Piège was voted chef of the year by 
the Pudlo and Champérard guides, and Gault 

Millau respectively while he was chef of Les 
Ambassedeurs at the Hôtel de Crillon. In 2010 he 

opened his eponymous restaurant, and in 2011 he 
was once again voted chef of the year by the trade 

journal Le Chef.

Jean-FranÇois PiÈge 
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Epicurean Delights - Act 1 | Stellar at 1-Altitude
17 to 20 April
6.00pm to 12.00midnight

Château de Beaucastel Experiential Wine Dinner Featuring Jean-François Piège 
Stellar at 1-Altitude
19 April
8.00pm to 11.00pm

Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 2 | Alkaff Mansion
20 April
2.00pm to 2.45pm

ChristoPher Millar
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• For the caramel sauce: Heat the castor sugar and 2.5 
tablespoons of water over a medium heat in a saucepan 
to a boil. Continue to boil the syrup until the sugar reaches 
a dark caramel colour, for about 4 minutes. Remove 
saucepan from the heat and add in the cream and unsalted 
butter and whisk the mixture until well incorporated. Set 
aside the caramel sauce to cool.

2 puff pastry sheets, thawed and cut into
 13-cm circles
2 yellow peaches, pitted, halved and cut into  
 2-mm slices
65g  unsalted butter, melted
65g  castor sugar
200g  mascarpone
1 tbsp icing sugar

Caramel Sauce
150g  castor sugar
2.5 tbsp water
150g cream (18% fat)
75g unsalted butter

peach tart with caramel sauce

•  Place the puff pastry circles onto a parchment paper 
lined- baking tray. Arrange the peach slices on top of the 
puff pastry circles and brush with the melted unsalted 
butter, and sprinkle with castor sugar. Place the baking 
tray into a pre-heated oven at 180°C and bake until the 
puff pastry is puffed and golden, for about 20 minutes. 
Remove the peach tarts from the oven and spread the 
top with caramel sauce. Turn the tarts upside-down onto 
another baking tray and return into the oven. Bake the 
upside-down peach tarts for another 10 minutes.

• Mix the mascarpone and icing sugar in a mixing bowl 
and set aside. Turn each peach tart right-side-up onto 
each serving plate. Add a quenelle of the sweetened 
mascarpone and a spoonful of caramel sauce. 

 Makes 4 tarts

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



He is a chef on a mission: to woo Asia with his exciting, 
refreshing cuisine. Dallas Cuddy, head chef of The 

Prime Society, has come from a background of 
prestigious cooking experiences including two 
years at The Point restaurant under British 
chef Ian Curly, the one-Michelin-starred 
restaurant Nobu Park Lane, and Botanical with 
Paul Wilson. Chef Cuddy was awarded chef of 
the year in 2007 by The Age Good Food Guide 

while he was cooking at Verge, and in 2012 he 
relocated to Singapore to helm The Prime Society, 

transforming the steakhouse into an innovative, 
urban grill restaurant.

Matt Moran is a well-known Australian chef 
and restaurateur, and is the co-owner of 
ARIA Sydney, ARIA Brisbane, and CHISWICK 
Restaurant in Woollahra. An avid television 
personality, Chef Moran has appeared 
on Chopping Block, Masterchef, Junior 
Masterchef, and My Restaurant Rules. He 
is an active member of the international 
culinary panel for Singapore Airlines, and 
was most recently awarded chef of the 
year by GQ Magazine in 2012. The author 
of three cookbooks, Chef Moran is looking to 
open his next restaurant, Riverbar & Kitchen, 
later in 2013.

Matt Moran
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Epicurean Delights - Act 1 | The Prime Society
17 to 20 April
12.00pm to 10.30pm

Beringer Experiential Wine Dinner Featuring Matt Moran | The Prime Society
17 April
8.00pm to 11.00pm

Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 1 | Alkaff Mansion
19 April
10.15am to 11.00pm
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• Cook the rinsed wheat grains over a mediium heat in a 
cooking pot with 2 litres of mineral water for about an 
hour and 10 minutes. Strain the cooked wheat grains and 
return the cooking water on the stove and keep hot. Heat 
the extra virgin olive oil in a cooking pot and add in the 
cooked wheat grains and cook gently until dry (ensuring 
that the wheat grains do not fry). Once dried, continue 
to cook the wheat grains over a medium heat. Gradually 
add in enough hot cooking water to coat the bottom 
of the cooking pot and simmer until the cooking water 
has evaporated. Remove cooking pot from the heat and 
set aside the dried wheat grains to cool. Once cooled, 
transfer the cooled wheat grains into a blast chiller and 
keep chill in the refrigerator.

200g Rossello wheat grains, rinsed with mineral water                                
2 ltr mineral water
20ml extra virgin olive oil
  
300g ewes’ milk curds                                           
100ml mandarin leaf syrup                     
15ml mandarin honey                                         
120ml mint leaf syrup              
18g ground Bronte pistachio
1g black Cyprus salt           

“a time of rest”

• Whisk the ewes’ milk curds in a mixing bowl until 
smooth. Set aside.

• Pour the mandarin leaf syrup and the mandarin honey 
into the bottom of each serving glass bowl. Add in 
the whipped ewes’ milk curds and top with the chilled 
wheat grains. Spoon the mint leaf syrup over the top and 
sprinkle with ground pistachio  and black salt. Serves 4

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



Chef Lino Sauro’s love for travel and a search for wisdom 
are the things he credits for bringing him into the cooking 
industry. A self-taught chef who avidly reads and learns 
from his peers to increase his knowledge and skill, he 
dedicates himself to bringing exquisite southern Italian 
cuisine to his patrons at Gattopardo Italian Grill & 
PizzaBar. Known as one of the best Sicilian cooks in 
Singapore, Chef Sauro started his cooking career at the 
tender age of 15, undertaking the life of a cook simply to 
enable him to live his greatest passion: travel.

Referring to himself as an alchemist of nature, 
Chef Corrado Assenza has become famous in the 

culinary world for the daring experimentation 
he uses in creating the exquisite jams and 
sweets of Caffé Sicilia, drawing on the 
natural perfumes of the Sicilian countryside, 
along with the savoury and sweet elements 
of traditional Sicilian cooking. He is 
considered to be one of the most creative and 

influential chefs in Sicily, and draws together 
his knowledge of agronomy and pastry to create 

his culinary preparations. 
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Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 2 | Alkaff Mansion
20 April
10.15am to 11.00am

Epicurean Delights - Act 2 | Gattopardo Italian Grill & Pizza
21 to 24 April
2.00pm to 3.00pm | 6.30pm to10.30pm

Italian Hands-On Culinary Workshop
Featuring Corrado Assenza & Lino Sauro | At-Sunrice GlobalChef Academy
23 April
10.00am to 2.00pm

lino sauro 
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• For the syrup: Heat 500ml water and the sugar over a 
low heat in a saucepan to a boil, for about 10 minutes. 
Remove saucepan from the heat and set aside the syrup 
to cool.

• For the aioli: Heat the cream and white chocolate 
covertures over a low heat in a double-boiler until 
chocolate has melted. Add in the powdered egg whites 
and a pinch of saffron and whisk well. Transfer the mixture 
into a whip cream dispenser and charge the dispenser with 
two CO2 cartridges, then place into the refrigerator.

8 white asparagus spears, peeled
4 green asparagus spears, peeled
 A pinch of saffron

Syrup
500ml   water 
500g  sugar 

Aioli 
600g  cream 
80g white chocolate covertures
60g powdered egg whites
 A pinch of saffron 

sous vide white & green asparagus
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• Divide the white and grren asparagus into 2 vacuum 
packs and add in the sugar syrup. Place the vacuum 
packs into a water-bath at 62°C and sous vide for about 
10 minutes. 

• Place the sous vide white and green asparagus onto 
each serving plate and add in the aioli and garnish with 
a sprinkle of saffron. Serves 4
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Scott Webster, the Australian celebrity chef 
best known for his modern cuisine that uses 
native Australian spices and ingredients, 
became enamoured by food at a very young 
age—the result of being raised in a family 
where cooking and dining were central to 
a full life.

Chef Douglas Tay is an enthusiastic and 
innovative chef who is always on the lookout 
for ideas that he can incorporate into his menu. 
Together these chefs create the experience that is 
OSIA, at Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore.

Chef Rodrigo de la Calle’s culinary path was enormously 
influenced by not only prestigious restaurants and 

masterchefs, but also by the botanist Santiago Orts. 
The influence of Orts changed Chef de la Calle’s 
perception of the world of vegetables, eventually 
allowing the two of them to develop the concept 
of Gastrobotany, which they presented at the 
International Community of Gastronomy in 
Madrid Fusión 2009. Their vision utilises hardly 
known vegetable species such as earth anemone 

and citric caviar. Chef de la Calle was awarded 
chef of the year by the department of commerce of 

Madrid in 2011.
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Epicurean Delights - Act 1 | World Square, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore
17 to 20 April
12.00pm to 3.00pm | 6.00pm to 10.30pm

Blend Your Own Bordeaux with Majella Wines Featuring Rodrigo de la Calle & 
Douglas Tay Brought To You by Meat & Livestock Australia |
Osia, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore
18 April
8.00pm to 11.00pm

Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 2 | Alkaff Mansion
20 April
9.30am to 10.15am
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BLACK OR WHITE, IT IS STILL STICKY AND THAT’S GLUTINOUS RICE FOR YOU! 
LIKE THAT ANTHEM BY THE LATE KING OF POP, THEY ARE ONE AND THE SAME 
IN TERMS OF THEIR TEXTURES AND FLAVOURS. WE ASK TWO CHEFS TO CREATE 
DESSERTS WITH GLUTINOUS RICE WORTHY OF A SATURDAY DATE AND WHAT 
THEY HAVE COME UP WITH IS TRULY A CULINARY MIRACLE.

iT’S COOL: TO BE STICKY & SWEET!

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



White glutinous rice truly 
inspired me to try different ways 
to turn it into great desserts. It’s 
easy to immediately go for the 
tried and tested ones.
          Choo Eng Tat

“Glutinous rice has 
such diverse textures 

depending on the way it’s 
cooked,” quips Chef Yong Ming 

Choong, pastry chef of Fairmont Singapore & 
Swissôtel The Stamford. He is absolutely right as he proves 
with his three creations! When done al dente, glutinous 
rice, be it the white or black variety, provides a good bite 
and makes every mouthful exciting. On the other hand, it 
can also be cooked really soft to be very much like the 
consistency of oatmeal porridge. Chef Yong pairs each 
style of glutinous rice with fruits. The first is with mango 
– he steams white glutinous rice and then mixes it with 
coconut milk and gula Melaka (palm sugar). He also adds 
salt to the mix; “to balance the sweetness,” he says. The 
dessert is served two ways – globes of fresh mango sit 
gorgeously on a bed of white glutinous rice while cubes 
of fresh mango interweaves with white glutinous rice 
in a parcel of kueh dadar skin (thin Malay-style crêpès 
flavoured with the juice of screwpine leaves). Perching 
beautifully on a wooden platform similar to those one 
would find in a Japanese garden, sprigs of purple blooms 
complete the imagery. Banana stars alongside white 
glutinous rice in Chef Yong’s next dessert. Al dente white 
glutinous rice which has been steamed for 40 minutes 
melds together with banana cubes which have been laced 
with coconut milk and gula Melaka. “You won’t go wrong 
with these two ingredients,” shares Chef Yong. “They are 
so versatile and adapt so well with other ingredients.” A 
quenelle of home-made coconut ice cream accompanies 
a thin, crisp layer of ginger tuile to provide such elegance 
to the dessert. The subtle hint of spiciness from the ginger 
complements the dessert’s sweet charms. Sesame, in two 
forms, takes centre stage in the last dessert. Silky smooth 
home-made sesame ice cream melts ever so slowly into 
the velvety black glutinous rice soup. “I toasted the black 
glutinous rice first,” Chef Yong reveals the secret behind 
the soup’s slightly charred, nutty aroma. “Then, I cook the 
rice over a low heat for at least three hours together with 
gula Melaka and screwpine leaves.” A sesame tuile made 
with white sesame seeds and flavoured with orange juice 
settles regally atop the ice cream. Chef Yong gives new 
meaning to the phrase, “the icing on the cake”, by capping 
the tuile with an effortless icing twirl of coconut cream.

“Glutinous rice truly inspired me to try different ways to 
turn it into great desserts,” Chef Choo Eng Tat of Royal 

Plaza On Scotts says ecstatically. “It’s easy to immediately go 
for the tried and tested ones, but I decided to break away from 
conventions.” And break away he did! His three creations pay 
tribute to the familiar, yet enliven the palate with the new at 
the same time. There is no doubt that puffed rice is the norm, 
but how about puffed black glutinous rice that is salted and 
served as part of a dessert? Chef Choo is avant garde like 
that. He cooks the black glutinous rice simply – boiled with 
water, screwpine leaves and fine sea salt – then spreads it 
on a baking tray and bakes in the oven at a low heat until 
it is completely dried. One last step is to deep-fry the dried 
black glutinous rice until it is crispy and puffed. A smooth, 
fragrant almond cream soup made with three varieties of 
dairy products (fresh milk, evaporated milk, and whipping 
cream) and almond paste come together with sago pearls 
to act as the base for the sprinkles of savoury puffed black 
glutinous rice. Taking inspiration from the savoury pulut 
panggang (grilled glutinous rice stuffed with spicy shrimp 
paste and wrapped in banana leaf and of Malay origin), Chef 
Choo rolls steamed white glutinous rice with banana and 
gula Melaka-infused grated coconut. Visually, both share 
an uncanny resemblance but taste wise, Chef Choo’s sweet 
rendition wafts of coconut-y aromas. A dusting of snow-like 
grated coconut adds allure to the dish which is plated, aptly, 
on a gray slate which provides an interesting contrast. Green, 
black and white – the three layers one will immediately notice 
when looking at Chef Choo’s last glutinous rice interpretation. 
The green is derived from an infusion of screwpine leaves 
with coconut custard; the black is steamed black glutinous 
rice mixed with the sugary creaminess of condensed milk; 
and the white is an uncomplicated version of sweetened, 
reduced coconut milk. A secret arsenal awaits as one scoops 
through the three layers; crunchy water chestnuts hide 
between the smooth, emerald-tinged coconut custard. “This 
last dessert is Thai-inspired. I enjoy the fresh crunch 
of water chestnuts and thought it’d fit 
perfectly with the coconut 
custard and black glutinous 
rice,” Chef Choo notes. What 
perfect fit indeed! JS
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mango with white glutinous rice wrap
By Chef Yong Ming Choong

150g uncooked white glutinous rice,
 soaked overnight
200ml coconut milk
100g gula Melaka (palm sugar)
 Salt, to taste
1 mango, peeled and shaped into balls
8 kueh dadar (coconut pancake) skin
 Chives, for securing
 Edible flowers, for garnishing

• Spread the uncooked white glutinous rice onto a heat-
proof dish and steam in a prepared hot steamer until the 
white glutinous rice has softened, for about 40 minutes. 
Remove the steamed white glutinous rice from the hot 
steamer and set aside to cool. 

• Heat the coconut milk and gula Melaka in a saucepan 
to a boil. Season with salt to taste and pour the mixture 
over the steamed white glutinous rice and mix well. 

• Spread the steamed white glutinous rice onto each kueh 
dadar skin, add a mango ball and fold into a parcel; then 
secure with the chives. 

• Place a bed of steamed chilled glutinous rice into a 
serving dish and top with the mango balls. Serve with 
the 2 mango with white glutinous rice wraps. Serves 4

black glutinous rice soup with
black sesame ice cream & orange
white sesame tuile
By Chef Yong Ming Choong

150g  uncooked black glutinous rice,  
  roasted
2  screwpine (pandan) leaves, knotted
450ml  water
100g  gula Melaka (palm sugar)
  Coconut cream, for garnishing

Black Sesame Ice Cream
200ml  milk
70g  sugar
25g  glucose powder
2g  stabiliser
180ml  coconut purée
50g  black sesame paste

Orange White Sesame Tuile
150g  white sesame seeds
150g  icing sugar
90g  butter, melted
75ml  orange juice
50g  flour

• Place the roasted black glutinous rice and knotted 
screwpine leaves into a saucepan. Add in 450ml water 
and cook until the black glutinous rice has turned mushy, 
for about 3 hours. Add in the gula Melaka and stir until 
gula Melaka has dissolved. Remove and discard the 
screwpine leaves and set aside the mixture to cool.

• For the black sesame ice cream: Place the milk, sugar, 
glucose powder and stabiliser into a saucepan and cook 
over a low heat until the sugar has dissolved and heat 
the mixture to a boil.  Remove saucepan from the heat 
and set aside the mixture to cool. Once cool, add in the 
coconut purée and black sesame paste. Mix well. Pour 
the black sesame mixture into an ice cream machine 
and churn until firm. Chill the black sesame ice cream 
in a freeze until ready to be served.

• For the orange white sesame tuile: Whisk all the 
ingredients in a mixing bowl and then spread the mixture 
onto a lined baking tray. Place the baking tray into a 
preheated oven at 170°C and bake until sesame tuile 
is golden browned, for about 15 minutes. 

• Place the black glutinous rice soup into the bottom of 
each serving bowl and top with the black sesame ice 
cream and the orange white sesame tuile. Pipe the 
coconut cream onto the orange white sesame tuile. 
Serves 4

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



black glutinous rice soup with black sesame 
ice cream & orange white sesame tuile

Fairmont Singapore & Swissôtel The Stamford 
80 Bras Basah Road, Singapore 18960

(65) 6339 7777

banana gula Melaka white glutinous rice 
with coconut ice cream & ginger tuile
By Chef Yong Ming Choong

150g  uncooked white glutinous rice,
  soaked overnight
200ml  coconut milk
150g  gula Melaka (palm sugar), divided
  Salt, to taste
1  banana, peeled and cubed

Coconut Ice Cream
190ml  water
70g  sugar
25g  glucose powder
2g  stabiliser
250ml  coconut purée

Ginger Tuile
200g  icing sugar
135g  butter, melted
120g  flour
120ml  gula Melaka (palm sugar) syrup
1 tsp  ginger juice
  Salt, to taste

• Spread the uncooked white glutinous rice onto a heat-
proof dish and steam in a prepared hot steamer until 
the rice has softened, for about 40 minutes. Set aside. 
Heat the coconut milk, 100g gula Melaka and salt in 
a saucepan to a boil and stir until gula Melaka has 
dissolved. Pour the coconut mixture over the steamed 
white glutinous rice and mix well. Mix the banana cubes 
with the remaining gula Melaka in a mixing bowl and 
then mix with the steamed white glutinous rice mixture. 
Set aside.

• For the coconut ice cream: Heat 190ml water, sugar, 
glucose powder and stabiliser in a saucepan over a low 
heat until sugar has dissolved. Heat the mixture to a boil 
and then remove saucepan from the heat and set aside 
the syrup to cool. Once cooled, add in the coconut 
purée and mix well. Pour the cooled coconut mixture 
into an ice cream machine and churn until firm. Chill the 
coconut ice cream in the freezer until ready to be served.

• For the ginger tuile: Whisk all the ingredients in a mixing 
bowl. Spread the ginger mixture onto a lined baking tray 
and bake in a preheated oven at 180°C until ginger tuile 
is golden browned and bubbly, for about 12 minutes.  
Remove the ginger tuile from the oven and set aside 
to cool.

• Place the steamed glutinous rice and banana mixture 
into the bottom of each serving bowl and top with 
the ginger tuile. Serve with a quenelle of coconut ice 
cream. Serves 4
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white glutinous rice roll with banana, 
gula Melaka & freshly grated coconut
By Chef Choo Eng Tat

400g  uncooked white glutinous rice,
  soaked overnight
5  screwpine (pandan) leaves, knotted
220ml  coconut cream
120ml  water
  Fine sea salt, to taste
50g  sugar
  Freshly grated coconut, for sprinkling

Gula Melaka Filling
300ml  gula Melaka (palm sugar) syrup
140ml  condensed milk
3  screwpine (pandan) leaves, knotted
150g  freshly grated coconut, steamed
1  banana, peeled

• Mix the uncooked white glutinous rice, knotted 
screwpine leaves, coconut cream and 120ml water in 
a heat-proof dish and season with fine sea salt to taste. 
Place the heat-proof dish into a prepared hot steamer 
and steam for about 40 minutes. Add in the sugar and 
stir until sugar has dissolved. Remove the steamed white 
glutinous rice from the steamer and set aside to cool.

• For the gula Melaka filling: Heat the gula Melaka syrup, 
condensed milk and knotted screwpine leaves in a 
saucepan to a boil. Add in the steamed grated coconut 
and cook until the mixture has thickened. Remove 
sauceapan from the heat and set aside the palm sugar 
filling to  cool.

• Spread the steamed white glutinous rice onto an 
aluminium foil. Spread a layer of the gula Melaka filling 
and top with the banana and roll into a cylindrical shape 
and  set aside the roll to set, for about 30 minutes. 
Sprinkle with the freshly grated coconut and cut into 
desired shape. Serves 4

chilled almond cream soup with sago
pearls & salted puffed black glutinous rice
By Chef Choo Eng Tat

Chilled Almond Cream Soup With Sago Pearls
200ml  (each) fresh milk and evaporated milk
120g  almond paste, warmed
100ml  whipping cream
70g  egg yolks, lightly beaten
80g  sago pearls, cooked

Salted Puffed Black Glutinous Rice
100g  uncooked black glutinous rice
3  screwpine leaves, knotted
1 ltr  water
  Fine sea salt, to taste

• For the chilled almond cream soup with sago pearls: 
Heat the fresh milk, evaporated milk, almond paste 
and whipping cream in a saucepan over high-heat to a 
boil. Reduce heat and simmer until the almond paste 
has dissolved. Gradually add in the beaten egg yolks 
and whisk until the mixture becomes thick and creamy. 
Remove saucepan from the heat and set aside the 
mixture to cool. Once cool, chill the almond cream soup 
in the refrigerator.

• For the salted puffed black glutinous rice: Place the 
uncooked black glutinous rice and knotted screwpine 
leaves into a saucepan. Add in a litre of water and 
season to taste with fine sea salt and cook until the 
black glutinous rice has softened. Spread the cooked 
black glutinous rice onto a baking tray and bake in a 
preheated oven at a low heat until the black glutinous 
rice has completely dried. Heat a wok with cooking 
oil until smoking point and deep-fry the oven-dried 
black glutinous rice until crispy and puffy. Drain well on 
absorbent paper towels.

• Place the cooked sago pearls onto the bottom of each 
serving bowl and top with the chilled almond cream 
soup. Serve with the salted puffed black glutinous rice. 
Serves 4

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



White Glutinous Rice
In Chinese traditions, white glutinous rice is 
often ground to make glutinous rice flour. 
This flour is then turned into various sweets, 
from nian gao (literally Chinese Lunar 
New Year cake in Mandarin) to tang yuan 
(glutinous rice balls).

The Japanese makes mochi, a favourite of 
the sweet-toothed, from grounded white 
glutinous rice. Typically filled with an 
assortment of sweet fillings, it is served 
during the Japanese New Year, but also 
available all year round.

Laotian cuisine features white glutinous rice 
extensively. Known as khao niao, it can be 
enjoyed either as a savoury or a sweet dish. 
Coconut milk combined with fruits such as 
mango and durian make the steamed Lao 
dessert, khao tom.

The Asian Ways

Black Glutinous Rice
A favourite local dessert typically found in 
hawker centres here in Singapore is pulut 
hitam (literally black glutinous rice porridge 
in Malay). Essentially black glutinous rice 
soup, it is served with coconut milk and 
flavoured with palm sugar.

Thai cuisine showcases black glutinous rice 
as khao lam – a dessert served in bamboo 
sections and features a concoction of black 
glutinous rice, coconut milk and black 
beans. It is roasted over open fire to give it 
its inimitable smoky aromas.

Made with the addition of yeast and 
steamed in banana leaf, the Vietnamese 
ruou nep is a fermented pudding of black 
glutinous rice. Mildly alcoholic, it can 
be served as a drink too. In Vietnam, it is 
considered a healthful, nutritious food.

steamed black glutinous rice
with screwpine leaf-infused
coconut custard & water chestnut
By Chef Choo Eng Tat

100ml  (each) gula Melaka (palm sugar)  
  syrup and condensed milk
400ml  water
300g  uncooked black glutinous rice,
  soaked overnight
4  screwpine (pandan) leaves, knotted
  Coconut cream and mint leaves,  
  for garnishing

Screwpine Leaf-Infused Coconut Custard
& Water Chestnut
135ml  water, divided
10g  rice flour
6g  mung bean flour
105ml  coconut milk
4  screwpine (pandan) leaves,   
  knotted
  Sugar and fine sea salt, to taste
150g  water chestnuts,
  peeled and diced

• Heat the gula Melaka syrup and condensed milk in a saucepan 
over medium heat to a boil. Reduce heat and cook the mixture 
until thickened. Remove saucepan from the heat and set aside 
the mixture to cool. Mix 400ml water, uncooked black glutinous 
rice and knotted screwpine leaves in a heat-proof dish and 
steam in  a prepared hot steamer until the black glutinous rice 
is tender, for about 2 hours. Remove from the hot steamer and 
pour the palm sugar mixture over and mix well. Set aside the 
steamed black glutinous rice to cool.

• For the screwpine leaf-infused coconut custard & water 
chestnut: Mix 35ml water with the rice flour and mung bean 
flour in a mixing bowl. Set aside. Place the remaining water, 
coconut milk and knotted screwpine leaves into a saucepan. 
Season to taste with sugar and fine sea salt and heat the 
mixture to a boil. Reduce heat and cook the mixture until it has 
slightly thickened. Add in the diced water chestnuts and flour 
mixture while stirring continuously. Remove saucepan from 
the heat and set aside the infused coconut custard to cool.

• Place the screwpine leaf-infused coconut custard and water 
chestnut into the bottom of each serving bowl and top with the 
steamed black glutinous rice. Drizzle over the coconut cream 
and garnish with mint leaves. Serves 4

Royal Plaza On Scotts 
25 Scotts Road, Singapore 228220 (65) 6737 7966
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THE WORLD GOURMET SUMMIT MENU

W SINGAPORE - SENTOSA COVE
21 OCEAN WAY   SINGAPORE 098374
CALL 6808 7288

EMAIL: SKIRT.SINGAPORE@WHOTELS.COM
WWW.SINGAPORESENTOACOVE.COM   INDULGE

King Prawns
Split and Peppered

Foie Gras Terrine,
Stone Fruit, Chocolate

Seared US Scallops
Dashi, Apple, Jamón 

SKIRT Steak Sandwich
Blackmore Australian Full Blood

9+ Wagyu Tenderloin
Beetroot, Jamón 

Warm Venezuelan Chocolate Mud,
Poached Wild Strawberry

& Tarragon



• Sanjeev Kapoor
• William ledeuil 
• YannicK alléno   
• Gabriele Ferron 
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• For the minced chicken mixture: Place all the ingredients 
into a food processor and pulse until smooth. Transfer 
the blended chicken mixture into a mixing bowl and add 
in the ghee, and mix well. Keep chill the blended minced 
chicken mixture in the refrigerator for about 30 minutes. 

• For the paneer mixture: Mix all the ingredients in a mixing 
bowl and season with salt, to taste. Keep chill the paneer 
mixture in the refrigerator for about 30 minutes.

Minced Chicken Mixture
400g chicken meat, minced
1 ginger knob (2-cm), peeled and chopped
15  garlic cloves, peeled and chopped
1.5 green chillies, chopped
1 tsp  white pepper powder
1 tsp green cardamom powder    
2 tsp ghee

Paneer Mixture
100g  paneer (Indian cheese), grated
3 tbsp  grated khoya
1 tbsp chopped mint 
2 tsp corn flour
½ tsp garam masala powder
½ tsp lemon juice
½ tsp green cardamom powder
 Salt, to taste

 Butter, for basting
2 tsp chaat masala

khaas seekh ( chicken & paneer kebab)

• Remove both the chilled mixtures from the refrigerator and 
divide each mixture into eight equal portions. Mould each 
portion of the paneer mixture onto a skewer in the shape 
of a cone that tapers at both ends. Gently cover the tapered 
paneer cone with the chilled minced chicken mixture, 
ensuring that the entire surface of the paneer mixture is 
covered in the chicken mixture. Press the chicken mixture 
gently to ensure it sticks to the paneer mixture.

• Place the skewered seekh onto a baking tray and grill 
in a pre-heated oven at 250°C for about 8 minutes. 
Baste the skewered seekhs with the butter and cook for 
another 3 minutes. Gently pull the grilled seekhs from 
the skewers onto a serving dish and sprinkle with chaat 
masala. Serves 4

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



A cooking competition during the third year of his hotel 
and restaurant management course was the thing 
that convinced Chef Manjunath Mural to dedicate 
his life to the culinary arts. After placing second in 
the competition, he decided that the career he truly 
wanted was the one behind the stove. Growing up 
he always helped his mother in the kitchen, and this 

is exactly where he puts the credit for the success 
of his culinary achievements.

Manjunath M
u

r
a
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Not just considered to be the best chef in India, 
Chef Sanjeev Kapoor is also considered one 
of the most prolific chefs of his time. 
With more than 150 cookbooks in four 
languages, four restaurants, and a 
food television channel, Chef Kapoor 
raises the bar on what it means to be 
a celebrity chef. He represented India 
at the World Association of Chefs’ 
Societies (WACS) in 2012, introducing 
the ancient ways of Ayurvedic cooking to 
the culinary world. He was given the ‘best 
chef of India’ award by the government of India.
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PLAN & GO

Epicurean Delights - Act 1 | The Song Of India
16 to 21 April
12.00pm to 3.00pm | 6.00pm to 11.00pm

Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 1 | Alkaff Mansion
19 April
9.30am to 10.15am
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• For the caviar-lemon & ginger dressing: Place the caviar-
lemon pulp, chopped marinated young ginger, chopped 
Chinese chives into a mixing bowl. Gradually add in the 
lemon juice and olive oil and whisk until emulisfied. 

• For the salad greens: Season the mizuna and watercress 
with a few drops of olive oil and set aside.

• Arrange the scallop carpacio in a single layer onto 
each serving plate. Season to taste with celery salt and 
espelette chillies. Place the salad greens directly onto the 
scallop carpaccio and drizzle with the caviar-lemon  and 
ginger dressing. Serves 4

12  scallops, each thinly sliced into 4 medallions
 Celery salt and espelette chillies, to taste

Caviar-lemon & Ginger Dressing
3  caviar-lemons, cut lengthwise and pulp removed
1 young ginger knoib (40g), marinated and chopped
2   Chinese chive stalks, chopped
2 lemons, juiced
4 tbsp  olive oil

Salad Greens
  A bunch of watercress or purslane leaves
 A bunch of mizuna
 Olive oil, to taste

scallop carpacio with caviar-lemon
& ginger dressing

W
illiaM ledeuil 
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Ken Ling is the passionate, jovial chef who oversees the 
entire culinary operation of My Humble House. His 
passion for Chinese cuisine extends to both modern 
and traditional styles, and he is constantly in 
search of new and innovative ways to bring 
his dishes to their ultimate potential. Chef 
Ling has cooked for Singapore’s President S 
R Nathan, the former president of the United 
States George W Bush, international action 
star Jackie Chan, and film star Gong Li.

For ten years Chef William Ledeuil travelled the 
world looking for the best, rarest, and most 

insane flavours he could find. He naturally 
gravitated to South East Asia, travelling 
through Japan, Vietnam, and Thailand before 
heading back to France where he opened his 
first restaurant, Ze Kitchen Gallerie. Eight 
years later Chef Ledeuil opened his second 
restaurant, KGB (Kitchen Galerie Bis). Both 
restaurants showcase his signature Asian-

influenced French cuisine, a cuisine marked 
by a profusion of colour, taste, and perfume. 

He was selected as the chef of the year for 2010 
by Gault Millau. 

W
illiaM ledeuil 

PLAN & GO

Epicurean Delights - Act 1 | My Humble House
17 to 20 April
11.45am to 3.00pm | 6.30pm to 10.30pm

Fusion Hands-On Culinary Workshop Featuring William Ledeuil | 
At-Sunrice GlobalChef Academy
18 April
9.00am to 1.00pm

Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 2 | Alkaff Mansion
20 April
4.00pm to 4.45pm
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• For the red wine jelly: Heat the olive oil over a medium 
heat in a cooking pot and sauté the fish bones, sliced 
carrots and sliced onions until onions have turn 
translucent. Deglaze with 375ml red wine. Add in the veal 
jus and simmer for about an hour. Heat the remaining red 
wine to a boil in a saucepan. Reduce heat and simmer 
until wine has reduced by half the volume. Strain the veal 
jus and red wine reduction through a muslin cloth into 
the saucepan.  Whip the egg whites and 3 tablespoons of 
water in a mixing bowl. Add the whipped egg whites into 
the veal jus and red wine mixture and heat the mixture to 
a boil. Remove the saucepan from the heat and set aside 
the mixture for about 15 minutes. Strain the clarified 
veal jus through a muslin cloth into another saucepan. 
Measure the same amount of liquid into the saucepan. 
Add in the bloomed gelatine and stir until gelatine has 
dissolved. Set aside the red wine jelly to set. 

1kg  smoked eel, filleted and cut into 4 strips
 (3.5-cm x 9-cm), skin reserved
8  Noirmoutier potatoes 
  A bunch of watercress
 A bunch of chives, chopped 
200g cream 
 Sea salt and freshly ground pepper, to taste
 A bunch of sorrel, cut into strips 
 Chive tips, for garnishing 

Red Wine Jelly
150ml olive oil
1kg  fish bones, rinsed
2  (each) carrots and onions, peeled and sliced
800ml  red wine, divided
1.5 ltr veal jus
3  egg whites
3 tbsp water
6  gelatine sheets (per liter of reduced broth),  
 bloomed

title

smoked eel with red wine jelly

• Boil the reserved eel skin and potatoes in a pot of boiling 
water until potatoes are tender. Remove the skin from 
the boiled potatoes while they are still warm and cut a 
shallow hole into each potato with a small melon baller. 
Keep warm 

• Steam the watercress at 90°C for about 2 minutes and 
keep chill in the refrigerator. Mix the chopped chives and 
cream in a mixing bowl and season to taste with sea salt 
and freshly ground pepper. Keep chill in the refrigerator. 

• Place a piece of smoked eel fillet onto each serving plate 
and spread with a layer of red wine jelly (1-mm thickness). 
Place a layer of sorrel strips on top of the red wine jelly 
and keep chill in the refrigerator for about 5 minutes. 
Repeat the same procedure twice. Apply a third layer 
of red wine jelly, and spread the steamed watercress on 
top. Cover the steamed watercress with a final layer of 
red wine jelly and keep chill in the refrigerator for about 
30 minutes. Fill the holes in the boiled potatoes with the 
chive cream and place beside the smoked eel. Garnish 
with chive tips. Serves 4

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



YannicK alléno 
 

 

A firm believer in ‘neo-classic’ cuisine, Chef Bruno 
Ménard comes from a grand culinary family: both 
grandfathers were chefs, and his father was a highly 
accomplished chocolatier. Apprenticed to the 
Domaine d’Orvault restaurant in Nantes at 15, Chef 
Ménard grew from strength to strength throughout 
his career, culminating in the achievement of three-
Michelin-star at his Tokyo restaurant L’Osier. After 
closing L’Osier’s doors in 2011, Chef Menard came to 
Singapore to open La Cantine, a restaurant concept built 
around his creative, playful culinary roots.

A self-described contemporary chef who moves 
with the times, Chef Yannick Alléno creates, 
innovates, tastes, and plays by reinventing 

dishes from traditional cuisine with a unique 
interpretation, inspired by linking local 
products to the recipes to create a bridge 
between the classic and the modern. He was 
awarded his third Michelin-star in 2007; 
in 2013 he declared his departure from Le 
Meurice, the restaurant where he gained 

all of his Michelin-star, in order to dedicate 
himself to realising and recreating the best of 

modern cuisine.

Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 2 | Alkaff Mansion
20 April
2.45pm to 3.30pm

Epicurean Delights - Act 2 | La Cantine by Bruno Ménard
21 to 24 April
12.00pm to 2.30pm | 6.00pm to 9.30pm

Rougie Foie Gras Dinner Featuring Yannick Alléno & Bruno Ménard |
La Cantine by Bruno Ménard
22 April
8.00pm to 11.00pm

PLAN & GO
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“mama ada” rice cake

• Place the rice, milk, half the lemon zest into a cooking 
pot. Season to taste with salt and cook over a medium 
heat until the rice is completely cooked, for about 20 
minutes,. Remove cooking pot from the heat, and add in 
a teaspoon of sugar, and 20g melted butter and set aside 
the rice mixture to cool.

• Place the remaining melted butter, 300 sugar, rice flour, 
baking powder, and the remaining lemon zest into a 
mixing  bowl. Set aside. Whip the egg whites in another 
mixing bowl to stiff peaks form.  Fold the whipped 
egg whites into rice flour mixture and keep chill in the 
refrigerator.

200g  Vialone Nano rice
1 ltr milk
1 lemon, zested and divided
 Salt, to taste
500g  sugar, divided
200g  butter, melted and divided
300g  rice flour
18g baking powder
5 whole eggs, egg whites and egg yolks separated
1 vanillin sachet

• Whisk the egg yolks with the remaining sugar and the 
vanillin in a mixing bowl until fluffy . Add in the cooked, 
cooled rice and stir well. 

• Pour the chilled egg white mixture into a greased, floured 
baking pan. Pour the cooked rice and egg yolk mixture 
directly into the centre of the egg white mixture. Place 
the baking pan into a pre-heated oven at 150°C and bake 
for about an hour and 40 minutes. Makes 1 rice cake

www.worldgourmetsummit.com
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A Japanese chef classically trained in Italian cuisine, 
Chef Kentaro Torii has worked in kitchens in Florence, 
Pavia, and Sardinia. He worked as the assistant chef 
for Al Pino Restaurant, to learn the rich culinary 
heritage of northern Italy, and while in Sardinia 
he learned the succulent dishes of the south.  He 
returned to Asia to head the Mariana Resort & Spa 
Hotel in Saipan, and moved to Singapore in 2006. 
In 2012 he took the helm of Forlino, located on the 
second floor of One Fullerton. 

A career in cuisine led Chef Gabriele Ferron into 
the family business: Vialone Nano, a type of rice 

indigenous to the area around Verona. Over a 
career spanning over 24 years, he is now best 
known as the “world rice ambassador”, and 
is regularly invited by television studios 
and newspapers to speak on rice, and his 
culinary prowess with that ingredient. Chef 
Ferron has cooked his Vialone Nano on five 
continents for innumerable heads of state, 

parliamentarians, consuls, presidents, prime 
ministers, and peoples of distinction. He is 

without equal in the world of rice.

PLAN & GO

Epicurean Delights - Act 1 | Forlino
17 to 20 April
12.00pm to 2.30pm | 6.00pm to 10.30pm

Citibank Gastronomic Jam Sessions - Day 1 | Alkaff Mansion
19 April
2.45pm to 3.30pm

Isole e Olena Wine Dinner Featuring Gabriele Ferron | Forlino
20 April
8.00pm to 11.00pm
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Tea	  Forté	  is	  the	  Award	  Winning	  specialty	  tea	  company	  identified	  around	  the	  world	  as	  the	  ultimate	  tea	  experience	  
enjoyed	  in	  over	  35	  countries	  where	  it	  is	  presented	  at	  leading	  hotels,	  restaurants,	  prestige	  resorts	  and	  luxury	  retailers.	  
Known	  for	  the	  variety	  and	  unparalleled	  quality	  of	  handcrafted	  teas,	  design-‐driven	  accessories,	  exquisite	  packaging	  and	  
opulent	  approach,	  Tea	  Forté	  re-‐imagines	  and	  re-‐defines	  the	  tea	  experience	  by	  delivering	  a	  delighting	  and	  luxuriant	  
encounter.	  
	  
Founded	  in	  2003,	  by	  acclaimed	  American	  designer	  Peter	  Hewitt,	  who	  combined	  his	  evangelist	  views	  on	  the	  power	  and	  
importance	  of	  good	  design	  with	  his	  love	  of	  tea,	  the	  company	  has	  been	  profiled	  in	  Bon	  Appétit,	  Gourmet	  Magazine,	  The	  
New	  York	  Times,	  Food	  &	  Wine	  and	  numerous	  other	  domestic	  and	  international	  magazines	  and	  newspapers.	  The	  Tea	  
Forté	  experience	  could	  not	  have	  been	  expressed	  more	  eloquently	  than	  in	  the	  words	  of	  Oprah	  herself,	  who	  declared,	  "If	  
you	  are	  a	  tea	  lover-‐this	  is	  as	  good	  as	  it	  gets."	  
	  

	  
	  
CAFÉ	  CUP	  
PRESENTATION	  
	  
Transform	  every	  cup	  of	  tea	  into	  a	  ritual	  of	  calm	  and	  focus	  with	  
our	  custom	  designed	  Café	  Cup	  Collection.	  The	  signature	  Tea	  
Forte	  presentation.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
COCKTAIL	  INFUSIONS	   	  
	  
Create	  innovative	  tea-‐infused	  cocktails.	  
Craft	  your	  own	  signature	  cocktail,	  or	  add	  a	  taste	  of	  the	  exotic	  to	  
a	  classic…	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
TEA-‐OVER-‐ICE	  
Elevating	  tea	  to	  a	  higher	  level.	  
	  
Authentic	  iced	  tea	  is	  brewed	  and	  flash-‐chilled	  tableside.	  The	  
perfect	  upsell.	  

~ extraordinary teas ~



TEA BRINGS TO MIND A CERTAIN ELEGANCE AND SUBTLENESS, BUT A FAMOUS 
FORMER FIRST LADY ONCE SAID (IN RELATION TO WOMEN’S COURAGEOUS 
SPIRIT IN TOUGH TIMES), THAT ONE WOULD NEVER KNOW THE STRENGTH 
OF TEA UNTIL IT IS PLACED IN HOT WATER. WE DIDN’T NEED TEA IN HOT 
WATER TO KNOW ITS STRENGTH; WE JUST GOT TWO TALENTED PÂTISSIERS 
EXTRAORDINAIRES TO SHOWCASE THE STRENGTH OF TEA THE PASTRY WAY – 
IN DESSERTS. NOW THAT’S JUST OUR CUP OF TEA!

Just Our Cup Of
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If you are a follower of culinary trends, you would have 
most probably heard of locavore. First preached by Chef 

Rene Redzepi (he of the world’s best restaurant, Noma, 
fame), one chef here on our sunny island is doing exactly 
the same as well. While preparing one of her three tea-
inspired desserts, Chef Janice Wong of 2am: dessertbar 
revealed, “Most of the flowers and herbs I use as garnish 
for my creations these days are usually plucked fresh and 
dehydrated immediately to maintain their freshness.” One 
of these is the pandan (screwpine leaf) used in the first 
dessert of pandan and bael custard, charcoal brioche and 
milk crumbs. Also, the roselles added were handpicked 
from a local garden as well. Inspired by the local breakfast 
favourite (kaya toast with coconut jam), this dessert was 
plated just like a spring garden complete with a lawn of 
pandan and bael custard, a rock of charcoal brioche and a 
scattering of fresh flowers in shades of sunshine, violet and 
crimson. Bael is quite the uncommon ingredient for tea but 
its subtle fragrance makes it perfect for slow brewing and 
best enjoyed during cold weather as it provides warmth and 
calms the soul. If her first dessert is a depiction of spring, 
then the next one that followed is a representation of how a 
Scandinavian garden may look like. Set beautifully on a plate 
and featuring eucalyptus-infused popcorn parfait, it looks 

as though a giant snowball is slowly melting onto a bed of 
wild flowers, Suriname cherries (these lovely fruits were first 
infused with the flavours of kelp) and figs (its unmistakable 
texture stood out). Eucalyptus, with its cooling effect, was 
perhaps perfectly chosen as the main highlight of this dish 
– Scandinavian weather can be brutally cold just like how 
eucalyptus is known to assault our senses with wintry feels. 
Remember the familiarity of a cobblestone walkway of 
a garden? Chef Wong’s last dessert may just as well be a 
culinary homage to that imagery. Perfectly shaped hawthorn 
gummies and vanilla hawthorn cream pillows are arranged 
in a walkway-like manner while pebbles of coffee ice cream 
(made by dropping coffee cream into liquid nitrogen) was 
scattered to illustrate, well, pebbles. Hawthorn, famed for 
its distinct taste, is famous for its versatility. It is frequently 
used to make sauces served in Chinese cuisine; also, it is 
the base of one of the famous snacks – haw flakes (coin-
shaped thin slices of tart and sweet hawthorn goodness). 
The dish is a true amalgamation of distinct flavours – lemon 
verbena oil was added for extra aroma. Toasted barley and 
freshly picked flowers completed the dish, but not before 
the addition of two lavender gummies (these were the 
same ones Chef Wong planted onto an isomalt coral wall 
during the launch of her book, Perfection In Imperfection/
Imperfection In Perfection).

dehydrated Indian borage

“Most of the flowers and herbs I use as garnish 
for my creations these days are usually plucked 
fresh and dehydrated immediately to maintain 
their freshness.

Janice Wong



Bael Tea & Pandan
Native to India, bael (otherwise known as Bengal quince or stone apple) is a 
smooth, hard-shelled fruit with its flesh either eaten fresh or dried. When dried, 
its leathery pieces are most suited for tea brewing. Pandan or screwpine leaf 
is mostly known for its green colour and fragrant aroma, also its versatility for 
culinary purposes – from kaya (coconut jam) to nasi lemak (fragrant rice) and 
many others.

100ml milk
50g pandan (screwpine leaves),
  dehydrated and chopped
50g bael tea 
100ml cream
1  vanilla pod, split and scraped
40g sugar
3  egg yolks
6g  corn flour

  Charcoal brioche and milk crumbs,
  for serving
  Roselles and edible flowers,
  for garnishing

• Place the milk, pandan and bael tea into a cooking pot 
and set aside to infuse. Add in the cream and vanilla 
beans and heat mixture to a boil. Set aside. Whisk the 
sugar and egg yolks in a saucepan until creamy. Strain 
and pour the infused pandan and bael tea mixture and 
continue whisking over a medium heat until the back 
of the wooden spoon is coated with a viscous texture. 
Remove saucepan from the heat and set aside the 
custard mixture to cool.

• Place the pandan and bael custard onto the bottom of 
each serving plate and top with the charcoal brioche and 
milk crumbs. Garnish with roselles and edible flowers. 
Serves 4

pandan & bael custard, charcoal brioche & milk crumbs
By Chef Janice Wong
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eucalyptus popcorn
By Chef Janice Wong

300ml cream
180ml milk
200g popcorns, micro waved
3g  eucalyptus tea
60g egg yolks
155g sugar
30ml water
150ml cream, whipped
4  gelatine sheets
  Liquid nitrogen, for freezing
  Short crust base,
  kelp-infused Suriname
  cherries, figs compote
  and for serving
  
  Edible flowers, for garnishing

• Place the cream, mi lk,  micro waved 
popcorns and eucalyptus tea into a 
container and infuse overnight. 

• Whisk the egg yolks in a mixing bowl until 
fluffy.  Set aside. Heat the sugar and 30ml 
water in a saucepan until temperature 
reaches to 110˚C. Slowly add the sugar 
syrup into the whisked egg yolks and 
whisking continuously. 

• Add the gelatine sheets into the popcorn 
mixture and whisk well. Slowly fold the 
popcorn mixture into the egg yolk mixture. 
Fold in the whipped cream. Drop the 
mixture into liquid nitrogen and then remove 
and set aside.

• Scatter the short crust base onto each 
serving plate and top with the eucalyptus 
popcorn. Serve with the kelp-infused 
Suriname cherries and f igs compote. 
Garnish with the edible flowers. Serves 4

Eucalyptus
Though more commonly known for its uses 
as an essential oil for spa and other personal 
grooming products, eucalyptus can also be 
used for culinary purposes in small quantities. 
Its distinct aroma is perfectly suited to fragrant 
desserts. Also, its leaves when dried are best 
appreciated when slowly brewed as tea.



Hawthorn
Growing up as a child in Asia (particularly in the Far East and South East Asia regions), 
one would be very familiar with haw flakes – the lovable snack in the shape of discs 
made with Chinese hawthorn. But hawthorn is more than just a snack, it has medicinal 
attributes known to treat certain cardiac insufficiencies as well as favoured for its 
antioxidant properties.

2am: dessertbar 21A Lorong Liput, Holland Village, Singapore 277733, Tel: (65) 6291 9727

160ml cream, divided
40g hawthorn tea
100g sugar
24ml water
50g egg yolks
1  gelatine sheet
1  vanilla pods, split

  Hawthorn gummies, toasted barley and
  edible flowers, a drop of lemon verbena oil  

 and coffee ice cream pebbles, for serving

• Place 100ml cream and the hawthorn tea into a cooking 
pot and infuse it overnight. 

•  Heat the sugar and 24ml water in a saucepan until 
temperature reaches to 119˚C. Set aside the sugar syrup. 
Whisk the egg yolks in a mixing bowl until fluffy. Slowly pour 
the sugar syrup into the whisked egg yolks and continue 
whisking until well incorporated.

•  Heat the gelatine with the remaining cream until gelatine 
has melted. Fold the cream and gelatine mixture into the 
egg yolk mixture. Divide the mixture among 4 moulds and 
set aside to set. 

• Place the vanilla hawthorn cream pillows onto each serving 
plate and top 2 cream pillows with a hawthorn gummy 
each. Drip a drop of lemon verbena oil onto each serving 
plate. Garnish with toasted barley and edible flowers. Serve 
with the coffee ice cream pebbles. Serves 4

vanilla hawthorn cream pillows & hawthorn gummies
By Chef Janice Wong
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Sabah snake grass

“The oolong tea is first brewed before it was 
added to a crème anglaise base, placed in a 
mould and then freezed. The jelly, on the other 
hand, is made by infusing the tea with orange 
zest, which gives it a citrusy finish.

Christophe Grilo

The very mention of tea conjures up an image of a 
beverage that is both calming and refreshing; one which 

soothes the mind and soul. Taking this plus point of tea 
into consideration, Chef Christophe Grilo, the new face of 
Les Amis Group’s Canele Pâtisserie Chocolaterie (Canele), 
whipped up three refreshing desserts, highlighting the best 
attributes of the three teas he was tasked to work with. 
Chef Grilo, despite being new to the group, is no stranger 
to our local dining scene. He has been honing his skills 
in the pastry kitchen of a renowned hotel before taking 
over the helm at the much-loved pâtisserie temple. Having 
already known the local palate, guests will not be met 
with any surprises next time they are at any of Canele’s 
five outlets islandwide. The same holds true with his three 
creations. Extracting the fragrance of oolong tea, Chef 
Grilo presented the tea two ways – cream and jelly. The 
oolong tea was first brewed before it was added to a crème 
anglaise base, placed in a mould and then freezed. The 
jelly, on the other hand, was made by infusing the tea with 
orange zest, which gave it a citrusy finish. 

Fresh herbs were carefully selected as the dessert’s 
garnish – mint, tarragon and dill were specifically 
chosen to complement the flavours of the dish. Orange 
segments, pineapple cubes and candied orange peel not 
only pumped up the flavours but also added textures. 
Green tea, with its delicate aroma, is perhaps one of 
the most drunk tea varieties in the world. Known for its 
antioxidant properties, it is widely used in a myriad of 
sweet confections as well. Combining two contrasting 
flavours (sweet and sour), Chef Grilo presented poached 
rhubarb on a bed of white chocolate mousse and green 
tea parfait – classical ingredients nonetheless but modern 
styling altogether. Plated as though to depict a piece of 
modern art, simplistic it may be, it was a burst of flavour 
explosions on the palate when all elements were enjoyed 
together. With their subtle aromas, teas often need strong 
flavours to highlight its attributes (think: orange and tea, 
cardamom and tea, naming just a few). One look at Chef 
Grilo’s last dessert would have you think that it is just 
another mousse-inspired creation. But beneath the pink-
tinged white chocolate tube is an assortment of tastes and 
textures. Pineapple was first smoked and soaked with black 
tea before it was cut into small cubes. Coffee and Malibu-
flavoured praline cream was then added before it was all 
capped with light and foamy yuzu infusion. As its crowning 
glory, a pearl of the praline cream sits majestically above 
this dessert, which was crusted with flakes of gold leaves. 
All three of Chef Grilo’s desserts have one thing in common 
– he lets the ingredient speaks for itself. The methods were 
kept simple, the pairings were kept relevant, and most 
importantly, the tastes were kept untarnished. JS
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smoked black tea pineapple with 
praline cream & yuzu infusion
By Chef Christophe Grilo

100g black tea
1  pineapple, peeled and eyes removed
2 tbsp sugar syrup

Praline Cream
200ml milk
30g sugar
25g egg yolks
3g  coffee powder
110g praline paste
3g  gelatine sheets
45ml Malibu

  Black tea crumbles, white chocolate tubes  
 and yuzu infusion, for serving

  Gold leaves, for garnishing

• Place the black tea into a wok and heat until it smokes. 
Transfer the smoked black tea into a vacuum bag and add 
in the pineapple and sugar syrup. Vacuum seal the vacuum 
bag and infuse in the chiller for 3 days. Cut smoked black tea 
pineapple into small cubes just before serving.

• For the praline cream: Heat the milk to a boil in a saucepan. 
Add in the sugar and egg yolks and cook until temperature 
reaches to 83˚C. Add in the coffee powder and whisk well. 
Pour the mixture over the praline paste and whisk well. Add 
in the gelatine and stir until gelatine has dissolved. Add in the 
Malibu and whisk well. 

• Place the black tea crumbles onto the bottom halves of the 
white chocolate tube and place onto each serving plate. 
Place the yuzu infusion, praline cream and smoked black tea 
pineapple on top of the black tea crumbles. Cover the mixture 
with another white chocolate tube and top with a pearl of the 
praline cream. Garnish with gold leaves. Serves 4

Black Tea
In comparison to other types of teas, black tea is the 
most oxidised; because of this, it has stronger flavours 
and higher caffeine content. This tea variety is labelled 
black because of the colour of its leaf. Generally, it is 
known as red tea (particularly in oriental cultures) – 
pu-erh and rooibos are its most famous variants.
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1 ltr cream
320g egg yolks
140g sugar
100g glucose
50g green tea powder

Poached Rhubarb
500g rhubarb, peeled
250ml strawberry juice
  Buttery crumbles and
  white chocolate mousse,
  for serving

• Heat the cream to a boil in a saucepan. Set aside. Whisk 
the egg yolks, sugar and glucose in a mixing bowl until 
fluffy. Slowly pour the boiled cream mixture over the egg 
yolks mixture while whisking continuously over a bain 
marie. Add in the green tea powder and whisk well. Set 
aside.

• For the poached rhubarb: Place the rhubarb and 
strawberry juice into a vacuum bag and vacuum seal it. 
Place the sealed vacuum bag into a hot water bath for 
about 6 to 8 minutes and then removed from the water 
bath and set aside to cool.

• Place the buttery crumbles onto each serving plate 
and top with the white chocolate mousse and poached 
rhubarb. Serve the green tea parfait in a separate bowl. 
Serves 4

Green Tea
Of all tea varieties, green tea is 
perhaps the most consumed and 
recognisable. Treasured for its 
antioxidant properties (it is known to 
lower the risk of heart diseases and 
certain types of cancer), green tea 
originated from China but is famous 
throughout Asia and other parts of 
the world.

green tea parfait with poached rhubarb on white chocolate mousse
By Chef Christophe Grilo
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oolong tea infusion
By Chef Christophe Grilo

Oolong Tea Cream
250ml cream
250ml milk
20g oolong tea
5g  pectin
100g egg yolks
60g sugar

Oolong Tea Jelly
1 ltr water
500g glucose
30g sugar
24g oolong tea
12g gelatine sheets
1  orange, zested

  Pineapple cubes,
  orange segments
  and candied orange
  peels, for serving
  Mint, tarragon, dill and
  gold leaves, for garnishing

• For the oolong tea cream: Heat the cream, 
milk, oolong tea and pectin to a boil in a 
saucepan. Remove saucepan from the heat 
and set aside. Whisk the egg yolks and sugar 
in a mixing bowl until creamy. Slowly pour the 
boiled cream mixture over the whisked egg 
yolks and whisk continuously. Pour the mixture 
into moulds and allow it to set in the freezer. 

• For the oolong tea jelly: Heat all the ingredients 
to a boil in a saucepan. Remove saucepan 
from the heat and strain the mixture into a 
mould and allow it to set in the chiller.

• Place the oolong tea cream onto each serving 
plate and top with the oolong tea jelly. Serve 
with the pineapple cubes, orange segments 
and candied orange peels. Garnish with mint, 
tarragon, dill and gold leaves. Serves 4Oolong Tea

Oolong tea is the most unique – after the oxidation 
and drying process, the tea leaves are curled and 
then twisted; its signature style. A favourite of tea 
connoisseurs, oolong tea has many different variants 
with names fit for a wuxia (Chinese fiction focusing 
on martial arts) film – red robe, gold turtle, iron 
monk and oriental beauty, among many others.

Canele Pâtisserie Chocolaterie 350 Orchard Road
#05-21 Shaw House, Singapore 238367 | Tel: (65) 6738 9020
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VISUALISE THIS SCENARIO – YOU 
WALK INTO A RESTAURANT, TELL THE 
HOSTESS YOUR NAME TO CONFIRM 
YOUR RESERVATION, SHE INTRODUCES 
YOU TO YOUR WAIT STAFF WHO THEN 
LEADS YOU TO YOUR TABLE; AS YOU 
TAKE A SEAT, WHAT DO YOU THINK 
WILL HAPPEN NEXT? FOR AS LONG AS 
RESTAURANTS EXISTED, THAT NEXT 
FR AME IN OUR VISUAL IMAGERY 
WOULD INVOLVE THE WAIT STAFF 
PRESENTING YOU THE MENU AND 
THEN PROCEED TO ENTICE YOU WITH 
WHAT’S GOOD OR THE SIGNATURES 
OF THE RESTAURANT. AS YOU BROWSE 
THROUGH THAT MENU, JOIN US AS 
WE DECIPHER THE INTRIGUE THAT IS 
THE MENU.

aubergine by André Chiang

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



“As we constantly search for a better 
way to communicate with people by 
introducing new techniques, new flavours 
or new ingredients, I finally realised that 
the most beautiful things that make a 
memorable dining experience are the 
intention, the process and the story behind 
the menu.
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“The first and final course of a menu must 
make a lasting impression on the guests. 
The presentation of the dishes must be 
appetising but most importantly, the chef 
must truly bring out the flavours of the 
ingredients he uses.

“There are just so many ingredients out 
there for us as chefs to use in our menu. 
There can never be a perfect menu because 
every season of the year, there will be 
different approaches to be taken for the 
different produce.

“At Iggy’s, we don’t believe in perfection 
in relation to food. Food and flavours are 
highly subjective and relative depending 
on the person appreciating it. The tasting 
menu enables chefs to showcase to diners 
a diverse variety of cooking techniques, 
seasonal produce and flavours.
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Irrefutably, the scenario before is still commonplace in 
restaurants today but what makes it a little different 

than years ago is the introduction of a menu so full of 
mystique, even its name sounds a tad patronising for 
those who hear it for the first time – think degustation 
and omakase. In essence, degustation is a French culinary 
term which means an appreciation of various flavours and 
textures while omakase is short for the Japanese phrase, 
omakase shimasu, which translates as “I trust you” with 
the “you” referring to the chef. When we choose to go 
to a restaurant, we have already placed our trust in the 
chef; so, the question is do you really still need the menu? 
Many restaurants give their diners the luxury of both – àla 
carte and degustation or omakase (and also kaiseki, but 
let us keep this for another story altogether). Cuisine & 
Wine Asia pays a visit to four restaurants known for the 
art of the tasting menu and asks their respective chefs to 
decipher the menu for us - is it an art form that covers 
the multiple courses of a meal or is it cryptology that only 
chefs can understand?

So, Do You Really Still Need The Menu?
Be it degustation or omakase, a lot of care and attention 
is taken during the planning process of the tasting menu. 
Utmost of all, Chef Tomonori Danzaki of Joël Robuchon 
Restaurant (Robuchon) states, “When we plan the tasting 
menu, our first priority is the availability of seasonal 
produce and when these produce are at its prime. Take 
for example, black truffles.” According to Chef Danzaki, 
black truffles are typically harvested during the months 
of December through March but it must be noted that at 
the beginning of December, “attention must be paid to the 
quality because it might not have ripened fully”. Hence, 
when Chef Danzaki decides to showcase his degustation 
menu for the winter season, L’Hiver, black truffles are one 
of the mainstays. His dish, la truffe noire (literally the 

black truffle in French), showcases this fungi in thin discs 
perched atop a layer of crisp pastry, onions and smoked 
ham. To perfume his dish of foie gras and potato carpaccio, 
Chef Danzaki also adds slivers of shaved truffles to it; not 
only providing aroma, the shaved truffles add allure and 
texture to an already beautiful dish. Chef André Chiang 
who is known for his eponymous restaurant concurs, 
“Seasonality is the minimum standard and something we 
cannot live without.” As chefs, Chef Chiang adds that it is 
a responsibility to guarantee that freshness reigns supreme 
in all that they present to the guests. He continues, “At 
Restaurant André, we also take into consideration our 
octaphilosophy when planning our menu.” As he mulls over 
each fragment of the octaphilosophy, it becomes obvious 
how each one plays an important role in representing 

(From top left and clockwise): barigoule by André Chiang; 
les pousses de soja by Tomonori Danzaki; soil & sea by 
Akmal Anuar; and le chocolat by Tomonori Danzaki.

la truffe noire by Tomonori Danzaki

Gillardeau oyster, sago pearls 
& sea salad by Akmal Anuar
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all of his culinary beliefs. Take for example, pure; the 
dish representing it comes in the form of a gazpacho. 
Featuring mussels and prawns, the flavours of the dish are 
kept simple; just enough to remind the diners that what 
they are eating is the pureness of the ocean. If the diners 
can taste just that little bit of the ocean, then he deems 
that he has just successfully achieved a fragment of his 
octaphilosophy. With a name synonymous with culinary 
excellence, Ignatius Chan, the founder and proprietor of 
Iggy’s, agrees, “Most important of all is the availability of 
ingredients. We always use produce that is in season from 
both northern and southern hemispheres.” This gives both 
Chan and his chef, Chef Akmal Anuar, plenty to play and 
experiment with. Combining two similar textures in a dish 
can sometimes result in a culinary disaster but the foie gras 
and tofu dish Chan and Chef Anuar devised is a winner. 
The smoothness of the foie gras unites faultlessly with the 
silkiness of the tofu, which sees the accompaniment of 
ponzu, possibly chosen to cut away any signs of richness 
from the liver. A bed of greens provides the right balance 
for the dish. Other than just featuring ingredients that 
are in season and finding the right balance in tastes and 
textures, at Iggy’s, Chan and his chef take it a step further 
as they also try their best to use the choicest local produce 
whenever possible. And speaking of local produce, no other 
cuisine in the world focuses on their own local produce 
as much as the Japanese do. Any Japanese restaurant you go anywhere in the world, one thing remains the same – 

almost all ingredients are brought in from Japan. Just ask 
Chef Hirohashi Nobuaki, the culinary genius behind Kumo 
and he will tell you that he only serves the best he can get 
from the current season. Kumo is the Japanese word for 
clouds and just like the clouds, Chef Nobuaki shares that 
he lets his imagination flows as freely as the clouds when 
he comes up with a menu while at the same time, retaining 
his tradition. His grilled kingfish and rice cake mocha in 
white miso soup is testament to this. He reveals that this 
soup is typical of his hometown of Kyoto. He remembers 
having this soup since a very young age and today, as a 
revered Japanese culinarian, he delivers a rendition similar 
to what he had years ago. Thanks to the smokiness from 
the grilled kingfish, the soup gives off an earthy aroma 
and the flavours from the white radish provide another 
level of depth to the already sophisticated profile. The 
chewiness of the rice cake mochi is a signature of this soup. 
The menus at these four restaurants unanimously agree 
on one singular theme – seasonality. If the ingredients 
are in season, chances are they’ll be on their menus. And 
because Singapore benefits tremendously from the easy 
imports of ingredients from around the world, the diners 
are spoilt for choice throughout the year. A dinner during 
spring at a certain restaurant would be a totally different 
experience from a dinner during autumn. Now who says 
the Singapore scene loses out due to the non-existence 
of the four seasons?

(From top and left to right): ootoro, kampachi & tai 
sashimi by Hirohashi Nobuaki; foie gras, tofu & ponzu by 
Akmal Anuar; chilli risotto by André Chiang; and abalone, 
artichoke & yuzu kosho by Akmal Anuar.

la noix de Saint Jacques by Tomonori Danzaki

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



le veau by Tomonori Danzaki
rice cracker-crumbed Spanish mackerel 
in thick soup by Hirohashi Nobuaki

Whenever the talk of seasons creeps in, the next feasible 
question to ask is, how often do these four restaurants 
change their menus? Chan reveals, “We change our menu 
here at Iggy’s every six to eight weeks. It really depends 
on the availability of ingredients; naturally, we also take 
into consideration the preferences of our guests.” A 
quintessential favourite of many, the sushi platter served 
at Iggy’s comprises of three delicate slices of toro, buri and 
akame (tuna, amberjack and lates respectively; all Japanese 
in origin) topped with carefully chosen complements. Like 
Chan, Chef Nobuaki also alters his menu according to his 
guests’ penchants. He discloses, “Here at Kumo, we have 
a lot of repeat customers; being the discerning customers 
that they are, they would share with me with their likes 
and dislikes. So, we adjust the menu according to their 
preferences, and also what I can bring in from Japan at 
the time.” A great showcase of this then is the seasonal 
assortment of appetisers which displays the conflicting yet 
complementing flavours and consistencies of braised beef, 
dashi poached nanohana (Japanese rapeseed), monkfish 
liver with grated yuzu, slow-cooked sardine and poached 
prawn. At time of tasting, the nanohana was in season 
while monkfish liver and prawn are favoured delicacies of 
Singaporean diners. Constantly inspired by the ingredients 
he works with, Chef Chiang says the menu at Restaurant 
André changes daily as it is “based on the produce we 
receive every day”. He carries on saying, “We rely heavily on 
top quality artisanal produce to provide us with constant 
inspiration.” His oyster dish, inspired by the salt element 
of his octaphilosophy, frames this statement perfectly. An 
oyster shell perches majestically on a mount of shaved ice; 
a medley of ingredients fills the shell, most significant of all 
are the oyster and caviar – these two ingredients fit the salt 
bill faultlessly. At Robuchon, Chef Danzaki states that there 

are four major changes to its degustation menu; from the 
winter menu, L’Hiver, mentioned earlier, it is easy to make 
out that the other three would be called Le Printemps, L’Été 
and L’Automne (spring, summer and autumn respectively). 
Even so, he tells of his occasional menu change, “At times, 
when I get a good product from the market, I will change 
items on the menu once every two or three weeks.” The 
amount of flexibility Chef Danzaki has with his menu only 
means one thing – his guests gain from it.

(From top left and clockwise): Japanese strawberry, black 
bean frozen cheese cake & yuzu sorbet by Hirohashi Nobuaki; 
chocolate, coconut & nutmeg by Akmal Anuar; chocolat by 
André Chiang; and eel parfait by Akmal Anuar.
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Not just the freedom of flexibility when it comes to 
altering the items on the degustation menu at Robuchon, 
Chef Danzaki also believes in the flexibility of changing 
the menu items according to the guests’ preferences and 
dietary restrictions. He shares, “I do customise the menu 
accordingly and I always have a vegetarian menu and two 
menus each without shellfish and beef respectively as 
alternative options.” He adds, “If I have guests who make 
specific requests for dishes not on the menu, I will try to 
accommodate as well.” So, talk of a degustation or omakase 
menu being patronising earlier on is all diminished. Like 
Chef Danzaki’s course of crustaceans, les crustacés, any 
diner who is allergic to shellfish would be able to have 
their dish exchanged for another. But reasonably, a prior 
notice should be given at the start of the dinner. The other 
three restaurants share the same sentiment with Chef 
Chiang stating, “We are very flexible when it comes to our 
guests’ dietary requirements, just as how we are flexible 
in creating a new menu almost on a daily basis.” Chan 
agrees, “We always keep a small selection of alternative 
ingredients and repertoire of dishes in anticipation of such 
instances. We also offer a vegetarian menu which is very 
popular.” Chef Nobuaki follows the same flexibility with 
his menu as well, even more so since he receives repeat 

customers on a daily basis at his restaurant. At Restaurant 
André, his current menu (at time of tasting) features black 
pudding (a delicacy made with blood and typically oatmeal) 
served with a collection of baby vegetables. Certainly not 
everyone’s cup of tea, which is why guests can always opt 
for another dish; once again, provided it is first informed 
to the chef.

Now that the menu is orchestrated with quality ingredients, 
and tweaked according to the time it is served and who 
it is served to, is this menu then a perfect symphony? 
According to Chef Chiang, “perfection does not exist in 
our industry, just like in other forms of art.” He explains, 
“As we constantly search for a better way to communicate 
with people by introducing new techniques, new flavours or 
new ingredients, I finally realised that the most beautiful 
things that make a memorable dining experience are the 
intention, the process and the story behind the menu.” 
He then stresses, “If we take that into consideration, then 
for me, that is the perfect menu.” Chan also agrees with 
what Chef Chiang offered, “At Iggy’s, we don’t believe 
in perfection in relation to food. Food and flavours are 
highly subjective and relative depending on the person 
appreciating it.” He continues by saying that tasting menus 
enable restaurants to manage the expectations of their 
guests better. “It also enables chefs to showcase to diners 
a diverse variety of cooking techniques, seasonal produce 
and flavours.” JS

pigeon, rose & berries
by Akmal Anuar
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boudin noir by André Chiang

toro, buri & akame sushi
by Akmal Anuar



dine within an ambiance of old colonial charm fashioned by
tamarind’s unmistakeable rustic-luxe flair of neo-asian character

30 Labrador Villa Road, Singapore 119189
Tel: +65 6278 6364 Special Events: +65 6270 1868 Email: singapore@tamarindrestaurants.com

www.samadhiretreats.com

where dining is an exquisite feast for your senses



WHEN YOU THINK OF MEAT AND SEAFOOD, 
THE FIRST REACTION WOULD BE TO IMAGINE 
A SUMPTUOUS FEAST. BUT WAIT UNTIL YOU 
GET TO THE DINNER TABLE; RIGHT BEFORE 
YOU TAKE YOUR FIRST BITE, THE CHEF TELLS 
YOU IT IS MADE FROM AN ANIMAL PART THAT 
YOU WON’T USUALLY EAT. WHAT DO YOU DO 
– DROP YOUR FORK AND MAKE A RUN FOR 
IT, OR CROSS YOUR FINGERS AND HOPE FOR 
THE BEST? GIVE THESE MORSELS A CHANCE 
AND YOUR PALATE MAY BE DELIGHTFULLY 
SURPRISED. CHEF LI MAN OF TUNG LOK 
CLASSICS AND CHEF MICHELE PAVANELLO 
OF OTTO RISTORANTE SHOW HOW YOU CAN 
TURN SIX 'ICKY' ANIMAL PARTS THAT PEOPLE 
WOULD USUALLY DISCARD OR AVOID, INTO 
MOUTH-WATERING TREATS. RW

TURNING

into Delicacies By Ruby Wong
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American Express 2005 - 2012

Singapore Business Review 2008 - 2012

Wine & Dine 2005 - 2012

Singapore Tatler 2005 - 2012

Simply Dining 2008 - 2012



It takes an experienced – and bold – chef to go against 
conventions and prepare dishes with uncommonly used 

parts of animals. Sure, you have your foie gras and your 
pork knuckles, but what about other dishes made from 
specific animal parts such as the head, offal, liver and 
heart? Admittedly, these animal parts do look repulsive 
– just thinking of their gooey, slimy textures and odd 
appearance is enough to send shivers down your spine. For 
instance, offal has an appearance that may hit too close 
to home, such as hearts and kidneys which reminds one 
of our own human organs. Everyone knows instinctively 
that the best part of a fish is the tender flesh, so when 
we are presented the bonier head or the lips, it is only 
natural to question the thought process of the chef. And 
when it comes to meat, there are so many different cuts 
of beef or pork that one can choose, so why go for the 
tail or tongue which are tougher and require much more 
preparation? Perhaps the lengthy time or skill needed 
during the preparation process is the real reason why chefs 
tend to shy away from such ingredients. But as shown here, 
taking the effort to turn these disgusting ingredients into 
delicious dishes will yield fantastic results. Are you ready 
to take a leap of faith? So pick up that fork and dig in!

traditional-style fish lip
By Chef Li Man

1  Napoleon wrasse lip (about 200g)

5g  (each) shiitake mushrooms, red dates,

  shredded ginger and spring onions

50ml light soy sauce, warmed

• Place the Napoleon wrasse lip onto a heat-proof dish and 

top with the shiitake mushrooms, red dates, shredded 

ginger and spring onions.

• Place the heat-proof dish into a prepared steamer and 

steam at high heat for about 15 minutes. Transfer the 

steamed Napoleon wrasse lip onto a serving plate and 

spoon the warmed light soy sauce over. Serves 4

Fish Lip is seldom used as it is one of the least fleshy 
parts of the fish, and not all fishes have lips suitable for 
cooking. Its biggest advantage is being naturally boneless 
and tender.

Fish Head bone is usually boiled to be used as stock, 
producing a soup base that is nutritious, but not fatty. In 
some parts of Asia, fish head is used in stews or curries.

Belly Fin is one of the hardier fish parts, thanks to the 
bones running along its edges. This makes it suitable to be 
cooked in a variety of methods, such as frying or braising.
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Li Man

Head Or Tail?

Despite his calm and quiet demeanour, 
the mild-mannered Chef Li Man of Tung 

Lok Classics is not one to be trifled with. He 
took on the challenge readily and prepared 
the dishes with finesse. For this feature, Chef 
Li used deep sea Napoleon wrasse, available 
only during Tung Lok Group of Restaurant’s 
‘Eight Weeks Of Indulgence’ promotion. Each 
week featured a different premium ingredient 
and Napoleon wrasse is one of them. This fish is 
a rare catch and every part of it can be creatively 
used in cooking. That is, if you can get over the 
blue skin with ring-like patterns, let alone the 
unappetising-looking parts used for the dishes – 
the head bone, lips and belly fin. The true believer 
in these ingredients seemed rather confused that 
anyone would find them disgusting, considering that 
each fish part has its own unique characteristics. Chef 
Li explained, “The head bone is especially good for soups 
because it contains the calcium from the bones. So when 
it is boiled into the soup, all of the essence, calcium and 
collagen go into the soup. Other parts that are tenderer 
such as the cheeks and lips are good for steaming to retain 
the original texture of the fish. The fins and belly portion is 
slightly tougher but can be used for braising, so it can still 

“One of the worst things to happen would 
be to make a dish that the customer refuses 
to try. While our regular customers know 
how to appreciate these parts of the fish, 
for the newer ones, we  need to make the 
time to explain the ingredients and their 
nutritional benefits. 

portray the parts very well.” He added that for Chinese 
cuisine, one would usually try to use all parts of the 
ingredient so as not to waste the food and with the 
Napoleon wrasse weighing about 19 kilogrammes, 
one has to be extra considerate. Chef Li emphasised 
several times on the size of the fish, mentioning that 
only with the size of giant deep sea fishes would 
you be able to use so many different parts of the 
fish. Flavour wise, the different parts would still 
have the same taste of the fish, mainly differing 
in texture. He commented that people who know 
how to appreciate fish would go for the cheeks 
and lips, as only very large fish would have lips 
that are substantial enough to be steamed and 
also would be very tender, especially for giant 
deep sea fishes. For smaller fishes, you would 
not even see the lips. For his three recipes, 
he chose to retain the original flavour of 
the fish by adding Chinese herbs or light 
seasonings, focusing very much on the 
nutritional value of the dishes.
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• Heat 2 litres of water over high heat in a cooking pot to a 

boil. Add in the Napoleon wrasse head bone, old chicken 

and pork and poach the ingredients in the boiling water 

for about 2 minutes. Remove the poached ingredients 

from the cooking pot and then rinse thoroughly under 

running cold water.

• Place the poached ingredients into a double-boiler. Add in 

all the Chinese herbs and season to taste with salt.  Pour 

in enough water to cover all the ingredients and double-

boil the mixture over high heat for about 5 hours. Ladle 

the double-boiled head bone soup with Chinese  herbs 

into each ceramic serving bowl. Serves 4

double-boiled deep sea Napoleon wrasse head bone soup 
with Chinese herbs
By Chef Li Man

2 ltr water

1  Napoleon wrasse head bone (about 600g), cut  

 into pieces 

1          old chicken (about 300g), cut into pieces

200g  pork, cut into pieces

Chinese Herbs

6  red dates

5  chuan bei (wolfberry root bark)

5  angelica roots

3  ginger slices 

10g tian ma (gastrodia)

5g  Chinese wolfberries

5g  almonds

  Salt, to taste



  Cooking oil, for pan-frying
1  Napoleon wrasse belly fin (about 600g)
400ml water
100g green chillies, sliced
20ml white rice vinegar
4g   sugar

2g  salt

• Heat the cooking oil in a frying pan. Add in the Napoleon 

wrasse belly fin and pan-fry over high heat until golden 

browned. Transfer the pan-fried Napoleon belly fin into 

a cooking pot. Add in 400ml water and the rest of the 

ingredients and poach the Napoleon belly fin over high 

heat for about 10 minutes. Ladle the Shanghai-style 

poached belly fin with chilli sauce from the cooking pot 

into each serving plate. Serves 4

Shanghai-style poached belly fin with chilli sauce
By Chef Li Man

Tung Lok Classics Orchard Parade Hotel #02-18, 1 Tanglin Road, Singapore 247905, Tel: (65) 6834 0660
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risotto with chicken offal
(gizzard, heart & liver)
By Chef Michele Pavanello

30g butter

20ml  extra virgin olive oil, divided

1   (each) carrot, leek and celery rib,

  peeled and chopped

300g chicken gizzard, heart and liver,

  cut into pieces, separated

  Salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste

1   thyme sprig

20ml  marsala wine

  A ladle of chicken of stock

1  shallot, peeled and chopped

280g Carnaroli rice 

1 ltr chicken stock

60g grated parmesan cheese

  Cold butter and seasonings, to taste

• Heat a sauté pan with butter and 10ml extra virgin olive oil. 

Add in the chopped carrot, leek and celery rib and sweat 

until vegetables are tender. Add in the chicken gizzard and 

heart pieces. Season with salt and freshly ground black 

pepper, to taste. Add in the thyme sprig and braise the 

mixture over low heat. Deglaze with the marsala wine. 

Add in a ladle of chicken stock and cook over high heat 

until the chicken gizzard pieces have softened. Add in 

the chicken liver pieces and continue cooking for about 

30 seconds. Remove the braised chicken offal ragoût 

from the heat and keep warm.

• Heat the remaining extra virgin olive oil in a saucepan. 

Add in the chopped shallot and sweat until shallot has 

softened. Add in the rice and cook over low heat. Stir 

well. Add in the chicken stock and stir occasionally until 

rice is al dente, for about 16 minutes.  Beat the risotto 

with a wooden spoon until creamy. 

• Ladle the risotto into each serving plate. Place the braised 

chicken offal ragoût  into the centre of the risotto. Add in 

the grated parmesan cheese, cold butter and seasonings, 

to taste. Serves 4

Chicken Offal commonly refers to 
the internal organs and entrails of the 
chicken, specifically the heart, liver and 
gizzards. Loosely, the term can extend 
to include uncommon parts such as 
feet and giblet.

OTTO Ristorante 28 Maxwell Road, #01-02 Red Dot Traffic Building, Singapore 069120,Tel: (65) 6227 6819
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michele

 pavanello

Keep The Heart Beating

Chef Michele Pavanel lo of OTTO 
Ristorante could easily intimidate the 

weak-hearted with his large built and steely 
gaze. Laughing as he shared how he scared 
his kitchen staff by waving the long ox tongue 
at them, his apparent glee showed us his 
more mischievous side. The good-humoured 
chef quickly got down to the serious side of 
business, explaining the concept behind his 
three dishes made with ox tongue, ox tail and 
chicken offal. Chef Pavanello explained that ox 
tongue is very chewy, but becomes tender after 
cooking for a long time, making it multi-textural 
with a very distinct flavour. The cooked ox tongue is 
grilled to give it a different dimension of flavour as 
it becomes a little smoky. He served it with a classic 
salsa verde, a very basic Italian sauce made with strong 
tasting ingredients such as parsley, pickled cucumber, 
anchovies and garlic. “The cold salsa, which thanks 
to the gherkin and capers, will give a very sharp and 
sort of acidic note that will cut through the richness 
of ox tongue, to make it more pleasant and refreshing,” 
he elaborated. Ox tail may be rather fatty, but if cooked 
properly it would give very deep flavours. Chef Pavanello 

based the recipe on a traditional Roman dish, vaccinara. 
He first blanched the ox tail to extract some flavour and 
majority of fat before braising it. He advised that ox tail 
should be braised until the meat comes off the bones so as 
to become semi-tender, semi-juicy and flavourful. Other 
ingredients are then added in to put back the extracted 
flavours. For chicken offal, Chef Pavanello based his dish 
on an old recipe from his mother that was prepared for 
him when he was a child. “It’s supposed to be like a 
rice soup, similar to wet porridge, with chicken stock,” 
he said. He cautioned that chicken gizzard and 
heart would become tough if not cooked properly, 
and must also be cleaned properly. Overall, Chef 
Pavanello agrees that the negative reputation of 
these ingredients is really all just in the mind. 
He effused, “It’s mainly psychological, as people 
feel squeamish knowing where the animal part 
came from. Also, they may have had a negative 
experience with the ingredient when either it 
was done badly or in a boring way.” He feels 
that only real connoisseurs of meat would 
appreciate the less common cuts or by-
cuts, which is why it is very seldom found 
in restaurants.

“If you compare, why do people feel 
squeamish about animal by-cuts and 
offal, but not about products such as 
eggs that come from the same animal? 
The lack of acceptance for these parts 
make it difficult for people to try them 
prepared well, so the lack of exposure 
creates a vicious cycle.



grilled ox tongue with purple asparagus 
& salsa verde
By Chef Michele Pavanello

3g  black peppercorns

1  (each) carrot, leek and shallot,

  peeled and sliced

1  (each) celery rib, sliced, rosemary sprig,

  sage sprig and bay leaf

1  ox tongue (about 1kg)

  Salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste

  Purple asparagus spears, for garnishing

20ml  extra virgin olive oil

Salsa Verde

80ml  extra virgin olive oil

  Chopped parsley, anchovies,

  capers and pickled cucumber, to taste

• For the salsa verde: Pour the extra virgin olive oil into a 

food processor and add in the rest of the ingredients, to 

taste and pulse the mixture until smooth. Set aside.

• Place the black peppercorns, sliced carrot, leek, shallot, 

celery, rosemary sprig, sage sprig and bay leaf into 

a cooking pot. Pour in enough water to cover all the 

ingredients. Add in the ox tongue and cook the mixture 

over high heat to a boil. Reduce heat and simmer the 

mixture for about an hour and 30 minutes. Remove the 

boiled ox tongue from the cooking pot and strip off the 

skin with a knife. Discard the skin of the ox tongue and 

set aside the boiled ox tongue to cool. Once cooled, cut 

into 2-cm thick slices. Season with salt and freshly ground 

black pepper, to taste. Place the seasoned ox tongue 

slices into a heated griller and grill until slightly charred. 

Keep warm.

• Blanch the purple asparagus in a pot of boiling salted 

water until tender. Remove blanched purple asparagus 

from the heat and dress with the extra virgin olive oil. 

Season with freshly ground black pepper, to taste. 

• Place the grilled ox tongue slices onto each serving plate. 

Serve with the seasoned purple asparagus and the salsa 

verde. Serves 4

Ox Tongue is one of 
the more fatty portions 
of beef as it contains 
high amount of fat. The 
outer layer of this muscle 
must be peeled off before 
cooking, after which it 
reveals a smooth texture.
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A perfect mix for the future of 
Traditional Chinese Medicine.

AUSTRALIA • CHINA • HONG KONG • INDONESIA • MACAU • MALAYSIA • SINGAPORE • USA

As a leading Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) company, we know that good health and well-being 
takes more than just herbs and Chinese medicine. That is why our product range is ever-expanding to 
include dietary supplements, health foods and more. We constantly innovate our processes and have 
developed the EYSGAP-Herbs Certification Scheme to ensure customer safety. Our Lingzhi Cracked 
Spores Powder Capsules is an example of one such product.

While emphasising the hallmark natural preventive approach of TCM with traditional therapeutic 
services, we also renew age-old wisdom for today’s world with our wellness and lifestyle centre in 
Malaysia as well as two Integrative Medical Centres in Hong Kong. Fusing it all together to deliver 
unique products and services for truly holistic healthcare.

It is no wonder our customers trust no other name but Eu Yan Sang.

Warm and friendly 
customer service

Modern wellness 
and lifestyle centre

Holistic treatments 
and services

Extensive range of products Scientific validation 
and innovation

www.euyansang.com



mezzi paccheri with ox tail ragoût
By Chef Michele Pavanello

1   ox tail (about 1kg)

  Vegetable stock, to taste

1   (each) carrot, leek, celery rib and shallot,

  peeled and roughly chopped

20ml extra virgin olive oil

600ml red wine

1   (each) rosemary sprig and sage sprig

200g whole tomatoes, peeled and sliced

  Salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste

320g mezzi paccheri pasta, cooked al dente

80g  grated parmesan cheese

• Place the ox tail and vegetable stock into a cooking pot 

and cook over high heat to a boil. Reduce heat and braise 

the ox tail for an hour and 30 minutes. Strain the vegetable 

stock into a saucepan and remove any scum that arises 

to the surface. Set aside the braised ox tail to cool.

• Heat the extra virgin olive oil in a cooking pot. Add in the 

chopped vegetables and sweat until vegetables have 

softened. Add in the braised ox tail and sweat for a few 

minutes. Add in the red wine and the rosemary and sage 

sprigs, and then simmer until sauce has reduced. Add 

in the sliced tomatoes and season with salt and freshly 

ground black pepper, to taste. Add a little vegetable stock 

at a time and simmer until the ox tail meat is fork-tender. 

• Remove the braised ox tail from it's braising jus and shred 

the meat, carefully removing all the bones and cartilages. 

Return the shredded ox tail meat into the braising jus and 

cook until sauce has thickened. Add in the al dente mezzi 

paccheri pasta and toss well. Ladle the ox tail ragoût into 

each serving bowl and sprinkle with parmesan cheese. 

Serves 4

Ox Tail must be cooked for a long time to release its rich 
flavour. It is usually braised or made into a stew as it is 
bony and rich in gelatine.
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Among the many less than glamourous tasks in my 
profession, part of it requires research and analysis on 

wine consumers’ behaviour and their purchasing pattern. 
Based on my study, I can, generally, group wine consumers 
into two main classes, describing them as functional, or 
emotional. The former group associates wines the same 
way as any beverages; when a purchase decision is to 
be made, price is the main consideration, with familiarity 
being another crucial factor that will help them to 
make a purchase decision. However, not all consumers 
purchase wines in such straight-forward manner. I have 
come to realise that for consumers who have established 
certain preference and comfort levels for selected wine 
styles, their purchase decision is shaped mainly by their 
emotion. Those emotional elements can include quality 
of the wine, an encounter with representatives of the 
winery, or even with the winemakers. Such subjective, yet 
vital influences can also occur between a consumer and 
the sales associate representing the wine. Poor product 
knowledge or incompetent interaction skills by those 
sales representatives will not yield the expected outcome, 
and certainly the image of a wine can also be affected. 
At times, special treatments accorded to an emotional 
consumer, such as price discount, addressing a customer 
by his/her name, sharing of a pre-released new vintage, 
can also lead to a strong affirmative experience for the 
consumers. Such small gestures have a higher possibility 
of ensuring repeat patronage, higher sales per visit and 
positive referral to fellow wine lovers. Through such 
findings, we hope to share with and assist fellow wine 
trade professionals to make necessary investment in 
both hard and software, so as to create an environment 
that will potentially increase wine sales, and retain a 
pool of premium customers. We are currently devoting 
time in seeking out the ‘push’ factors for wine lovers 
to venture out in searching for a wine; more of those 
sharing in another column when the research materials 
are completed. Nevertheless, in the process of collating 
our research data, I have also observed that there were 
some wines that, when sharing or enjoying them, could 
lead to an emotional exchange of views.

WINES FUNCTION AS MORE THAN 
JUST A SIMPLE BEVERAGE; FOR SOME 
WINE FANS, A  BOTTLE OF WINE CAN 
STIR THEIR EMOTION IN MANY WAYS. 
INTERNATIONAL WINE SPECIALIST -
LIM HWEE PENG, CSW, FWS SHARED 
SOME OF HIS EXPERIENCE.

Bordeaux Vs Bourgogne
Bordeaux wine is a businessman’s wine. Its fame, prestige 
and instant recognition made it a natural choice to meet 
business people’s needs. Such claim is not baseless; 
the origin and success of Claret’s fame is indeed closely 
linked to a commercial nature. For example, the origins 
of Bordeaux 1855 Classification were drafted up by wine 
merchants, upon the instruction by Napolean III, as part 
of its preparation for the world exhibition hosted in Paris, 
France in 1855.  A grand total of 61 dry red (Medoc, 
with one Grave) and 27 sweet white wines (Sauternes 
and Barsac) were picked based on their popularity and 
commercial success during that era. In the modern context, 
those successes from a past era continued to keep Bordeaux 
strong as a prestigious and reliable brand in the wine 
world, especially in many Asian markets where face-value 
is of importance. Be it gift-giving, festive celebrations, or 
toasting a business success, Bordeaux wines were a regular  
feature. Many wine lovers, however, neglected a vital 
difference in the quality classification of Bordeaux wines 
and other premium French wines. In Bordeaux, the brand of 
a wine pedigree is awarded to the châteaux, in other words, 
Grand Cru status is bestowed on a wine estate, based on a 
result of a winery’s ability to consistently produce wines of 
a premium quality. However, the same cannot be said about 
another blue-chip French wine – vin du Bourgogne. As 
opposed to the accepted Bordeaux’ practices, in Burgundy, 
the land is the brand. In this small region with tightly sited 
villages, hallowed is a piece of land that is recognised as 
a prime terrain yielding premium grapes that determine 
the worth and price of a bottle. The brand of Burgundy 
wines is thus closely-related to the vineyards where prime 
grapes are being tended to and harvested. As much as the 
differences were apparent, it was unsurprising for both 
Claret and Bourgogne wine lovers to have an emotional 

In Bordeaux, wine pedigree is awarded to 
châteaux... in Burgundy, the land is the brand.
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exchange, when attesting to the quality of their favoured 
bottles. Passion and undying love for those wines aside, 
there were two major contentions between the opposing 
camps. As it is the largest controlled place of origin 
(AOC) wine region in France, Bordeaux has the ability to 
produce large quantity of prime wines; however, in terms 
of total number of AOC in a wine region, Burgundy, with 
a hundred AOC, is one up than Bordeaux (with 60 AOC). 
Pleasure-wise, most connoisseurs tend to view a glass of 
Claret as an intellectual wine, while Burgundy wine fans 
regard the pleasure of a vin du Bourgogne as an emotional 
engagement. With all the trumpeting from both camps, 
it is also interesting to observe that the image of a wine 
could potentially draw customers of a similiar profile - 
intellectual consumers to Claret, and wine imbibers with 
high EQ to vin du Bourgogne.

Organic/Biodynamic/Natural Wines
These days, a mere mention of biodynamic wines will 
potentially create a storm among wine lovers. This vine-
farming method could create instant division; that is, one 
that supports and believes it wholeheartedly, and another 
camp that throws doubts and disbelief on such practice. 
At the core of such emotional exchange is the lack of 
awareness and understanding of biodynamic methods of 
cultivating vines; and for those who were fortunate enough 
to be exposed to it, the sharing of scrappy information 
creates more confusion than clarity. However, biodynamic 
wines are not the only emotionally-charged topic among 
wine imbibers. Other non-mainstream farming methods 
and winemaking practices, such as organic and natural 
winemaking also face the brunt of controversies. Why and 
how do such non-mainstream farming methods become 

controversial? For a long time in the market, there were 
wines catered to the masses which many considered as 
‘mass-produced’, and more often than not were produced 
in high volume (quantity); with that, it is understandable 
to perceive those bottles to be chemically-manipulated so 
as to offer consistent and predictable flavours. For some 
conscientious wineries and winemakers, it became a need 
to move away from the practice of excess interference in 
both vineyard and winemaking, thus, the re-introduction of 
organic and biodynamic farming, methods that at one time 
were being regarded as traditional practices by vintners of 
earlier generations. Those farming practices aim to achieve 
two apparent benefits. Firstly, whether it is organic or 
biodynamic, those farming ways are perceived to be land-
friendly, as well as bringing better potential health-benefits 
to both workers of the vineyard and consumers, as lesser 
chemical components were being introduced in the land 
and crafting of wines. Secondly, wines made from grapes 
tended through those viticultural practices offered cleaner 
and purer flavours, which will emerge strongly as the wines 
age; a sign of a well-made wine. Natural wine movement, 
the latest heart-stirring topics in the wine world, however, 
offers a different take. Almost all natural wines existed in 
Europe and some parts of the New World wine nations; 
however, the overall appearance and winemaking methods 
were seen as contentious, as it were perceived as either 
‘flawed’, ‘incomplete’ or both.

Quality of wines should not suffer as a 
result of individual beliefs and preferred 
farming practices.

Clueless of what is a natural wine? Think of cloudy, 
orange-coloured white wines; wines that were bottled  
nfiltered and sulphur-less; and almost immediately, one 
will conjure up the image of an unfinished wine. Yet, for 
many, wines made in such application can be beneficial, 
as it sees very little, and in some cases, no sulphur being 
added. Supporters for such wine argue that if consumers 
can accept fresh fruit juices with all their cloudiness, and 
stinky cheeses that were celebrated, why not cloudy wines 
with seemingly unfinished characters that are made just 
as naturally and non-invasively? And wouldn’t a less-
intervened wine be able to express its place of origin 
much better than one that has been ‘managed’ through 
various treatment processes? In spite of the potential 
goodness of those non-mainstream and controversial 
agricultural practices, I felt one important factor must be 
observed by all wine producers – quality. Quality of wines 
should not suffer as a result of individual belief and their 
preferred farming practices. Otherwise, regardless of the 
potential benefits, no sound-mind consumers can accept 
an inferior quality wine, whether it is organic, biodynamic 
or naturally-made.
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Fault Wines 
When discussing fault wines, especially those that were 
being accepted as part of a wine’s character, is similar to 
discussing national happiness index – a seemingly apparent 
concept, but elusive to arrive at a unanimous agreement. 
Therefore, wine flaws such as ‘brett’, when identified, can 
divide a roomful of wine fans into political parties. Faults 
such as brettanomyces (brett) forms part of some traditional 
wine regions’ identity, in other words, it has always existed in 
its bouquet and flavours due to early-days’ practices, or less 
than wanting viticultural or vinification methods. For those 
who were familiar and embraced this bacteria-induced wine 
flaw, more often than not, they viewed it as part of a wine’s 
character, and at times, even pronounced it as part of a 
wine’s terroir! Perhaps ‘brett lovers’ were also beer lovers, as 
brettanomyces is a unique element found in most beer. Yet, 

the opposing camp of ‘brett police’ is also equally strong in 
their declaration of hunting and putting down wines offering 
such curious barnyardy and horsey bouquet, regardless if it 
is slightly or fully ‘brett’. Tolerance for ‘brett’ from the ‘brett 
police’ can be notoriously fanatic. A whiff of it will set off 
the ‘brett’ alarm. So do wine flaws, especially controversial 
ones such as ‘brett’, have a place in the wine universe? In 

When discussing wine faults... accepted as part of 
a wine’s character, is similar to discussing national 
happiness - seemingly apparent, but elusive to arrive 
at an unanimous agreement.

all my judging and learning journey, I have understood and 
could perhaps illustrate some of those wine faults as a less-
than-acceptable social behaviour; while such behaviour 
may be accepted by some, it is not an accepted social norm. 
Consumers deserved wines that offer quality, and part of 
the quality equation involves a wine that is not filled with 
bacteria-induced nuances, nor flavours that do not relate to 
a well-made wine. As compared to early winemaking era, 
where an acute lacking of good winemaking know-how 
existed, these days, with cross-exposure in the different 
winemaking regions and technological advancement, it is 
quite inexcusable to make bad wine. A good wine, on the 
other hand, displayed a level of intellectual or emotional 
stimulation that delights, intrigues and captures one’s 
imagination. Ideally, a well-made wine also offers traces 
of its place of origin, or a style that is closely linked to its 
place of birth. Controversial or otherwise, those were quality 
elements that must not be disregarded. LHP

About the columnist: Lim Hwee Peng, CSW, FWS
A wine specialist, as well as a wine lover and perpetual student of wine, 
Lim emphasises on continuous-learning as a sustainable approach in 
increasing professionalism and career growth. Leading by example, he has 
been diligently acquiring international certifications through programmes 
in Bordeaux, Burgundy, Napa Valley, Spain, Australia, and recently 
graduated from the French Wine Scholar programme. The learning did 
not stop in the classroom; he also picked up valuable lessons as a wine 
judge in multiple international wine shows (most recent judging in South 
Africa, Adelaide, Australia and Verona, Italy). These days, besides coaching 
the programme participants in the Certified Specialist in Wines (CSW) and 
Certificate in Wine Studies (CWS) programmes, he writes for Cuisine & 
Wine Asia, a trade publication, and muses about his wine journey in his 
wine blog www.drinkgoodwines.com
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According to Traffic Police, in 2011, Singapore’s roads 
saw 15 fatalities due to drink driving. Nine were 

drivers who were drunk. The other six deaths were road 
users who were killed in accidents caused by drunk drivers. 
Master of Wine Lisa Perrotti-Brown recounts the terrifying 
experience a friend of hers had, back during college days. 
He had gotten into a car with somebody who had been 
drinking, and out of the four people in the car, he was 
the sole survivor of an accident. Why do people drink and 
drive? Wine Educator Lim Hwee Peng says that it’s really 
an issue of convenience. “In our trade, it is quite impossible 
for you to drink and not drive.” He asks, “They dress up for 
the event, why would they want to take a cab, to come to 
the event? And wait for a cab, to go home?” With their own 
car, there is no worry about arriving too early or too late, 
and they arrive in a grand manner, in comfort. Particularly 
in Singapore, why would someone buy a car, park it at 
home, then take a cab to a wine dinner?

TWENTY YEARS AGO, WHETHER IT WAS 
IN FRANCE, PORTUGAL, AUSTRIA, CHILE, 
OR SINGAPORE, WINE LOVERS, AFTER 
DOWNING SEVERAL GLASSES OF WINE 
IN A RESTAURANT, THOUGHT NOTHING 
OF DRIVING THEMSELVES BACk HOME. 
TODAY, WITH GREATER AWARENESS OF 
THE DANGERS OF DRINk-DRIVING, THE 
INCIDENCE OF PEOPLE DRINkING AND 
DRIVING HAS DROPPED – OR HAS IT? 

What Other Countries Do
On those who insist on drinking and driving, Laurent 
Ponsot, of Domaine Ponsot in Burgundy, proposes that 
cutting the limit from 0.5 to zero is what is needed. 
“Everybody thinks, ‘I’ve only drunk two or three glasses, it’s 
okay.’ You are not okay! You are dangerous.” He feels that 
it is precisely because the limit is still a little above zero, 
that people give themselves excuses. If it were dropped to 
zero, people would have to get organised – call a taxi, or 
designate a driver. In Chile, the alcohol limit allowed in a 
driver’s bloodstream has been dropped from 0.5 grammes 
to 0.3 grammes in March this year. “It’s true, we are seeing 
business drop in 

By Qian Leung
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the restaurants,” Michel Friou of Viña Almaviva in Chile 
says gravely. He attributes it to people not being organised 
yet. “We have enterprising young people setting up new 
companies now, offering valet services to take your car 
home with you,” he says. “Whether consumption will 
bounce back, we’ll see,” he says with a far-away look. 

Compared to the 12.5 percent alcohol content in most 
wines, the port produced by Jorge Rosas of Romas Pinto 
in Portugal, at 19.5 percent alcohol levels, packs a bigger 
knock-out ability. With 100 grammes of residual sugar per 
litre of port, port has a sweetness which is particularly 
seductive to women. Wouldn’t it be easy for a woman to 
have a sip too many, and become drunk before she realises 
it?  Rosas says, “Well, it’s dangerous to ride a bicycle or 
car! You have to be self-restrained.” He shares that it is 
certainly easy to drink a lot of port without noticing. For 
himself, being from Portugal, where port has been produced 
and drunk for 2,000 years, port is part of their lives. “If you 
eat too much, you’ll get fat! If you drink too much, you’ll 
get drunk!” He tries putting it in perspective. “I love port, 
but drinking it should be a pleasure, you have to appreciate 
it. Drinking too much is not necessarily a pleasure.” The 
great thing about port is the feeling, the emotions, and 
sensations that it can give you. Frédéric Dezauzier of 
Camus Cognac notices a peculiar trend. “The mindset has 
changed. Before, they drank cognac (which is 40 percent 
alcohol) like nothing. Now, since they must drink less, they 
tell themselves, ‘I might as well drink the best.’” Some may 
complain of him being heavy-handed, but friends who 
are regulars at Ponsot’s dining table know that if they get 
too drunk, they risk having their car keys confiscated. At 

the end of the night, each guest has also to blow into 
Ponsot’s breathe-analyser, before they are allowed to drive 
themselves home. Perrotti-Brown adds that in the United 
Kingdom, most wine companies insist that if an employee 
is caught drink-driving, he would lose his job. “Also, as a 
master of wine, I have some responsibilities in the wine 
trade too. It’s a risk not worth taking, being a member of 
the wine trade.”

What Can Be Done in Singapore
Singaporeans are generally a law-abiding crowd, and most 
drinkers, if it is past mid-night, would leave their vehicles 
and take a cab home instead. Yet there are also those who 
say, “It’s okay, as long as I leave before 11:30pm, I won’t 
get caught (by the traffic police, at road blocks).” For sure, 
having to come back the next day to collect their vehicles 
can be a real hassle. What can we do in such situations? Shah 
Angullia of Indoguna Singapore Pte Ltd shares that when 
dining in England or France, he has noticed restaurateurs 
who refused to serve alcohol to boozy guests, no matter 
how they threw their credit cards on the table and insisted 
on more. Back when he used to serve wines in a restaurant, 
he had done the same, when it was obvious that the guest 
was seeing double. “For me, it’s part of being responsible 
for your diners’ welfare.” Some establishments in Singapore, 
such as Absinthe, would also refer a valet service when they 
notice that patrons are inebriated.

On the other hand, Lim points out that being told to get a 
valet can be insulting. “What do you mean I can’t drive,” 
he says, in mock anger. “If you ask me honestly, if I have 
a car, why would I want someone else to drive my car? I 
have no idea whether that person will take anything from 
my car. Why am I paying somebody to do something I can 
do myself? And what if that person doesn’t drive my car 
properly, or scratches it?” He suggests that it would be 
better for event organisers to take advantage of the 15- to 
20-minute pocket of time, from the end of the dinner, to 
before he hops into his car, to find a way to help him sober 
up. “Perhaps you can offer him some water,” he says. “Or 
coffee.” That way, it would be an extension of his enjoyment, 
and he would not feel lectured, mothered, or policed over. 
That window of time may allow him to recover, if he insists 
on driving, or get him to realise, “Yes, I’m really not in the 
right condition to drive myself back.”

Nobody likes to be told what to do. Aside from the law 
stringently enforced by the traffic police, or a gentle 
nudging from an event organiser, perhaps it is the personal 
awareness that the lives of your wife or children would be 
tragically altered if you were gone that helps you make a 
spirit-led decision when your flesh is weak. QL
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Dates Events

Tues
16 April

WorlD GourmEt Summit 2013 opEninG rEcEption

8.00pm to 10.00pm | S$148+ (Citibank cardmembers receive 15% off )
S.E.A. Aquarium™, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

Wed
17 April

ExpEriEntial WorkShop at miElE -
“thE art of EntErtainmEnt”

10.00 am to 1.30 pm | S$288+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Miele Gallery

BErinGEr ExpEriEntial
WinE taStinG

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$248+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
The Prime Society

BErinGEr ExpEriEntial WinE DinnEr
fEaturinG matt moran

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$288+ (Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
The Prime Society

VErtu priVatE DinnEr 
fEaturinG paco torrEBlanca

8.00pm to 11.00pm | By Invitation Only
Capella, Singapore

Thurs
18 April

ExpEriEntial WorkShop at miElE -
“a GEntlEman’S GuiDE to maStErinG thE 
art of BrEakfaSt”

10.00am to 1.30pm | S$288+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Miele Gallery

WorlD GourmEt Summit
charity DinnEr

7.00 pm - 11.00 pm | S$1,000
The Fullerton Hotel Singapore

at homE With miElE 
fEaturinG Joachim koErpEr

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$298+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Miele Gallery

louiS roEDErEr
criStal DinnEr

8.00pm to 11.00pm
(Pricing details to be revealed) 
Tóng Lè Private Dining,
TungLok Group

BlEnD your oWn BorDEaux 
With maJElla WinES fEaturinG 
roDriGo DE la callE & DouGlaS 
tay BrouGht to you By mEat & 
liVEStock auStralia

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$248+
Osia, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

Fri
19 April

citiBank GaStronomic Jam SESSionS - Day 1

9.30am to 5.30pm 
S$70+ (Full day), S$120+ (Both days) 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Alkaff Mansion

hEartS on firE EDiBlE faShion 
ShoW & chocolatE DinnEr

7.00pm to 11.00pm | S$250+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off ) 
Capella Singapore

châtEau DE BEaucaStEl ExpEriEntial WinE taStinG

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$288+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Stellar at 1-Altitude

châtEau DE BEaucaStEl 
ExpEriEntial WinE DinnEr 
fEaturinG JEan-françoiS pièGE

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$448+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Stellar at 1-Altitude

Sat
20 April

citiBank GaStronomic Jam SESSionS - Day 2

9.30am to 5.30pm 
S$70+ (Full day), S$120+ (Both days) 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Alkaff Mansion

hErDaDE Da malhaDinha noVa 
ExpEriEntal WinE taStinG

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$198+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
The St. Regis Singapore

hErDaDE Da malhaDinha 
noVa prESEntS a portuGuESE 
ExpEriEntial WinE DinnEr 
With Joachim koErpEr

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$268+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Brasserie Les Saveurs -
The St. Regis Singapore

iSolE E olEna
ExpEriEntial WinE 
taStinG

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$198+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 
10% off)
Forlino

iSolE E olEna WinE DinnEr 
fEaturinG GaBriElE fErron

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$268+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Forlino

Sun
21 April

SparklinGS from arounD thE WorlD 
SunDay Brunch fEaturinG
mEat & liVEStock auStralia

11.00am to 3.00pm | S$188+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Equarius Hotel™, The Lawn, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

SunSEt cocktailS at
tamarinD hill

6.00pm to 8.00pm | S$148+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Tamarind Hill

Citibank Credit and Debit Cardmembers enjoy privileges of up to 15% off selected events. 
All prices are quoted in Singapore Dollars and are subjected to prevailing Goods & Services Tax.

www.worldgourmetsummit.com
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VErtu priVatE DinnEr 
fEaturinG paco torrEBlanca

8.00pm to 11.00pm | By Invitation Only
Capella, Singapore

Thurs
18 April

ExpEriEntial WorkShop at miElE -
“a GEntlEman’S GuiDE to maStErinG thE 
art of BrEakfaSt”

10.00am to 1.30pm | S$288+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Miele Gallery

WorlD GourmEt Summit
charity DinnEr

7.00 pm - 11.00 pm | S$1,000
The Fullerton Hotel Singapore

at homE With miElE 
fEaturinG Joachim koErpEr

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$298+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Miele Gallery

louiS roEDErEr
criStal DinnEr

8.00pm to 11.00pm
(Pricing details to be revealed) 
Tóng Lè Private Dining,
TungLok Group

BlEnD your oWn BorDEaux 
With maJElla WinES fEaturinG 
roDriGo DE la callE & DouGlaS 
tay BrouGht to you By mEat & 
liVEStock auStralia

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$248+
Osia, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

Fri
19 April

citiBank GaStronomic Jam SESSionS - Day 1

9.30am to 5.30pm 
S$70+ (Full day), S$120+ (Both days) 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Alkaff Mansion

hEartS on firE EDiBlE faShion 
ShoW & chocolatE DinnEr

7.00pm to 11.00pm | S$250+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off ) 
Capella Singapore

châtEau DE BEaucaStEl ExpEriEntial WinE taStinG

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$288+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Stellar at 1-Altitude

châtEau DE BEaucaStEl 
ExpEriEntial WinE DinnEr 
fEaturinG JEan-françoiS pièGE

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$448+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Stellar at 1-Altitude

Sat
20 April

citiBank GaStronomic Jam SESSionS - Day 2

9.30am to 5.30pm 
S$70+ (Full day), S$120+ (Both days) 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Alkaff Mansion

hErDaDE Da malhaDinha noVa 
ExpEriEntal WinE taStinG

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$198+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
The St. Regis Singapore

hErDaDE Da malhaDinha 
noVa prESEntS a portuGuESE 
ExpEriEntial WinE DinnEr 
With Joachim koErpEr

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$268+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Brasserie Les Saveurs -
The St. Regis Singapore

iSolE E olEna
ExpEriEntial WinE 
taStinG

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$198+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 
10% off)
Forlino

iSolE E olEna WinE DinnEr 
fEaturinG GaBriElE fErron

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$268+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off)
Forlino

Sun
21 April

SparklinGS from arounD thE WorlD 
SunDay Brunch fEaturinG
mEat & liVEStock auStralia

11.00am to 3.00pm | S$188+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Equarius Hotel™, The Lawn, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

SunSEt cocktailS at
tamarinD hill

6.00pm to 8.00pm | S$148+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Tamarind Hill

For reservations, log on to www.worldgourmetsummit.com, www.chope.com.sg  or call (65) 6270 1254
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Dates Events

Mon
22 April

mEat & liVEStock auStralia 
youth chEfS’ Day

1.00pm to 8.00pm | By Invitation Only
Alkaff Mansion

cVnE ExpEriEntial WinE taStinG 

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$288+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Equarius Hotel™, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

cVnE ExpEriEntial WinE DinnEr
fEaturinG DaViD muñoz 

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$388+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Forest ™, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

rouGiE foiE GraS DinnEr 
fEaturinG yannick alléno & 
Bruno ménarD 

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$288+
La Cantine by Bruno Ménard

Tues
23 April

italian hanDS-on culinary 
WorkShop fEaturinG corraDo 
aSSEnza & lino Sauro 

10.00am to 2.00pm | S$148+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
At-Sunrice GlobalChef Academy

priVatE ExcluSiVE 
culinary ExpEriEncE 
at miElE - fEaturinG 
Bo linDEGaarD & 
laSSE aSkoV 

10.00am to 2.00pm |
By Invitation Only
At-Sunrice GlobalChef 
Academy

miElE priVatE 
ExcluSiVE: 
aftErnoon tEa 
SESSion With Bo 
linDEGaarD & 
laSSE aSkoV

3.00pm to 5.30pm |
By Invitation Only
2am:lab

GourmEt Safari BrouGht to you By DéliciaE

7.00pm to 11.00pm | S$250++
La Cantine by Bruno Ménard, Forlino & Sabio by the Sea 

3émE GranD chapitrE, SinGapour 
SaBrE D’or fEaturinG an italian 
affair With maSSimo paSquarElli, 
corraDo aSSEnza & lino Sauro

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$328+ (members),
S$428+ (non-members)
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off, 
applicable for non-member pricing only)
The Ritz-Carlton, Millenia Singapore

Wed
24 April

GourmEt Golf ExpEriEncE 
fEaturinG miSS WorlD SinGaporE

1.00pm to 6.00pm | S$480+ (non-members), 
S$280+ (members) inclusive of Gourmet Golf 
Experience tournament and dinner
Singapore Island Country Club

GourmEt Golf 
ExpEriEncE DinnEr 

6.00pm to 10.00pm | S$180+ 
(Dinner only, exclusive of 
golf tournament)
Singapore Island Country 
Club

mEat & liVEStock 
auStralia 
inDuStry 
WorkShop

4.00pm to 6.00pm | S$18+
(Citibank cardmembers 
receive 15% off )
At-Sunrice GlobalChef 
Academy

maiSon rochE DE BEllEnE 
ExpEriEntial WinE 
taStinG 

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$288+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 
10% off )
The Fullerton Hotel Singapore

laDiES niGht out - 
luxury BEnto & 
WhiSky BrouGht to 
you By thE macallan

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$198+    
(Citibank cardmembers 
receive 10% off )
Stellar & 1-Altitude

maiSon rochE DE BEllEnE 
ExpEriEntial WinE DinnEr 
fEaturinG anDrEa Sacchi 

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$488+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
The Fullerton Hotel Singapore

Thurs
25 April

thE macallan finE & rarE taStinG anD priVatE DinnEr
for rESortS WorlD™ SEntoSa SinGaporE

7.00pm to 11.00pm | By Invitation Only
Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

WhitE aSparaGuS & GErman WinE DinnEr

7.00pm to 11.00pm | S$228+
Forlino

Fri
26 April

miElE priVatE ExcluSiVE: ExpEriEntial WorkShop at miElE
“thE art of EntErtainmEnt” 

10.00am to 2.00pm | By Invitation Only
Miele Gallery

othEllo: mEEt thE caSt ExcluSiVE party

10.30pm to 12.30pm | S$170+ (Cocktail only), S$198+ (Cocktail & play)
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Gattopardo Italian Grill & Pizzabar

Sat
27 April

BorDEaux rEnDEz VouS 2013 maStErclaSS 1 taStinG VintaGE

10.30pm to 12.30pm | S$S$150++ per person
Equarius Hotel™, Tamarind, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

BorDEaux rEnDEz VouS 2013 maStErclaSS 2 
taStinG VintaGE

3.00pm to 5.00pm | S$150++ per person
Equarius Hotel™, Tamarind, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

BorDEaux rEnDEz VouS 2013 
DinnEr

7.00pm to 11.30pm | S$288++ per person
*Corporate Rates Available 
Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore
(Aquarius Room)

Citibank Credit and Debit Cardmembers enjoy privileges of up to 15% off selected events. 
All prices are quoted in Singapore Dollars and are subjected to prevailing Goods & Services Tax.

www.worldgourmetsummit.com



Dates Events
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mEat & liVEStock auStralia 
youth chEfS’ Day

1.00pm to 8.00pm | By Invitation Only
Alkaff Mansion

cVnE ExpEriEntial WinE taStinG 

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$288+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Equarius Hotel™, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

cVnE ExpEriEntial WinE DinnEr
fEaturinG DaViD muñoz 

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$388+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Forest ™, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

rouGiE foiE GraS DinnEr 
fEaturinG yannick alléno & 
Bruno ménarD 

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$288+
La Cantine by Bruno Ménard

Tues
23 April

italian hanDS-on culinary 
WorkShop fEaturinG corraDo 
aSSEnza & lino Sauro 

10.00am to 2.00pm | S$148+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
At-Sunrice GlobalChef Academy

priVatE ExcluSiVE 
culinary ExpEriEncE 
at miElE - fEaturinG 
Bo linDEGaarD & 
laSSE aSkoV 

10.00am to 2.00pm |
By Invitation Only
At-Sunrice GlobalChef 
Academy

miElE priVatE 
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aftErnoon tEa 
SESSion With Bo 
linDEGaarD & 
laSSE aSkoV

3.00pm to 5.30pm |
By Invitation Only
2am:lab

GourmEt Safari BrouGht to you By DéliciaE

7.00pm to 11.00pm | S$250++
La Cantine by Bruno Ménard, Forlino & Sabio by the Sea 

3émE GranD chapitrE, SinGapour 
SaBrE D’or fEaturinG an italian 
affair With maSSimo paSquarElli, 
corraDo aSSEnza & lino Sauro

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$328+ (members),
S$428+ (non-members)
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off, 
applicable for non-member pricing only)
The Ritz-Carlton, Millenia Singapore

Wed
24 April

GourmEt Golf ExpEriEncE 
fEaturinG miSS WorlD SinGaporE

1.00pm to 6.00pm | S$480+ (non-members), 
S$280+ (members) inclusive of Gourmet Golf 
Experience tournament and dinner
Singapore Island Country Club

GourmEt Golf 
ExpEriEncE DinnEr 

6.00pm to 10.00pm | S$180+ 
(Dinner only, exclusive of 
golf tournament)
Singapore Island Country 
Club

mEat & liVEStock 
auStralia 
inDuStry 
WorkShop

4.00pm to 6.00pm | S$18+
(Citibank cardmembers 
receive 15% off )
At-Sunrice GlobalChef 
Academy

maiSon rochE DE BEllEnE 
ExpEriEntial WinE 
taStinG 

6.00pm to 7.30pm | S$288+ 
(Citibank cardmembers receive 
10% off )
The Fullerton Hotel Singapore

laDiES niGht out - 
luxury BEnto & 
WhiSky BrouGht to 
you By thE macallan

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$198+    
(Citibank cardmembers 
receive 10% off )
Stellar & 1-Altitude

maiSon rochE DE BEllEnE 
ExpEriEntial WinE DinnEr 
fEaturinG anDrEa Sacchi 

8.00pm to 11.00pm | S$488+
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
The Fullerton Hotel Singapore

Thurs
25 April

thE macallan finE & rarE taStinG anD priVatE DinnEr
for rESortS WorlD™ SEntoSa SinGaporE

7.00pm to 11.00pm | By Invitation Only
Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

WhitE aSparaGuS & GErman WinE DinnEr

7.00pm to 11.00pm | S$228+
Forlino

Fri
26 April

miElE priVatE ExcluSiVE: ExpEriEntial WorkShop at miElE
“thE art of EntErtainmEnt” 

10.00am to 2.00pm | By Invitation Only
Miele Gallery

othEllo: mEEt thE caSt ExcluSiVE party

10.30pm to 12.30pm | S$170+ (Cocktail only), S$198+ (Cocktail & play)
(Citibank cardmembers receive 10% off )
Gattopardo Italian Grill & Pizzabar

Sat
27 April

BorDEaux rEnDEz VouS 2013 maStErclaSS 1 taStinG VintaGE

10.30pm to 12.30pm | S$S$150++ per person
Equarius Hotel™, Tamarind, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

BorDEaux rEnDEz VouS 2013 maStErclaSS 2 
taStinG VintaGE

3.00pm to 5.00pm | S$150++ per person
Equarius Hotel™, Tamarind, Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore

BorDEaux rEnDEz VouS 2013 
DinnEr

7.00pm to 11.30pm | S$288++ per person
*Corporate Rates Available 
Resorts World® Sentosa Singapore
(Aquarius Room)

For reservations, log on to www.worldgourmetsummit.com, www.chope.com.sg  or call (65) 6270 1254
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Premium Hospitality Partner Premium Gastronomic Partner

Official Premium Chinese Herbs

Presenting Airline Official Foie Gras & Dairy Distributor

Official Gourmet Purveyor Premium Meat Official Whisky

Official Still & Sparkling
Mineral Waters



Official Luxury Glasswork Artwork Premium Porcelain Official Diamond Official Photography

Official Home Kitchen Appliance Official Luxury Watch Official Luxury Mobile

Official Knife

Porcelain Partner

Official Events Production Provider

Premium TablewareOfficial Online Booking Partner Official Supplier for Chef’s Apparel 

Official Glassware DistributorOfficial Glassware

Official TrophyPremium Sparkling Fruit Beverage Official Vodka

Official Chocolate Official Printing Solutions Official Rhum Partner



Gastronomic Partners

Wine Partners

Champagne Partners

 
ARTISAN CELLARS 

 

Official Dairy ProductsOfficial Oyster Official Ice Cream

Premium Foie Gras Official Juice Premium Asian Food Ingredient

Official Champagne 

Premium Tea 

   Ireland Est 1990

Ir
is

h 
Pr

emium Oysters                        
   

   
   

   
 



S.E.A. Aquarium, Resorts World, the Resorts World logo and all Resorts World elements and related indicia™ & © Genting International Management Limited. All rights reserved.

Media Partners

Partner Restaurants

Official Indonesian Media

Official Radio Station

Exclusive Philippines Publication

Official Gourmet Lifestyle Publication

Official Luxury Chinese Publication

Official Business Newspaper Official Luxury Lifestyle Publication

Official Expat Publication

Official Travel Publication Official Lifestyle Magazine

Official Publication & Creative Concepts

Official TV Channel

Official Luxury PublicationOfficial Regional Online Media

Official Fashion Magazine Official Online Lifestyle Media



that gives wings  
to your

Chocolate

creativity!
                    Drawing on more than 100 years of rich heritage, tradition and knowledge  
   of cocoa, a new line of chocolate couvertures, service products and much  
more has been created by deZaan™ Gourmet to enhance your creativity and passion 
and intensify your chocolate experience.

deZaan™ Gourmet products are produced entirely in Europe, using the highest  
quality ingredients, attributing to their ease of use.

We are committed to the sustainable development of the cocoa crop and to responsible 
sourcing practices. The Responsible Cocoa logo brings value to cocoa farming  
communities and to you.

The unique ability of deZaan™ Gourmet to control products from bean through  
production, ensures the finest chocolate for your creations.

deZaanTM and deZaanTM Gourmet, are registered trademarks of ADM. ©2013. www.dezaangourmet.com
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